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Abstract
!

Since the attacks of September 11th, 2001, the literature of the United States has become

increasingly concerned with telling tragic stories. While the literature written about the attacks is
considerable and operates as the climax in this dissertation, the literature of the ensuing decade
has been marked by a return to tragic terror more broadly. A distinct feeling of anxiety and fear
continues to animate a strong tragic tradition in the contemporary novel. Through an analysis of
motifs, figures, and metaphors derived from classical dramatic sources and the attendant
philosophical tradition, this dissertation investigates the complex formal processes through
which tragic American lives occur and their political contexts. This dissertation argues that
American literary production in the first decade of the twenty-first century requires a critical
return to the so-called Myth and Symbol School that inaugurated American Studies and
established an American literary tradition with New England Transcendentalists. Emerson’s
claim that America must be made great through and by its ability to perceive “the terror of life”
resonates in today’s post-9/11 political and economic climate. This study illuminates the ways
that the contemporary novelists have seen fit to incorporate classical tropes and narratives into
traditional stereotypes of identity and nationhood. Linguistic life, it might be said, directly
influences political life. Tragic America is an aggregation of tragic manifestations that finds
political extensions and interpretive applications through provisional and figurative relationships.
Relationships negotiated through this metaphoric sensibility are, I believe, the only honest means
of comparison in our radically heterogeneous culture.
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Introduction—The Proper Tragic Element
There have long been peculiar and intimate connections between the experienced
and imagined tragedies of everyday American life. While tragedy in the first decade of
the twenty-first century has been used to describe historical events and literature with an
assumed coherence, literary criticism and theory have yet to assess the prevalence of
tragedy in popular culture. Leaving life bereft and terrified by an uncertain future, tragedy
always approaches unexpectedly. The tragic genre tells, quite simply, the story of a life
that ends badly. Tragic America seeks to reconcile how a country that finds life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness to be both self-evident and unalienable can also produce a
distinctly tragic tradition. It is in the preamble that the authors of this sovereign
declaration offered these truths to buttress a future America free from a terrible end to life
—free from tragedy.
In the beginning, America’s early colonial founders described the country around
them with a great myth-making imagination, which sought to fill the empty wilderness
with coherent symbols. The Eurocentric basis of this new literature sought to codify and
systematize the wilderness for a people not at home in a strange land. America’s tragic
past—the new world’s tragic mythology—is a myth with impossible origins. This long
legacy is informed by Aristotle’s first definitions of tragedy in his Poetics because all
discourse on tragedy is necessarily touched by this inceptive and legislative act of
delineating genre. As a result, any experience of the tragic opens an immediate conflation
and division of literature, philosophy, and history. However, this study is written from the
point where these discursive paths intersect, touch, and withdraw. While my interest is in
contemporary literature and contemporary manifestations of this legacy, I will necessarily
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return to 18th and 19th century philosophical precedents and gesture towards classical
models. Insofar as it is necessary to honour and incorporate this complex past, the
contemporary study of tragedy I undertake here is born of a single observation: America
is beset by tragedy. As any casual observer of the Internet, radio, or television can
ascertain, tragedies are common, utterly catastrophic, and have the real possibility of
entering our lives. From the greatest of politicians and the most wildly successful actors
to the unknown people living small lives, tragedy touches all our lives in time.
In such a world where tragic stories are so often told, a concern for contemporary
authors has become to address how and why tragedy comes to us. Surely contemporary
American authors are not fating the culture they observe to such terrible ends. Fate is not
now found in the acts of fickle or cruel gods, but rather it is manifested in singular and
insignificant people being caught in the disastrous sweep of history. Tragic events can
have natural, sociological, or political origins: a banking crisis or a hurricane have
seemingly unforeseen origins and equally rob families of their homes. Random violence,
premeditated murder, and automobile accidents all dangerously manifest in various forms
of emergency. Innocents die, and witnesses are left in awe. Regardless of their origins,
spectators are shocked and horrified by their stories. Survivors are left in fear for
themselves and for their loved ones. Disasters abound, and a common anguish is felt for
one’s neighbours. Now, however, tragedies need not hold human lives on the end of a
thread to explain human ends; instead, bankers and hedge fund managers will lead entire
swaths of people to fortune or ruin with the same sense of deific indifference. Military
commanders will return our sons and daughters or our sons and daughters will not return.
All too often, a sense of historical messianism or sense of ideological foresight misguides
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tragic American lives and our interpretation of these terrible ends. These tragedies do,
however, have proper names. Names have come to commemorate American tragedies and
recall a strangely historicized emotional register: Pearl Harbor, Kent State, Kennedy,
Challenger, Columbine, or 9/11 all evoke terrible feelings. Tragic America will examine
the tragically affective function of history through the myths and figures it mobilizes.
By tracing this constantly emergent tragic motif throughout American literature,
the profusion of terror in contemporary American life becomes manifested in metaphor.
While anything we might call an American life could too easily conflate literary forms
with an artificial national character, I will instead attempt to show how American
literature has held fast to this tragic tradition and how that tragic tradition is still played
out on the political stage. In his controversial and continually evocative Love and Death
in the American Novel (1960), Leslie Fiedler claims that, born from its gothic roots, “the
American novel is pre-eminently a novel of terror” (26). Yet, it is Ralph Waldo Emerson
who first claims that terror underwrites the tragedy imbued in American life:
the essence of tragedy does not seem to me to lie in any list of particular evils.
After we have enumerated famine, fever, inaptitude, mutilation, rack, madness
and loss of friends, we have not yet included the proper tragic element, which is
Terror, and which does not respect definite evils but indefinite; an ominous spirit
which haunts the afternoon and the night, idleness and solitude. (“The Tragic”
432)
In a time when the fear of terrorism still occupies the public consciousness, the
persistence of this feeling demonstrates the continued importance of the tragic mode and
the oddly unified sense of experience throughout American history. Yet, as Emerson
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suggests, American tragedy is not a kind of morality play; tragedy enacts a profound
drama about an individual’s ability to accept gross injustice, suffering, and cruelty.
Contrary to a sense of a ledger balance or divine debt for moral wrongs, tragedy describes
wrongs that are out of joint with all ethical limits. In this tragic schema, debts are not
repaid and justice is not done. Ethical bankruptcies are absolute because the figurative
basis of such narratives are not restorative or redemptive. The tragic world is not fair, nor
is it reasonable. It is a domain of passions and desires, blindness and misapprehensions,
and contradictions and conflations.
!

While tragedy is not, as a matter of course, neatly didactic, contemporary

American tragedy is always, I will argue, a rigorous affirmation of life. The tragedies I
discuss do not declare some artificial tragic end of America or cultural decline. With this
fantasy of the fall in mind, I have accepted the anachronistic character of any comparison
and worked to avoid a predeterministic or fatalistic logic of chronological progress. I
have constructed a cumulative or additive aggregation of tragic figures in American
literature. Each text I have selected will not necessarily be the sole representative of this
structure of tragic feeling, but it will act as a node around which further criticism may
stem. A certain amount of contrapuntal movement will be necessary to traverse these
texts. Therefore, the internal logic of this study will be guided by the interstitial tissue
supplied by the novels themselves. I will ask how each of these novels supplies
complementary sites of interchange, by which I will then bridge, expand, and
metaphorically traverse between these texts.
!

Every iteration of the tragic mode immediately recedes, withdrawals, and flits past

the present. Since tragedy was hardly homogeneous in the 5th century (BCE) Greece, I
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feel no need to make such claims of tragedy today. So, while it may be tempting to
formulate a theoretical grammar to clearly delineate the terms of tragedy and finally fix
the form forever, there remains such a broad literary and dramatic tradition that preexists
this study that would render such a grammar forever incomplete. Tragedy has long
consumed ambitious philosophers and literary critics. Like Empedocles on the cusp of the
volcano or Ahab aboard the bridge of the Pequod, desires for such transcendence in
abstract metaphors and symbols is a fool’s errand that is played out in a wilderness of
conflated traditions. So, while there have been many studies on tragic drama in historical
or philosophical contexts, no single study has sought to contextualize the broader tragic
discourse in America and situate it most urgently in contemporary fiction. This study will
try to remedy such a lack.

5

American “Tragic Optimism”: Towards a Critical Chorus
Tragedy has become an epithet for an increasing number of experiences. Stories
and lives that end badly have taken up a colloquial sense of the tragic, but tragedy is a
very old genre. It is Aristotle’s definition of tragedy in the Poetics that initiates all
understanding of the genre, but it also initiates the primacy of pity [eleos] and fear
[phobos] in the structure of tragic feeling: “Tragedy, then,” as his often rehearsed
definition explains, “is the imitation of a good action, which is complete and of a certain
length, by means of language made pleasing for each part separately; it relies in its
various elements not on narrative but on acting; through pity and fear it achieves the
purgation [catharsis] of such emotions” (Aristotle 1419b). These famous words fostered
a vast critical discourse throughout western history, and yet the very terms of his
definition are indeterminate in translation. G.M.A Grube’s often quoted translation
suggests that the “exact meaning of phobos lies somewhere between fear and terror” (12).
In the post-9/11 context, the distinction between “fear” and “terror” has become
especially fraught in both literary and political culture. Putting emphasis, then, on terror,
Tragic America begins with the understanding that, like other cultural legacies of the
ancients, the tragic mode has been imported piecemeal and returns in uncanny ways to a
contemporary context. These contemporary American iterations of the tragic that I
address here must be situated in a broader intellectual and historical context of
transatlantic transit of western culture and philosophy. The particular “myths and
symbols”—to invoke an earlier moment in American Studies—of the tragic in the U.S.
appear through an aesthetic and largely figurative tradition to which contemporary
authors are still attuned. In a time when “terror” has become such a highly politicized
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watchword, I wish to return to the words of Ralph Waldo Emerson, who argued that
America must be made great through and by its ability to perceive “the terror of
life” (The Conduct of Life 2), as a means of decoding this latest iteration of tragic terror.
And yet, American tragedies have always joined terror with optimism. As an antidote to
the “superficialness” he saw around him, Emerson imagined the life-affirming qualities in
tragedy as being tightly bound to the nation. This countercurrent is maintained in
American tragic writings—what R. W. B. Lewis would coin as “tragic optimism”—
through what can only be paradoxically described as a hope without hope. Tragic
America, therefore, mobilizes this doubly bound tragic sentiment as a corrective to the
double edged fantasies of American exceptionalism and decline that have so often been
told in the first decade of the 21st century.
There is a fundamentally anachronistic quality to a study that presumes to link an
ancient dramatic form to our most contemporary literature. The word tragedy is itself a
portmanteau word from the ancient Greek tragos (goat) and oide (ode). What, then, does
the contemporary novel have to do with a millennia old goat song? Given that, for
Aristotle, the privileged genre for tragedy is drama—relying specifically “not on
narrative”—my choice to focus exclusively on fiction necessarily raises a series of formal
questions: What is a novel? What is tragedy? What is a tragic novel? Ontological
questions are so often formal questions, yet the desire to delineate and know difference is
also the very stuff of tragedy. The novel is, of course, a modern genre, with its own
narrative conventions, but one of the consistent aspects of the form is that it tends to
assimilate conventions associated with other genres. Like many accounts of the novel, Ian
Watt’s classic study The Rise of the Novel (1957) insists on its very capaciousness,
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defining the novel quite broadly as the form that “attempts to portray all the varieties of
human experience, and not merely those suited to one particularly literary perspective:
the novel’s realism does not reside in the kind of life it presents, but in the way it presents
it” (11). The novel, then, is defined by its very malleability but also by its capacity to
represent the whole of human experience and the affective registers of life. As Watt
develops his argument around Richardson, Fielding, and Defoe, he is also influenced by
Aristotle and his concerns for plot, unity of time, and character. As a result, Watt’s
primary concern is with the modern novel’s realist conceit or the “correspondence
between life and literature” (13). The novel’s ability to simulate other forms of expression
and lived experience in a realistic way is what traditionally defines it. Akin to Aristotle’s
own project, which sought to define the mimetic limits of poetic forms, Watt’s project
seeks to define how the novel manifests this distinctly modern condition of individualism
and realism. The novel offers a private realm for the reader to conduct his or her own
theatre of the imagination: “the formal realism of the novel allows a more immediate
imitation of individual experience set in its temporal and spatial environment than do
other literary forms” (33). So it can surely be said that the novel’s realist conceit is
predicated on this intimate link between lived experience as subject matter and formal
gesture needed to manifest it, but such a claim also opens the novel to a very old
discourse on the imitative limits of art.
Aristotle’s claim that tragedy is reliant “not on narrative” coupled with theories of
the novel that have emphasized social realism have seemed, in some modern accounts of
tragedy, to render “the tragic novel” a kind of contradiction in terms. But, when
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understood through this figurative historical relation to Aristotle, persistent debates
regarding the mimetic ability of prose to accommodate the affective resonances of pity
and fear in tragic catharsis appear to be misplaced. George Steiner’s The Death of
Tragedy (1961) claims that the “idea of ‘prose tragedy’ is singularly modern, and to many
poets and critics it remains paradoxical” (238). Steiner goes on to say, “Greek tragedy is
sung, danced, and declaimed. Prose has no place in it” (239). To define tragedy like this
unnecessarily limits the scope of its inquiry and fails to account for how tragedy appears
in contemporary culture. For Steiner, tragedies can only come to great men and the
“modern novel is a direct response to this turn of consciousness toward economic and
bourgeois life” (265). In other words, the modern novel’s emphasis on the working
classes is out of place with the typical fall of great figures in classical tragedy. Other
critics are not so polemical, but remain doubtful of the novel’s place in tragic discourse.
Walter Kaufmann’s Tragedy and Philosophy (1968) suggests that a novel “could present
immense suffering,” but offers doubts about the novel being a “less highly concentrated
form than [verse] tragedy” (98). For Kaufmann, the novel remains in a position of
simulating the true form of tragedy, but he openly acknowledges that the “question
remains whether a novel could approximate a Greek or Shakespearean tragedy” (98). In
Sweet Violence (2003), Terry Eagleton elides the specific problem of genre and form
when discussing the novel, while hesitantly admitting the novel to the realm of tragedy:
“There is something to commend the case that the novel and tragedy are uneasily
allied” (201). He claims that tragedy occupies a middle ground between the
“intransigent” tragic genre and the novel that is “built out of compromise” (183).
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While the social realism of the novel is often mistaken for representations of socalled “lower class” lives or social suffering, the mimetic conceits of the novel continue
to engage with ancient ideas about tragedy, but realism must not be the sole judge of the
novel’s emotional pathos or affective experience. The tragic form is best understood
through language. The life and death of figurative language is the premier metaphor of
metaphor, but the life of language also describes the failures of meaning and
communication that result in so many tragic lives. In this context, then, it is the ability of
language to absorb and hybridize the modes of the past that is precisely what Mikhail
Bakhtin so usefully describes in his work on the novel. While his underlying argument
within his most programmatic essay “Discourse in the Novel” (1975) is girded by an
unnecessary opposition to strict poetic formalism, his study of the novel produced a
valuable study of “the generative forces of linguistic life” (270). Bakhtin understood that
language is a hybrid and shifting system that exists, “first and foremost, in the creative
consciousness of the people who write novels” (292). Through the vast intermixing and
reworking of language in culture, which he termed as heteroglossia, “languages live a
real life” (292). Aspects of our languages live, die, and are cast out by those who use
them. By concluding that ancient Greek literatures espoused a “closed-off monoglossia”
of genres that foreclosed the intermixing that marked a living language, Bakhtin turned to
the modern novel as a site of cultural renewal (67). As a result, Bakhtin’s modernist
desire to break away from classical sources is not easily reconcilable with my interests,
but his description of the living movement of discourse and language greatly informs
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how Tragic America represents the figurative and aesthetic significance of the tragic
novel today.
While the focus of my study is very much contemporary—with each chapter
addressing a novel or novels published primarily in the last ten to twenty years—the
context for understanding the ways these novels mobilize figures of American tragedy is
necessarily broader. My approach here is not “historical” in the materialist sense; rather, I
am interested in the ways in which the figures in these contemporary texts echo and
invoke a longer aesthetic tradition of tragedy in American literature. This approach
demands a certain understanding of the metaphorics of history, an approach I borrow
from Hayden White’s reading of Erich Auerbach’s Mimesis (1946) and “Figura” (1959).
For White, Auerbach’s historical mode operates on a logic of “figural causation,” in
which a historical event’s relationship to a text or an author is not genealogically linked
in a literal causal fashion (White 88). Instead, Auerbach suggests that the modern novel
takes a metaphorical relation between all historically bound events, including the
publication of a new book. The relationships between cultural occurrences can only be
understood “as if they had actually descended” from each other (White 89). Thus the
trajectory of western literary history can be traced aesthetically and affords alternative
modes of historical investigation that are capable of bridging vast distances of time.
Taking inspiration from Auerbach’s “figura,” “a middle term between littera-historia and
veritas,” I will argue that, in the novels under consideration here, the American tragic
mode is bound metaphorically to the culture that produces it (47).
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As these uneasy accounts of “the tragic novel” suggest, my coupling of these
terms is not without precedent. But my own approach to tragedy will be less to map the
forms of tragic drama onto contemporary literature—less, then, to assess whether the
novel could approximate Greek tragedy—and more to examine the ways in which figures
drawn from tragedy are mobilized in contemporary literature. “Tragedy” is, then, less a
genre than an organizing strategy—collected through tragic figures and tropes—that
allows me to articulate these diverse figures as a part of a specific intellectual and cultural
legacy. In this, I take inspiration from Raymond Williams’s Modern Tragedy (1966),
which avoids the pitfalls of the mimetic conceit by opening with a figure that is already at
home within the tragic tradition: “We come to tragedy by many roads,” says Williams on
the opening page (33). By evoking Oedipus’s journey from Corinth to Thebes, Williams’s
entire project honours tragedy by redeploying its figures.1 Tragedy “is an immediate
experience, a body of literature, a conflict of theory, an academic problem. This book is
written from the point where the roads cross, in a particular life” (33). In an attempt to
account for these conflicted intersections between theory, literature, and life, Tragic
America shifts tonal registers at times from formal philosophical terminology to simply
personal stories.
Such interdisciplinarity risks, of course, leaving “tragedy” a hollow term that is so
often used in popular media. Literary critics, journalists, and booksellers will, without
hesitation it seems, call any given work a tragedy, evidence, no doubt, of connotations
and emotional registers still associated with this most ancient of art forms. The common
usage of tragedy has resulted in what Eagleton calls “a merely figurative employment of
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the word” (Sweet 14). A tragic event or novel contains a metaphorical link to the ancient
and original culture that birthed tragic drama in 5th Century Greece (BCE). While it
seems that Eagleton makes this observation in passing and somewhat derisively, I would
like to take time to assess such a figurative operation within tragedy. How is it that
tragedy enters our lives as an indebted word, a monstrous figure, a masked metaphor, a
catastrophic catachresis, or a road weary allegory? Bound by these tragic figures, each
chapter will define one tragic motif that survives in contemporary American literature,
elaborating how that figure finds new life, creatively and politically, in an era in which
the popular usage of the term is invoked so variously and persistently.2
Tragic Consequences of Isolation
By invoking the tragic tradition in the context of American literature, I am also
invoking F.O. Matthiessen’s American Renaissance (1941), in which he first formally
thematized American literature’s tragic characteristics. While he not only cast American
authors within classical traditions of Greece and the Rome, Matthiessen also sought to
delineate the terms of American Studies as an academic pursuit. For Matthiessen, the
proliferation of writing that occurred in the mid-19th century by Melville, Hawthorne,
Emerson, and Thoreau represented the birth of a great literary nation. Such serious
literary work required a serious literary genre. Tragedy also came, according to
Matthiessen, as a “counterstatement” against Emerson and the supposedly less serious
transcendentalists (179).3 In opposition to Emerson’s supposed optimism, he argues that
Melville and Hawthorne possessed “a mature understanding of the relation of the
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individual to society” (179). Emerson’s rhetorical and aesthetic projects did not strike
Matthiessen as containing the appropriate tools to describe human tragedy:
An even more characteristic saying for him is, ‘Life consists in what a man is
thinking of all day.’ To his cheerful temperament, the turning of the individual
upon his own inner life was a matter not for resignation but for exuberance. The
possible tragic consequences of isolation, the haunted reverberations of the soul
locked into its prison, though not envisaged by his optimism, were the burdens of
Hawthorne and Poe. (Matthiessen 8)
Matthiessen here aligns an important set of characteristics that continue to mark
contemporary literature. The “tragic vision of life” Matthiessen describes is doubly bound
between fears of a tragic end and an “ill-founded optimism” (180). I argue that, while
Matthiessen attempted to oppose optimism and tragedy, American tragedies suspends this
dialectic and presents them as a singular vision of life. Matthiessen’s discursive founding
is not without its own counter statements,4 but it is surprising how the contemporary
novel continues to carry this strange tragic optimism.
My project is indebted to the work of those mid-century practitioners of American
Studies who, like Matthiessen, emphasized the mythological and symbolic significance of
literary and cultural expression. In a “post-nationalist” Americanist context, this work has
become a kind of rhetorical straw man against which new Americanists can define
themselves, and writers concerned with transatlantic literary studies like Paul Giles, Paul
Gilroy, Wai Chee Dimock and others have worked to situated American Studies in a more
global context. John Carlos Rowe describes this so-called New American Studies in the
context of a self-critique of American imperialism and “the assumption that the United
14

States constitutes a model for democratic nationality that might be imitated” (11). New
Americanist critiques of “myth and symbol” have usefully illuminated its blindspots—its
exceptionalisms, its persistent Eurocentrisms, its generalizations—and my own project is
certainly indebted to these important shifts in the field, but it is useful to recall that “myth
and symbol” practitioners were themselves reacting to the sterile formalism of New
Criticism and its lack of relation to lived experience, seeking instead an interdisciplinary
method that was also broadly political in scope of influence.5 In “Can ‘American
Studies’ Develop a Method” (1957), Henry Nash Smith sought to counter the effects of
New Criticism’s “apparently impassable chasm between the facts of our existence in
contemporary society and the values of art” (7). In some respects, then, this highly
figurative myth and symbol approach that sought to bridge culture, politics, and art can
be redeemed as a forebear of the interdisciplinarity of humanities research in recent
decades.
One of these aspects of lived experience was in fact the particularly EuroAmerican variety of “terror,” a newly resonant term that nonetheless has a long history of
manifestations in tragedy in American literature. When American Studies was still in its
earliest stages and relegated to quotation marks, Nash’s Virgin Land (1950) turned to J.
Hector St. John de Crèveoeur’s Letters from and American Farmer (1782), which is
considered by some to be America’s first novel, to describe the logic behind
expansionism and the failure of Lincoln’s Homestead Act of 1862. By coupling
expansionist dreams with the almost gothic fears of an untamed wilderness, Nash puts
into relief a conflicted national imagination. From the settler perspective, the “master
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symbol of the garden embraced a cluster of metaphors expressing fecundity, growth,
increase, and blissful labor in the earth, all centering about the heroic figure of the
idealized frontier farmer armed with that supreme agrarian weapon, the sacred
plow” (Virgin 138). For Nash, it is Crèvecoeur who first schematized the frontier and
expansionism as being historically tied to American identity. America became
imaginatively divided into three distinct areas that served to couch a general American
identity and offer a model for further expansion: “a remote fringe of backwoods
settlements, a central region of comfortable farms, and, to the East, a region of growing
wealth, cities, and social stratifications” (Virgin 143). These divisions served as a moral
agrarian code and prophesied a future nation of righteous expansion. However, as Nash’s
implicit political statement makes clear, to deny “the principal underpinnings of its faith
in progress, in the mission of America, in manifest destiny” would violate the
“imaginative veil” or myth of the garden (233, 232). Through these kinds of interpretive
and linguistic investigations, the myth and symbol school sought to expose the ideology
and assumptions that underwrite American political life.
Underlying these triumphalist symbols, of course, was always their
countermovement, not toward order and progress but toward the chaos and fear
represented in the American colonizing imagination of the “wilderness.” And, like the
perspective that saw the “wilderness” as the locus of terror, the mode this literature
clearly mobilized to express this sense of fear and terror—the gothic—was clearly
imported from Europe. In David Punter’s study of gothic literature, The Literature of
Terror (1980), he describes the American gothic as “a refraction” of the English tradition
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which suffered from a lack of an immediate historical basis, but carried with it the
vestments of tragic terror (189). While Crèvecoeur’s vestiges of the sentimental novel
surely contribute to the excessive idealization of the rural life and the excessive
harrowing of an unknown land, terror distinctly underwrites the expansionist project. In
his final chapter “Distresses of a Frontier-Man,” Crèvecoeur’s farmer recounts the
“singularly terrible” experience of being “seised with a fever of the mind” as “our
dreadful enemy”—a group of unnamed native people—stalk his plantation (188). When
“the wilderness is a harbour where it is impossible to find them,” the terror of these
“incursions” is capable of coming from anywhere (188). Thus haunting the narratives of
progress through westward expansion was the fear that the future would bring not
triumph but tragedy. While Letters remains a hybrid novel—part travel log, part
epistolary novel, and part family drama—the gothic elements in Crèvecoeur signal for
Nash a kind of warning about economic and industrial progress, while also being
culpable in racist discourses that interpret native peoples as a mere abstraction. So, while
Nash’s warning about expansionist politics operates as a political wedge into critical
debates of his own historical moment, subsequent Americanists would quite rightly
redeploy a similar narrative to expose the dehumanization involved in seeing native
peoples as “myths and symbols” of terror. As salutary as the new Americanist critique is,
however, it also has a tendency to favour the newness of untended discourses of political
and social critique without returning or incorporating fields long left fallow. Tragic
America draws significant inspiration from mid-century Americanists like Nash, whose
focus on tropes and figures in “America” allowed them to posit the kind of figural logic
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that interests me in contemporary American iterations of tragedy. In this context, no critic
is more valuable than Leslie Fiedler, whose Love and Death in the American Novel
(1960) detailed just this sort of symbolic inheritance. So, while this kind of argument
lends itself to questions regarding objectivity and historical veracity, these gothic tropes
and figures of American literature demonstrate their instrumentality or their usefulness by
recalling a longer political and aesthetic memory.
While it is largely viewed today as a seminal but idiosyncratic work lacking in
systematic seriousness, the most striking aspect of Love and Death is its attention to the
gothic novel and tragedy in the founding of American literature as a single artistic
project. Fiedler’s critical style appears to emulate Richardson’s voluminous Clarissa,
which constitutes a figurative basis for what he calls “the tragedy of seduction” (Love
62). Thus enacting literary criticism in such a gesture, Fiedler is a model for me in myriad
ways. In his own preface to the second edition, he describes Love and Death “as not a
conventional scholarly book—or an eccentric one—but a kind of gothic novel” (8). His
criticism is not blindly archetypal or anthropologically mythocentric. Instead, his critique
of American mythology is itself of a mythological register and asks his readers to rethink
many of their own assumptions about American society. For the purposes of Fiedler’s
argument, American literature adopts, morphs, and perverts several trends in the novel
inherited from Europe. Richardsonian sentimental tales of seduction become gothic fears
of sexual excess like that of The Scarlet Letter, while Sir Walter Scott’s historical
romance becomes a terrifyingly tragic tale of monomania in Moby-Dick and of captivity
in James Fenimore Cooper’s Leatherstocking Tales. As a result of the traditional tragic
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verse forms being ill suited to American life, “a chief technical problem for American
novelists has been the adaptation of nontragic forms to tragic ends” (Love 28). Drawing
on Fiedler’s methodology, I wish in effect to pick up his project and to determine how
these “tragic ends” continue to be expressed in the contemporary moment. In this context,
Fiedler’s words are as prescient today as they were in the fifties:
Only where there is real and advancing prosperity, a constant effort to push
beyond all accidental, curable ills, all easy cynicism and premature despair
towards the irreducible residuum of human weakness, sloth, self-love, and
fear; only where the sense of the inevitability of man’s failure does not cancel
out the realization of the splendor of his vision, nor the splendor of his vision
conceal the reality and beauty of his failure, can tragedy be touched. (“Our
Country” 297-8)
Fiedler is certainly operating in the same lyrical strain that Emerson used to define
tragedy, and Emerson’s “list of particular evils” can easily be set along-side these
“curable ills.” Fiedler is in good company, then, when he makes the rather grand
statement that “Of all the peoples of the world, we hunger most deeply for tragedy; and
perhaps in America alone the emergence of a tragic literature is still possible” (297).
While Fiedler is certainly capable of the highest nationalist hyperbole, this haunting sense
of terror continues to frame American tragedies and still bears investigation today.
A Well-Told Story
For this reason, I choose to read the current obsession with terror, at least in the
first decade of the 21st century, as an elaboration of what Northrop Frye calls “myths of
concern” (The Critical Path 37). These myths certainly define the terms of those earlier
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“myth and symbol” critics and also become the raw material for later, more complex,
mythological formations reworked by subsequent Americanists. Though many of these
so-called New Americanists situate themselves precisely in opposition to their
predecessors, others have returned to those earlier concerns to produce more complex
versions of American optimism and terror.6 Richard Slotkin’s work, for example,
endeavors to identify the ideological character of mythology, rather than a naive
archetypal assumption of a culturally relativistic meaning that homogenizes local
concerns. Indeed, a trend may be charted throughout his work on Regeneration Through
Violence (1973), The Fatal Environment (1985), and Gunfighter Nation (1992) as his
interpretation of mythology moves through an archetypal style of criticism towards a
more overt study of ideology and power. While political ideology never replaces its
mythological cognate as a site of imaginative meaning, there remains an intimate link
between prevalent myths, dominant ideology, and national imagination. As an antidote to
this much maligned mythological mode of study, Slotkin should be credited with writing
the history of “mythogenesis” in American culture. The study of the history of myth
appears to be more palatable for recent audiences than the study of mythology as a viable
and ongoing field of research. 7 In keeping with authors like Nash, Marx, and Lewis,
Slotkin assumes a deeper ideologically charged and political meaning to mythology
beyond “the metaphorical surface of the myth” (Regeneration 12).
Myth is often perceived as being precisely the counter to history. History assumes
objectivity through attention to archival texts, whereas the meaning of any given myth is
highly provisional and risks only touching upon the culture in which it is sustained
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through a highly subjective interpretive process. This dichotomy is, of course, a false one
because history is reliant on a similar interpretive imperative and mythology is also
supported by an immense textual archive of contemporary culture. Mythology is a
metaphor for history; mythology is the imaginatively summative and still incomplete
manifestation of historical meaning. As a means of accessing this often ephemeral
discourse of American tragedy and avoiding these ideological pitfalls, it is necessary to
claim a highly formal methodology through metaphor. In the words of Roland Barthes in
Mythologies (1957), “a little formalism turns one away from history, but that a lot brings
one back to it” (112). Slotkin explains this relationship between form and history rather
succinctly in a later essay entitled “Myth and the Production of History” (1986): “When a
metaphor is extended into a myth, its power to evade the tests of reason is augmented by
the authority of tradition, the power of collective opinion, and the appeal of a well-told
story” (77). While nowhere do these metaphorical assemblages assume the status of
natural law, archetype, or scientific praxis, they do constitute a kind of paradoxical
“reasoning-by-metaphor” (Regeneration 7). A literary legacy may be assumed, though
somewhat anachronistically, by charting the manifestations of motifs, scenarios, and
metaphors as they appear in a contemporary context.
Tragedy in America is so often the site of ineffable experience, unknowable
personas, and the manifestation of the divine. After all, European myths in America,
those mobilized to describe both the wondrous and the terrible possibilities in the “virgin
land,” were drawn primarily from the Christian tradition. Due to the interventions of the
gods within human lives as the primary motivator of its dramatic action, tragedy has long
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been cast in tension between mortal law and the divine realm, and American tragedy is no
different. As R.W.B. Lewis explains in his seminal work The American Adam (1955),
American tragedy has also been steeped in the Christian tradition from the very
beginning; but it is Adam, not Christ, that is the tragic figure. The wandering Jeremiad, in
self-exiled search of a second paradise, is grafted on to the new world sense of tragic
terror. The exiled blind Oedipus with aid of his daughter Antigone is replaced by the
wandering familial drama of Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, or Abraham and Isaac. Yet,
an awareness of the ancient classical tradition is never abandoned. Through what Lewis
calls an analogy or a dialogue between history and literature, he outlines the centrality of
how this “American myth saw life and history as just beginning” (5). Born again in a new
land that holds all the trappings of paradise, authors often “sought to summarize the
whole of their experiences of America” within “the story of Adam and the Fall of
Man” (6). However, the question as to whether early Americans were more akin to Adam
or Aeneas haunted even Lewis’s most optimistic beginnings. So, while Slotkin’s system is
enmeshed with a bias for epic heroes like Daniel Boone, the inclusion of an Adamic
tragic hero sets two competing traditions against each other. I have worked in the
following chapters to reconcile this apparent contradiction through an understanding of
tragedy as a genre founded upon the inclusion of the divine, regardless of belief, within
the mortal realm. At the heart of this opposition between a perception of a damned
society and the hopes of making a more perfect civilization is the realization that there is
no singular American Adam or American Aeneas.
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I would not deign to utter the corollary term, American Oedipus, because I do not
think that tragedy in America is so focused. Though clearly tragedy in contemporary
American literature draws on multiple symbolic influences—including the Christian, the
exceptionalist, and the classical—it cannot be reduced to a single animating figure. So,
while I take heart in John C. Shields’s decidedly classical study of early American
literature, The American Aeneas (2001), which exposes an important “cultural blindness”
within American Studies to classical influence, I feel that it ultimately overstates the
dialectic opposition between Aeneas and Christ because such a broad evangelical project
within literary studies is more likely a product of conventional tastes and opinions over
time. By taking The American Adam as his point of departure, Shields questions
American Studies’s reliance on the Adamic founding myth from Perry Miller’s Errand
into the Wilderness (1956) and Sacvan Bercovitch’s eminently influential The Puritan
Origins of the American Self (1975) and The American Jeremiad (1978) that have refined
and reified Christian mythology in the Puritan founding of American cultural artifacts.
Turning to Milton as a Puritan that mixed classical and the Christian mythologies with a
great deal of ease and zeal, Shields traces the Aeneas myth from the very earliest colonial
history circa 1500 to Melville. While I take Shield’s critique of American Studies’s
disavowal of classical culture as a heartening impetus for my own explorations, I do not
share the ease with which he claims classicism as the “DNA” of the “American self” (xlv,
334). I will avoid all such claims to know the essential core of a general American
character that I do not believe exists. I wish, instead, to understand something of the state
of American life and all vagaries held therein.8
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The Mask Worn By Liberty
These seminal works in American studies might be seen as a kind of critical
chorus for my project, a chorus that is as much a participant as a backdrop or set of
precedents. “The chorus,” says Aristotle, “must be considered to be one of the actors, an
element in the play, and it should take part in the action” (1456a). The chorus of classical
tragedy, which represents the opinions of the city elders and the voice of the people,
operates as an interpretive intermediary for the audience. Literary criticism operates in a
similar manner today, and, all too often, the chorus becomes inculcated in the tragedy on
stage. I will take Aristotle’s suggestion to include these critical works as the cast of
America’s tragic drama. Yet, care must be taken to identify Aristotle’s decision to place
the commentators and critics in a privileged place within the tragic drama. By doing so,
by emphasizing the interpretation of events over the staging of the events, he tames and
curtails the transgressive and excessive display of emotions in tragedy, which then
renders such human expression rational and safe. Seemingly for the sake of the city, the
critic of tragedy must work to interpret and rationalize an imaginative drama that gains
meaning from its very excess. Yet, such an academic project shares a similar desire to
render cultural outpouring “rational” or “safe” through an interpretation of the monstrous
events on the “stage” of American literary history. The strophic movement of the tragic
chorus, who would sing their choral song stepping across the stage from east to west,
quickly becomes the antagonistic metaphor for critical discourses. In a strikingly
dialectical fashion, the strophe is sung by turning against the second antistrophe that then
finds reconciliation and harmony in the unifying epode. As a means of engaging with this
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oppositional and antagonistic interpretive logic of tragic chorus, criticism must work in
turns rather than collisions; criticism must turn from text to text, through historical
moments and contexts, that verge on political and philosophical thought needed today but
bound by the past.
!

My project here is to turn to specific examples of tragedy in contemporary

American literature, a move that at once seems to require attention to the particular and
idiosyncratic novels that are mobilizing the tragic and to the broader cultural and critical
traditions out of which terms like “tragedy” and “America” grow. This too might be
emblematized in the very old contradiction between the singular tragic hero and the
supposedly generalized or universal axioms that the chorus or critic attempts to distill.
Within the contemporary political and literary contexts, tragedy need not account for
every life. Rather, it is the tragic unfolding of a single drama that holds a certain
figurative relation to our own. It represents a call to ethical action; pity and fear felt
through fiction represents an imaginative space to feel responsibility, care, and
compassion. What critics like Eagleton fail to accept about tragedy, thus swayed by the
post-Socratic tradition that then turned to tragedy as a philosophic resource, is that
tragedy only ever represents a single life. Such stories could not be so programmatic for
the simple reason that we cannot all marry our mothers, we cannot all be virgin suicides,
and we cannot all battle our brothers to our mutual destruction.
The ancient drama’s fated destruction of tragic heroes was directly dictated by the
gods. However, the realist conceit of the contemporary novel rarely admits divine
intervention as a credible catalyst for human misery. Instead, the immense complexity of
social forces and political intervention in individual lives take on the sense of godlike
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power and simple human powerlessness. The causes of tragedy become a mechanism for
profound social, political, and ideological critique when human-made social structures
produce human suffering. This view of the social critique of tragedy is at the heart of
Williams’s claim that the tragic hero represents a social struggle against bourgeois
oppression. It is the tragic politics, not the tragic life, that Williams generalizes.
Eagleton’s rejection of Williams is predicated on a return to the paired terms destiny and
freedom in tragedy. Eagleton claims that tragic heroes peddle a “conservative moral” that
affirms liberty but is also “distinctly allergic to actual revolution” (122). “Destiny is
simply the mask worn by liberty” because the sovereign powers such revolutionaries
fight represent the very “absolute liberty” they seek (122). While assuming that such
absolute individual freedom is even possible or desirable, Eagleton’s so-called “furious
freedom” gives rise to the “modern age” and brings a “vital end of ideology” (218).9
Freedom tautologically begets freedom in Eagleton’s estimation. Rather than taking on
the affective social function of tragedy, he rails against the dramatic conceit of ancient
Greek fate as being incompatible with modernity’s sense of individualism. By assuming
some kind of mimetic relationship between the characters and his life, Eagleton wrongly
conflates an aspect of genre with his own freedom. Tragic heroes are imbued with free
will, but the tragedy occurs when—and this is the point Eagleton lacks—the story ends
badly despite having done everything to turn away the tide.
August and Damned
Slotkin’s “gunfighter nation” is still very much at work in the first decade of the
twenty-first century, which has been marked by the longest wars, in both Iraq and
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Afghanistan, in American history. These wars sought to impose the habit of peace and
freedom at the point of a gun. It is no longer possible to accept, in the wake of these
conflicts, Eagleton’s absolute privileging of “freedom” as politically neutral. While
paradoxically attempting to spread freedom with a military occupation, individual lives
are systematically divested of their inalienable rights to life and liberty by a larger
sovereign power, which claims that free economic interests supersede communal national
or global prosperity. As Donald Pease has argued, the contemporary moment is
characterized by a “new American exceptionalism.” Building upon Giorgio Agamben’s
concept of the “state of exception,” Pease explains that the “fantasy of American
exceptionalism empowered U.S. citizens to see themselves as exceptions to the rules that
regulated the World of Nations and to identify their will with the will of the State of
Exception that governed the international political order” (24). 10 This repetition of
“exception” telescopes a national mythology, from its origins as the “City on a Hill” to its
manifestations in the contemporary state of emergency, in which civil liberties are
suspended, demonstrating the ways in which contemporary forms of political hegemony
are able to tap into a rhetorical tradition of American national identity.
Pease’s allusion to Agamben raises the issue of biopower, initiated by Michel
Foucault, for whom the modern nation state derives power from “the right to decide life
and death” (History 135). The limits of power are situated precisely at the limits of life. It
is secular modernity, says Agamben, that places life at the centre of politics and links
sovereign power with the control of the legal limits of life. Agamben’s iteration of
Foucault’s concept is useful for understanding the secularization of post-WWII
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conceptions of human-made tragedies. The transformation of life into a “supreme
political principle” in Nazi Germany marks a fundamental shift in our imaginations that
“will remain stubbornly with us” (10). While Agamben’s work shares similarities to my
own by drawing upon classical precedents that continue to inform a political present, I
also interpret his writings on homo sacer to be a continuation of a broader tragic thought
of political life.
After all, the stigma of a life lived badly, the contagion of tragedy, continues to
bear this logic of the scapegoat into contemporary political contexts. Concerned in part to
account for a European tragedy of the twentieth century, Agamben constructs genealogy
of western legal history from Rome to Nazi Germany and the spread of the liberal
democratic state, emphasizing the divinely bestowed law that allowed Romans to kill
those no longer deemed worthy of life. By relegating those condemned to death sacer, a
community is free to kill the sacred man without the taint of committing murder. Once
placed outside of religious and judicial law, the homo sacer is neither sacrificed nor
murdered, but merely killed: “august and damned, worthy of veneration and provoking
horror” (73). Unlike René Girard’s mechanistic social function of the scapegoat that
artificially demands that society seek a natural equilibrium, homo sacer is bereft of any
such predetermined cultural values. 11 He is utterly and terribly outside the realm of law
and cast outside of the city. Rather than having symbolic meaning and social value
heaped upon him, the sacred man is tracelessly marked by the sovereign law maker to be
outside the law; he is “bare life”:
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If our hypothesis is correct, sacredness is instead the originary form of the
inclusion of bare life in the juridicial order, and the syntagm homo sacer names
something like the originary “political” relation, which is to say, bare life insofar
as it operates in an inclusive exclusion as the referent of the sovereign decision.
(85)
In many ways, it was modernity’s assumed atheism and impoverished understanding of
the power within the sacred that allowed the liberal nation-state and the fascist
governments alike to politicize life. Where once religion ruled over life and death, the
state now governs the most basic of political determinants and sources of juridicial
violence. One need only think as far as the debates that rage in the United States on the
terms of health care, abortion, end of life care, euthanasia, interracial marriage, same-sex
marriage, the suspensions of habeas corpus, genetically modified foods, stem cell
research, gene therapy, and the death penalty to see how closely life and death form the
limits of legal power.
Because “biopolitics” is a politics concerning the limits and definition of life, it
takes on a particular resonance in the American context in which the very founding
Declaration of Independence promises “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” It is
not without a grotesque kind of irony that America has long been attacked by those that
commit suicide to end American lives. American exceptionalism, in Pease’s model, holds
that American lives are more valuable than non-American lives and American ways of
living bear repeating throughout the world. Suicide has often been the mode of resistance
to this imperialist American exceptionalism. Whether Japanese kamikaze pilots of WWII,
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the pilots of attacks on 9/11, or the more recent and ongoing suicide bombers in Iraq and
Afghanistan, life has always been the means and ends of conflict that determine how
lives are lived. America’s founding right to life is why I join with Agamben’s call for
“demythifications of sacrificial ideology” (114). Putting Agamben’s corrective in
dialogue with the long line of Americanists in the myth and symbol school, I hope, then,
to renew this project of demythification and lay bare the religio-political violences
inherent in narratives that assume the sacred basis of life—in this case, in the particular
(but perhaps not exceptional) spaces of contemporary American literature. I argue that
tragedy continues to manifest and negotiate the terms and limits of life and death in
America; the tragic American novel enacts the transgression of divine and mortal law; it
is here that the roles of family and gendered lives are acutely rendered along side all the
ontological and psychological uncertainties of everyday life. Though I draw on the
abstractions of political philosophy in articulating this demythification, it is through the
novel that tragedy offers a sharp rejoinder to the subjectless imagining of bare life. These
creative interventions in the political world reaffirm individual experience under the sway
of often awful powers, while also empathetically working to imagine another’s life.
Novels imaginatively present the need—in the words of Martha C. Nussbaum—“for a
livable life” (3). Tragic stories allow communities to imagine and negotiate identity and
legal structures within a heterogeneous mix of competing claims and calls for assistance.
Live Dangerously
In response to such a call, Tragic America is clearly occupied in a critique of
contemporary iterations of biopolitics, but I will now draw out how, particularly in the
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U.S. context, Emerson provides an instructive interlocutor for a linguistic tradition that
has produced a legitimate critical strategy of political history. Linguistic life, it might be
said, directly influences political life. It is necessary then to return to a distinctly
American philosophy of life that would go on to engender the great tragic philosophy of
Nietzsche and, I argue, allows for the survival of deconstruction in America. For
Emerson, life is a somewhat nebulous philosophical term but also keenly associated with
the function of language. While some have questioned the importance of Emerson in the
philosophical tradition of the U.S., in recent years there has been an attempt to redeem
Emerson’s status as, in Stanley Cavell’s words, a “philosophical writer” (192).12 Only in
the past twenty years has a concerted effort been made to determine his contribution to
philosophy and linguistic thought more specifically. Despite the distrust of essentializing
discourses that appeal to the rhetoric of that which is natural, the ease with which
Emerson describes the intimate relationship between language, nature, and life perhaps
masks the complexity of his writing: “The world is emblematic. Parts of speech are
metaphors, because the whole of nature is a metaphor of the human mind. The laws of
moral nature answer to those of matter as face to face in a glass” (Nature 22).13
Understanding that Nature is the “primary source of New England Transcendentalism and
American modernism,” Eduardo Cadava describes a similar role for figurative language
in Emerson’s “climates of history” and the “possibility of our being able to trace the way
in which he mobilizes terms from one shifting context to another” (Emerson 96, 5). The
founding of a model of history through charting figurative language is not really history
at all, but “[l]ike writing itself, history is therefore a palimpsest of several shifting
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figures” (94). Through a “metaphorical sedimentation” (94), Emerson understood that
philosophical problems regarding experiences are not eternal and change with historical
context.
Emerson’s concept of “life” incorporates and links nature, philosophy, and
language into a holistic humanism that is deeply influenced by classical tragedy. Emerson
defines a particularly American “philosophy of life” in “The American Scholar” (1837)
that is bound by the competing forces of fear and life (69). Emerson warns about “the
tragic consequence” (71) of the failure of the private scholar. America requires “Men
Thinking” to grow, for the “millions that around us are rushing into life, cannot always be
fed on the sere remains of foreign harvests” (51). For Emerson’s America, the familiar
“ancient precept, ‘Know thyself’” is thus translated to the then “modern precept, ‘Study
nature’” (54). It is with this declaration that is so foundational to the tragic mythology of
ancient Greece that Emerson exposes his most basic tenets of transcendentalism. An
American scholar is to receive “into him life” and produce “from him truth” (55). In other
words, the Man Thinking becomes a catalyst for “transmuting life into truth” (55), and
the environment becomes a resource; “Life is our dictionary” (61), but life is no mere
synonym for flora and fauna of the naturalist philosopher. For Emerson’s purposes, life is
a complex make-up of mind, spirit, law, experience, and is the very source of truth and
moral good. It is by such figurative action that “words are loaded with life” (59). Life is
never singular; it is a figure that opposes death, but death is also what defines life. It is
the creation of language through metaphor and its eventual death through lexicalization
into literal, denotative language that he says, “Language is fossil poetry” (“The Poet” 14).
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With an anthemic tone and nationalist bravado, Emerson demands a linguistic fluidity to
American independence: “Free even to the definition of freedom, ‘without any hindrance
that does not arise out of his own constitution.’ Brave; for fear is a thing which a scholar
by his very function puts behind him. Fear always springs from ignorance” (64). Emerson
not only exudes the sensibility of postmodern reflexive critique, which will surely come
to influence Nietzsche’s own “Attempt at Self-Criticism,” he also provides the linguistic
critique of freedom that hamstrings Eagleton. In many ways, the American scholar is
possessed of the same conundrums facing the tragic hero; this scholar is bound between
fate and freedom while always seeking knowledge.
Emerson’s mature thought on life does not fully manifest until the publication of
The Conduct of Life in 1860.14 America must be made great by perceiving “the terror of
life” that faces the contradiction of fate and freedom (Conduct 2). The ecstatic ekstasis—
the ethically charged state of being outside one’s own perspective—of tragic catharsis is
enacted in this imperative to perceive terror. In the context of the abolitionist movement
and the fluctuations of economic forces, Emerson addresses the conflict between his
fears, anxieties, and hopes for prosperity that drive so much political life, but he also
offers a distinct contradiction to Matthiessen’s characterization of Emerson’s “cheerful
temperament.” Emerson’s concern for “Fate” may appear as superstitious in the face of
today’s sociological science and statistical assessments of demographics. Yet, “the
practical question of the conduct of life” and the premise that guides his book (Conduct
1), the laws of nature—in the form of our birth and those catastrophes that insurance
adjusters call acts of God—act in tandem with the freedom imbued in the individual will.
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Emerson reminds his readers in Nature that “[t]he riddle of the age has for each a private
solution” (23). The riddling sphinx referenced here binds philosophical work to tragedy
directly. Again, speaking of Greek tragedy in Nature, Emerson reminds his readers that in
an ancient context, “Whatever is fated that will take place. The great immense mind of
Jove is not to be transgressed” (3). Tragedy represents the fear and awe of the individual
before forces beyond their control or understanding; before such immense unknowability,
“fate slides into freedom and freedom into fate” (21). Apt words for a nation founded
equally on the principle of freedom and on the backs of slaves. When Emerson is read in
such a way, it is easy to see how great an influence he has had on the philosophical
tradition on tragedy more generally. In other words, there is a terrible paradox within the
exceptionality of America being fated to freedom.
As useful as national borders may be in delineating intellectual traditions, they are
also, of course, too simplistic in a globalized culture. Indeed, in a move that also provides
inspiration for my mobilizing of a “figural history,” Lawrence Buell has recently called
for a reassessment of Emerson, read less as a figure of American Transcendentalism and
more as a precursor to deconstruction in America. In his simply titled Emerson (2004),
Buell has taken up the task of charting the stylistic and modal affiliation between
Nietzsche and Emerson by defining how the “highly metaphorical, hyperbolic-ironic,
aphoristic prose of Nietzsche’s mature writing puts him, furthermore, stylistically much
closer to Emerson than to James and Dewey, given their more conventional modes of
exposition” (Buell 222). Buell’s hypothesis suggests that Emerson’s contribution to the
evolution of European philosophical thought has been undersold by unduly sequestering
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his influence within the U.S. and by the general distaste for continental philosophy
throughout the American academe. Beyond all conceptions of chronological order, Buell
imagines how a “vision of a Nietzschean Emerson also opens up the fascinating prospect
of further, indirect continental percolations working through Nietzsche to Freud,
Heidegger, and Derrida” (Buell 223). He argues that an aesthetic and rhetorical exchange
between Emerson and Nietzsche requires broadly based reinterpretations of postwar
theory and philosophy as well. Buell claims nothing short of a reassessment of the past
half century of philosophy, theory, and criticism that has drawn inspiration from
Nietzsche. Emerson’s influence on the figurative basis of The Birth of Tragedy, which I
argue spurs a whole host of postmodern critics from Paul de Man and Jacques Derrida to
Nicole Loraux and Luce Irigaray, would also require a simultaneous reassessment of
tragedy and deconstruction in the same gesture. Such an argument, says Buell, would be
“the case for Emerson as a harbinger of Postmodernism” (223) and recast the lineage of
American Studies.
Buell is certainly not the first to argue that Emerson influenced Nietzsche; indeed,
as George J. Stack has argued, “We are dealing with an intellectual and spiritual
relationship that is so profound and pervasive that the word influence doesn’t do justice to
it” (3).15 And nowhere does Nietzsche’s intimate acceptance of Emerson’s thought appear
more acutely than in regard to his philosophy of life and the tragic. “Life,” for Nietzsche,
“is at the bottom of things,” a sentiment that seems to reflect both a philosophical
commitment to the bios and a personal nod to the life that animates that philosophical
tradition (Birth 59). In Stack’s words, “Emerson held that a thinker is not an impersonal,
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pure mind, but first and foremost a person of flesh and blood. [...] Nietzsche, too, was a
conscientious student of precisely this same strange process by which he sought to
convert his personal experience, his pathos, into a philosophy of life” (21). Nietzsche’s
own The Birth of Tragedy (1872) was wholly rejected by his fellow philologists for
downplaying historical fact in favour of convenient aesthetic and figurative arguments.16
Nietzsche’s later dictum in The Gay Science (1882) to “live dangerously” seems at once
to acknowledge the riskiness of any humanistic knowledge founded on language and
obliquely to invoke—by way of Emerson—the promises and unstated perils of
Jefferson’s three-fold promise in the Declaration.
!

Such a relationship between Nietzsche and Emerson would also require a

description of how Nietzsche’s atheism maintains intimations of the divine. Classicism
was seen as a pre-Christian basis from which he could recast the western tradition, but
Nietzsche failed to account for the Christian tradition’s ability to incorporate classical and
tragic motifs. He begins The Birth of Tragedy by claiming that “I never failed to sense a
hostility to life” in Christian orthodoxy (Birth 23). This “Attempt at Self-Criticism” may
be seen as an early template for postmodern reflexive critique, but it also proclaims his
intentions to dismiss Christian absolute morality in favour of the worship of life in art. In
tragedy, Nietzsche found the “tremendous hope” of living dangerously and a morality of
life without a divine authoritarian at its centre: “I promise a tragic age: the highest art in
saying Yes to life, tragedy, will be reborn when humanity has weathered the
consciousness of the hardest but most necessary wars without suffering from it” (Ecce
Homo 730). While Nietzsche’s secularizing gesture can still be seen in works like
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Shields’s The American Aeneas, Nietzsche failed to account for the persistence of
Christian thought and philosophical turns to theological concerns. The later American
iterations of tragedy that I pursue therefore heal the rupture between philosophy and
religion through the mysteries of life and forgiveness. By returning to this division in
American and continental thought, Hellenistic tragedy can be logically integrated into an
Adamic or Christological figurative make up of the American imagination.
The Proper Name of Deconstruction
While a Nietzschean Emerson may appear to take us away from American
Studies, I argue that Nietzsche’s tragic affirmation of life that Emerson initiates finds
itself returning to America through deconstruction. However, to augur such a return
would require an account of deconstruction in America. As Michael Naas explains in
Derrida From Now On (2008), there was certainly a “unique role America played in
Derrida’s life and work” (96). In 1984, Derrida’s hypothesis that “deconstruction is
America” is not, as we might suspect, merely an acknowledgement of his considerable
time spent in the U.S. and not merely an acknowledgement of the Anglo-American Yale
School critics taking up the mantle of deconstruction. While a case might be made that
New Criticism had paved the way for a return to the text through a deconstructive
rigorous close reading, Derrida’s hypothesis would require a definition of America and
deconstruction that is simply not possible. In his opening essay of Memoires for Paul de
Man (1986), Derrida presents a critique of a singular definition of something called
America by saying:
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Were I not so frequently associated with this adventure of deconstruction, I
would risk, with a smile, the following hypothesis: America is deconstruction
[l’Amérique, mais c’est la deconstruction]. In this hypothesis, America would
be the proper name of deconstruction in progress, its family name, its
toponymy, its language and its place, its principle residence. (18)
Derrida’s “smile” signals that this hypothesis is more provocation than substance, but the
need for such provisional name-play also suggests that, like all good jokes, there is some
kernel of truth to it. The absurdity of such an unequivocal equation can easily be undone:
if it is something at all, deconstruction is always undecided and only defined by its very
process; the hypothesis also casts an artificial opposition between Europe and America; it
appeals to an unnecessary delimitation of history; and finally, deconstruction must not
displace or supersede preexisting political or ethical debates but rather be the reworking
of them. So, clearly, the hypothesis grants too much stability to the proper name,
“America,” which is a fact Derrida elaborates upon. For these reasons, Derrida says:
My hypothesis must thus be abandoned. No ‘deconstruction’ is not a proper
name, nor is America the proper name of deconstruction. Let us say instead:
deconstruction and America are two open sets which intersect partially
according to an allegorico-metonymic figure. In this fiction of truth,
‘America’ would be the title of a new novel on the history of deconstruction
and the deconstruction of history. (18)
While Naas usefully interprets Derrida’s refusal to define America as a critique of “its
internal and foreign policies” (109), I wish to extend this fictional truth by taking up
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Derrida’s allusion to the genre of the novel in particular. While the veracity of Derrida's
initial wordplay is not as important as the readings that it makes possible, if we also
consider the influence of Emerson and Nietzsche as a tacit affirmation of the hypothesis,
deconstruction may have been in America much earlier than has previously been thought.
The colonizing act of renaming America through deconstruction may not be a renaming
at all but simply a return.
While any ranging and stable definition of “American deconstruction” remains
impossible and hardly necessary, works of literature become representatives of this long
legacy of life and language. The rhetoric of the Declaration of Independence again
appears through this representational rhetoric, this time through the linking of a
representative democracy. The political economy of this founding document establishes a
metaphorical logic of political and linguistic representation: America is, as Derrida
explains, “representative of representatives who themselves represent, to infinity, up to
God, other representative instances” (“Declarations” 12). Precisely because it is
generated out of a set of figures and tropes as much as out of materialities and violences
of history, “America” as name is always subject to the play of language, which is also a
point certainly made by those who would articulate a “postnationalist American Studies.”
“America,” the figure for Derrida’s imagined new novel is an invitation to allow the
figurative resonances to intersect, and the specific novels I have chosen have become
sites through which this kind of work can begin. The hope for life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness are bound up in stories that inspire fear of a tragic end to a life badly lived.
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It is fitting perhaps that only upon Derrida’s recent death was the long running
concern for life acknowledged in his work. Yet, it is also fitting that in his final interview,
conducted a few weeks before he died on October 9th, 2004, Derrida did not speak
morbidly. Instead, he took the opportunity to describe his life’s work as “an unconditional
affirmation of life” (Learning 32). Nietzsche’s tragic affirmation, “Yes to life,” is echoed
in Derrida’s remarkable return to thinking about life and survival, but the interview also
suggests that Derrida’s legacy must live on as a Neo-Nietzschean philosopher or even,
perhaps, a Derridean Emerson. The risks that Nietzsche demands of those that live
dangerously might be well aligned with a model of influence and tradition that
encourages such neologisms. Therefore, if Buell’s ranging reassessment of American
Studies is desirable, it remains the role of metaphorical language and aesthetic
reimaginings of history to dictate these relationships. For my part, by tracing the historic
and semantic resonances of life, this Nietzschean reading of Emerson realizes a bastard
filiation with deconstruction and offers a new insight into the tragic mode that is not
opposed to life but integral to it.
While it is necessary to limit the current study to tragic discourse, this tragic
discourse on life does offer a critique of the more essentialist engagements with “life.” As
a means of acknowledging the all too common refrain to “vitalism” or to “biologism”—
which cites so-called natural law in the move to legislate life—Derrida explains that
“What is sacred in his life is not his life but the justice of his life” (“Force” 289). Simply
put, the conduct of life can be reimagined through an ethical critique of systems of power
and political ideology. In the context of the American Conservative movement and the so-
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called Religious Right, this urgent critique of power must be formulated through the use
of religious traditions to justify violence and social inequality. In “Faith and Knowledge,”
Derrida describes how the great monotheisms of the world are predicated upon an
“absolute respect of life” that is then paired with great “human sacrifice” (86). The failure
of religious thought, as Derrida describes it, only occurs when the resulting valuation of
life determines that life indeed has a value that is set by a transcendent Being: “This
excess above and beyond the living, whose life only has absolute value by being worth
more than life, more than itself” also predetermines a need for a divine beyond (“Faith”
87). While such a sentiment runs parallel to Nietzsche’s own description of a Christian
“hostility to life,” the rhetoric of the “beyond” also becomes the nation itself, that entity
for which people willingly—and tragically—live and die, and in America that national
spirit is never far from the “City on the Hill” of an early Christian influence. Certainly,
the current “War on Terror,” initiated by George W. Bush in the midst of heightened
Christian civilizational rhetoric, must be understood in this context, and yet Emerson’s
“terror of life,” that phrase that tragedy seems to bind together in uneasy tension, offers
something more than so much ideological underpinning for a neoconservatism run amok.
As Emerson’s example reminds us, the reification of life in a kind of divine economy
does not foreclose the need for lives to be lived—for people to survive—in ethical
relation to one another.
This circuit through Derrida and back to the divine brings me back to those midcentury Americanists, those whose work engaged both tragedy and its relationship to a
Christian narrative in America. Despite the fear and terror of tragedy, the pity that staging
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those sensations might entail, the spirit of American tragedy is, as R. W. B. Lewis argued
over a half century ago, also strangely optimistic. For Lewis, looking at the figure of the
“American Adam,” such “tragic optimism” was founded upon Christian assurances of
salvation but also said something about America’s relationship to its own past: “by a
sense of the tragic collisions to which innocence was liable (something unthinkable
among the hopeful), and equally by an awareness of the heightened perception and
humanity which suffering made possible (something unthinkable among the
nostalgic)” (Lewis 8). Between an innocent beginning and nostalgic return, this American
tragic sensibility found fertile ground in American culture and writing. As this vision of
tragedy has migrated toward the present, like the culture of which it is a part, it has
gradually secularized, the “salvation” that used to inhabit an afterlife has moved to an
indeterminate future, a kind of “messianic without the messianism,” to borrow from
Derrida. However, Lewis also was wary of “that parody of hope which consists in an
appeal for ‘positive thinking’” (196). Instead, this tragic optimism must be understood as
a search for hope without hope. While the vestiges of the Edenic myth of the new world
have long past, the events in these novels express the same anxiety towards a future
caught between fear and hope.
Aristotle’s definition of tragedy—the “staging” of “good action” that “through
pity and fear achieves catharsis”—has, here, been itself staged alongside a diverse critical
chorus, first of theories of the novel, then of American Studies, and finally of a new
genealogy of postmodern thought that sees Emerson as its non-original origin and
“America” as its contemporary open end. Within this broad rubric, I have selected a set of
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figures through which the tragic is mobilized in specific instances in specific
contemporary texts. Situated in the historical context of the current foreclosure crisis,
Chapter Two turns to Marilynne Robinson’s staging of the figure of “the home,” in its
economic and affective registers. Here, I focus on three novels, Housekeeping (1980),
Gilead (2004), and Home (2008), which together represent the family home or oikos is
the primary site of America’s tragedies. For Lewis, it is forgiveness that drives the “tragic
optimism” of America, and Robinson clearly draws upon this tradition through the
parable of the prodigal son, particularly in the latter two novels in which debt forgiveness
—whether in its Christian, national, or economic guises—provides a central theme. Set in
the 1950s, Robinson’s texts must also be read as a meditation on the hopes and fears of
the Civil Rights Movement, as her “home,” particularly in the most recent novel,
provides a kind of imagined future locus of “salvation” on earth is warranted. And, even
as it must be read as a staging of the tragedies of that mid-century moment, a staging that
we, as twenty-first century readers might find cathartic, it is as fruitfully read as a
response to the tragedies of our own historical moment. As the basis of the economy, the
home is bound with a symbolic structure of debts and exchanges—an economy of
economy—that are profoundly tragic in the wake of the home foreclosure crisis.
If Robinson’s work provides a rethinking of the place of Christian tragedy in
America (a new iteration of the “American Adam”)—with forgiveness as the stage for
tragic optimism— I move in Chapter Three to Philip Roth’s so-called thematic trilogy—
comprised of American Pastoral (1997), I Married a Communist (1998) and The Human
Stain (2000)—which I read as a highly critical attempt to take on classical tragedy
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through the aesthetic convention of the tragic mask. For Roth, the mask is a figurative
manifestation of many of the conceits, ideologies, and racist beliefs that so often result in
real tragedies. Roth draws on the Greek tragic mask to take on issues of terrorism,
political ideology, and race.
Building on these questions of identity, Chapter Four turns to a set of texts that
seem to reassess classical Greek tragedy, Jeffrey Eugenides’s The Virgin Suicides (1993),
Middlesex (2002), and The Marriage Plot (2011). Describing the life story of a second
generation Greek immigrant, Middlesex at once imports Greek tragedy to America and
demonstrates its limitations in this new soil, as questions of genre, gender, and
differentiations of kind or kin complicate any easy translation of classical sources to
contemporary contexts. Perhaps as a result of his constant concern for his Greek heritage,
Eugenides resists and references the formal conventions of tragedy and epic through his
intersex character Calliope (Cal) Stephanides. Though this character acknowledges a
Greek inheritance, then, he is and is not an American Oedipus (and/or Antigone). To
account for the strange hybrid crossings depicted in these texts, I mobilize the concept of
the “monster,” here conceived as a kind of chimera of mismatched parts that nonetheless
paradoxically—and optimistically—finds a home in America. The figure of the monster
becomes a means through which Cal can negotiate the terms of gender and genre as
paired terms. The tragedies that occur in these novels are similarly resistant to traditional
definitions of tragedy, but they also offer a vivid portrait of classical influence in
contemporary literature.
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Turning from those texts whose staging of the tragic past might indeed be
cathartic in the present, Chapters Five and Six address attempts to articulate the tragedies
of the moment. In Chapter Five, I turn to those attempts to capture the tragedy of
September 11th, first in photography, that medium of immediacy and emergency, and then
in the novel, which, in the case of both Jonathan Safran Foer’s Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close (2005) and Don DeLillo’s Falling Man (2007), offers a means of
describing two imaginative strategies of accommodating the immense visual history
generated on that day. Despite the global impact of these images and the
instantaneousness of their dissemination, it is remarkable how this tragedy is so often
inculcated in the double process of mediation and remediation.
In my final chapter, I offer a reading of Cormac McCarthy’s The Road (2006). As
a means of thematizing life as a philosophically relevant term, the failure of the very
fecundity of life in The Road serves as an ecological prophecy that calls into question the
very possibility of messianic claims, but it also presents a narrative and authorial conceit
of foresight as a fundamental experience of tragic fatedness. If one is able to imagine a
life beyond the very end of life as we know it, this optimism in the face of absolute
tragedy would be the very case for tragic optimism in America. In the end—or, rather, at
the end of the world—McCarthy is able to imagine a way of life or survival that is no
longer founded on a logic of paternal conflict, taboo desires, and a psychology of fear.
So, by clearing away all the vestiges of the United States and, once again, imagining a
raw wilderness, McCarthy returns to the very founding of America, American literature,
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and American Studies. But, in order to imagine such an impossibly literal post-national
America, McCarthy shows how the results would need to be apocalyptic.
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Chapter 1 Notes
1

I would also like to make note of how Williams frames Modern Tragedy through his
profound understanding of the figurative manifestations in tragedy. For Williams, the
mythical or ritualistic aspects of tragedy are, “in this modern idea of tragedy,
[understood] as metaphors” (66). The tragic hero’s metaphorical status represents the
hero as “the victim, who is destroyed by his society but who is capable of saving it” (67).
The tragic hero, as a figure for society’s ills, is therefore doubly bound between
representing the individual and a general human condition. “Tragedy rests,” says
Williams, “not in the individual destiny, of the man who must live this sacrifice, but in
the general condition, of a people reducing or destroying itself because it is not conscious
of its true condition. The tragedy is not the death, but in the life” (196). Being concerned
for human life is, after all, more nuanced than the crude division between the singular and
the general that has preoccupied so many critics. Indeed, Williams’s book is itself divided
between the theory and life of tragedy. In a paragraph called “Continuity,” Williams
explains, “I began from the gap between tragic theory and tragic experience and went on
to inquire into the history of the idea of tragedy, and to criticise what I see as a dominant
contemporary ideology” (109). This accumulation of life, theory, history, and literature
enacts a certain metaphorical relationship that I think is central to understanding how
tragedy appears to us today.
2

It must be said that this project shares a title with Theodore Dreiser’s Tragic America
(1931). Cast as an unabashed condemnation of capitalism, Dreiser’s work is a history of
the decline of America and an important text in his transition towards socialist political
thought. The book is organized around the capitalistic institutions and entities that waste
American work and ingenuity through a corrupt and dehumanizing system. While
Dreiser’s Tragic America is heavy with facts and figures, the underlying argument repeats
many of the basic problems the recent disenchantment with banks, investment firms, and
insurance companies on Wall Street. Even the so-called Occupy Wall Street movement
appears to take the rhetoric of the 99% from Dreiser’s pages in retrospect: “But this
system—which the capitalists would have us believe to be the work of sheer fate, utterly
fortuitous—is actually no more and no less than the absolutely planned and executed
method by which the banks... bring on a state of prosperity for only one per cent of the
people” (64). Toward the end of his work, Dreiser asks whether America can remain
dominant in the face of such a monopolizing corporate cabal with government. As a
remedy, he audaciously suggests a rewrite of the Constitution to allow executive power to
be placed with the American working classes and thus perform a bloodless communist
revolution. While Dreiser’s book makes for rousing and strange reading, it goes without
saying that my work shares little with his.
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3 As

Randall Fuller’s Emerson’s Ghosts (2007) would have it, the history of American
Studies has unduly privileged Emerson as the origin of American intellectual life. Fuller
argues that Emerson’s “The American Scholar” has been abused as a foundational locus
of American literature and criticism, while few historicist critics have acknowledged its
symbolic and linguistic instability. Matthiessen, Miller, or Bercovitch have wrongly
assumed, he says, a political reality to match his largely aesthetic project: “The important
point here is that Emerson’s peroration has haunted generations of Americanists not only
because of its convincing and performative suggestion that ‘the conversion of the world’
might be practicable at times of social crisis but also because of its assigning a crucial
role in this conversion to the literary intellectual” (20). For Fuller, Emerson has thus
become a false figure for the prominence of the public literary intellectual and falsely
sanctified as the very heart of American Studies. Yet, Emerson continues to haunt, says
Fuller, the American literary and critical landscapes due to his very “literariness” (4).
Fuller does not give enough credence to his critical forbears and their understanding of
the artificiality of any origin. While Fuller is quite right to suggest the privileging of
Emerson within the critical tradition, the logic that writing and literature have an indirect
political impact too easily assumes a conservative apolitical stance that negates the role
of literature in public life. Rather than simply disavowing the legacy of American Studies
by denouncing Emerson’s essay as “the founding document of their disillusionment” (23)
and succumbing to an artificial depoliticization of literature, I will honour this tradition as
the figurative basis of criticism that opens a path back towards history and the political
realm.
4

William V. Spanos has written, in The Errant Art of Moby-Dick (1995), a sharp
rejoinder to this commonly held assumption of the role of tragedy in the American
Renaissance. He rejects the tradition of Americanist critics of Melville “assumed the
tragic form to be inherent in nature itself” (48). Instead, Spanos claims that critics have
wrongly associated their own “obsessive quest for tragic unity” with what he calls
Melville’s cultural errancy that seeks to exhaust a “metaphysical vision that has given
privileged status to tragic form” (60-1). While I think Spanos has formed an excellent
critique of Americanist assumptions, he has not yet described how Moby-Dick is any less
tragic. While “the momomania that impels Captain Ahab on his murderous pursuit of the
ineffable white whale” must be read as an exhaustion of “Descartian vortices” of
metaphysical pursuits, the novel remains, with all hands lost at sea, tragic to the end.
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5

In regard to this somewhat antiquated discussion of myth and symbol criticism, I intend
to express a means of tracing a cultural studies based project that draws its roots from a
long tradition already present in American Studies. The greatest challenge to the myth
and symbol approach to literature, which already makes too much of the supposed
methodological unity of the so-called school, comes from Bruce Kuklick in his “Myth
and Symbol in American Studies” (1972). His criticism of the myth and symbol school is
based on the ease with which R.W.B. Lewis, Leo Marx, and Henry Nash Smith among
others generalize cultural meaning from a small number of specific sources: “If mythsymbol generalizations have any substance, they must be subject to falsification by the
conclusion of ‘lower level’ historical research. If we do not know how to establish links
between the two levels, the humanist will not have achieved viable explanations of any
behavior; what we would have instead are a series of ruminations with little empirical
content, and not history” (83). Alan Trachtenberg counters Kuklick in his essay “Myth
and Symbol” (1984) by explaining that a “presentist” bias (Kuklick 79), which allows
myth and symbol critics to use the past in the present with little concern for empirical
historical accuracy, dismisses literature and art as merely resources for historical
understanding. By avoiding the transhistorical relations of literature, says Trachtenberg,
Kuklick ignores the implicit critique of cultural studies that moves beyond historical
limits within the complex web in which culture happens. In this regard, I take direction
from Ellen Rooney’s essay “Form and Contentment” (2000), which argues for a renewal
of formalism within cultural studies as a support to more politically charged interventions
in feminism, gender studies, queer theory, cultural materialism, and post-colonialism.
While the tendency to move away from formal concerns is far from ubiquitous in these
fields, a self-conscious return to figurative basis of the myth and symbol readings may
offer a mode for Rooney’s renewal. Lawrence Buell has been tempted to suggest that the
multitude of “semi-competing/semi-overlapping scholarly discourses” in American
Studies may offer the conditions by which “myth scholarship will make a comeback
some day” (“Commentary” 15, 14). It is important to remember that the very function of
all speculative thought about tragedy generalizes the fate of a single tragic hero to the
more general state of life, but it remains the figurative and metaphorical relations
between discourses and historical periods round which all things gravitate.
6

It must be said that my reference of Frye is slightly tongue-in-cheek. While I wish to
acknowledge my shared nationality with Frye, I do not share his understanding of
mythology as an absolute and all encompassing mode of interpretation. His belief that
mythology “tends to become encyclopaedic, expanding into a total myth” (36) and that
myth animates a society’s relationship to all things is no longer credible in our diverse
societies. In accordance with Richard Slotkin’s preferred term, I will salvage this small
fragment of his schema in the “myth of concern,” which I think does well to define a
collective anxiety and psychological imagination conveyed in a shared media rather than
a totalizing cultural narrative.
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7

The works of Henry Alonzon Myers, collected between 1935 to 1954 in Tragedy: A
View of Life (1956), did well to describe the relationship between tragedy and justice.
While Myers may appear at first blush to be a natural predecessor to my reading of
tragedy in America, the ease with which he appeals to good and evil is an ethical and
theoretical dead end. Also, his appeal to the tragic hero as the locus of a unified Western
culture unnecessarily subjects America’s tragic tradition to a project of cultural
dominance. Myers is a good example of the type of criticism that the next generation of
myth and symbol critics sought to avoid. While going so far as to reword Aristotle’s
definition of tragedy as “an imitation of an action,” he presents the central role of these
tragic heroes as “revealing a just relation between good and evil in the life of a
representative man” (53). With this nod to Emerson’s Representative Men (1850) essays,
Myers offers the beginning of a potential, yet failed, history of American Studies and
understanding of Emerson with tragedy at its basis.
8

Living in Canada has also influenced my understanding of these texts and historical
contexts. In a manner of speaking, I am an example of what Rowe calls a “non-U.S.
American Studies specialist” that completes his post-nationalist evolution of American
Studies, but I also represent a critique of the often assumed “nativist expertise” (16). The
Canadian/American border is an important part of the Canadian landscape and becomes a
dramatic metaphor in my mind. Along this 49th parallel, which is the longest undefended
border in the world, Canadians become spectators on the world stage in which America
plays the tragic lead. I have come to see the border as a kind of fourth wall through which
I gaze. Sometimes, my family and I have become part of the tragic action, but we have
always been poised to watch our neighbours with fear. My fascination with America
comes from the nation’s ability to be both the source of so much beauty and so much
terror. I am, in the full sense of the word, awestruck by America. I am constantly
reminded by how the country is continually poised for greatness; but, all too often, I am
also reminded of the acts of violence and injustice that go unchecked in one of the
world’s most developed nations. Like Faulkner’s Canadian interlocutor Shreve in
Absalom, Absalom!, I find myself sitting, listening, and being utterly terrified, all the
while begging for Quentin to “wait.” Wait so that I may have time to think, absorb, and
understand events we are all forced to witnesses.
9

Eagleton assumes that tragedy is fatally bound to the epoch in which it is produced:
“For classical realism, conflicts can be resolved; for modernism, there is still redemption,
but it is now barely possible; for post-modernism, there is nothing any longer to be
redeemed” (64). In an attempt to coin the term “post-tragic,” which continues to hold
little currency, Eagleton’s critique of deconstruction fails to consider it as a profoundly
conservative project. Seeking to preserve, save, or honour these older traditions, while
disinvesting the power of violent figures and divisive binaries, deconstruction remains
vigilant and ever accommodating to new forms in an attempt to conserve them.
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10

Pease’s choice to speak broadly about post-cold war American identity through the
logic of the State of Exception both influences and inspires my research on tragedy,
literature, and political life. His description of how threats to “the ‘American way of
life’” underwrites the political justifications for war continues to echo my own thinking
about tragic fear and terror as a justification for continued violence (35). I also take his
chapter “Antigone’s Kin” as an important precedent to my own desire to mobilize tragic
tropes and figures in cultural critique. After first describing how the brutal mistreatment
of prisoners at Abu Ghraib operated under Agamben’s logic of the homo sacer, he turns to
the story of a mother of a soldier killed in Iraq—Cindy Sheehan—as a reworking of the
political resistance of Antigone by refusing to officially mourn her son’s death. While his
reading offers a pertinent critique of how the U.S. military controls the representation of
dead soldiers and how distraught families are manipulated into the service of
governmental public relations, Pease also shows how structures present in classical
tragedy offer vital and important modes of engaging with culture.
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11

It is necessary to consider how tragic mythology is itself a scapegoat. For Girard, a
scapegoat is an expression of an unconscious mob mentality to expunge the
contamination of social ills. By rendering mythology a mere symptom of a psychological
social function, Girard elides the meaning of the myths as they continue to appear to us in
the present and the interpretive work needed to coherently integrate them within current
standards of ethics and justice. The place of mythology in philosophy is best conveyed in
Derrida’s still largely misunderstood essay “Plato’s Pharmacy,” which Eagleton only
makes passing mention of in Sweet Violence. Eagleton claims that “Jacques Derrida
perversely unlocks the grand thematics of a text by seizing upon some stray little signifier
buried shyly away in a footnote” (91), yet he finds himself complaining in a footnote that
Derrida “gives only a brief account” of the pharmakós or scapegoat that is so central to
his reading of tragedy (316). Following a summary of Derrida’s thought on “difference,”
Eagleton insists that “Nietzsche thought that tragedy needed myth and that modernity had
banished them both” (224). Quite ironically, it is precisely a “sending off of myth” that
sets the stage for Derrida’s reading of the Phaedrus. In the opening pages of “Plato’s
Pharmacy,” Derrida reminds his readers of the setting of the Phaedrus on the banks of the
Ilissus where the virgin Orithyia “was cast into the abyss, surprised by death while
playing with Pharmacia” (“Plato’s” 70). Socrates claims to dismiss myth, “[t]o give
myths a send-off” as Derrida says (68), in favour of rational discourse. But, by casting off
mythology, Socrates is surprised by remembering Pharmacia—within the etymologically
linked terms of pharmakon, pharmacia, and pharmakós—as that poison/cure for memory
that characterizes writing. So, even as Socrates attempts to cast off myth and cast off
writing, on the outskirts of the city he is surprised by its return and cast like the virgin
into the abyss of doubly bound logic: “Operating through seduction, the pharmakon
makes one stray from one’s general, natural, habitual paths and laws. Here, it takes
Socrates out of his proper place and off his customary track. The latter had always kept
him inside the city. The leaves of writing act as a pharmakon to push or attract out of the
city the one who never wanted to get out, even at the end, to escape the hemlock” (70).
Through this setting and preamble, Derrida suggests that any attempt to send off
mythology will always necessitate its return. While Eagleton seems to fall victim to the
seduction of this rhetoric of banishment under the auspices of modernist orthodoxy, he
fails to mention that it is Nietzsche’s The Birth of Tragedy that has done so much to recast
tragedy for modern audiences. To play with tragic myth, to play with Pharmacia on the
banks of the Ilissus, requires taking risks and accepting that I might also be led astray and
cast into an abyss.
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This proposition runs counter to the critical tradition initiated by René Wellek’s book
Confrontations (1965), which foreclosed the direct connections between American
Transcendentalists and German Idealism. Wellek produces a great many accusations to
throw at Emerson for not working directly from Kant, Schelling, and Swedenborg’s
original texts. While Emerson was indeed able to read German (and French), he chose in
some instances, like many intellectuals today, to read the current critical tradition in
translation. Accusing Emerson, as Wellek does, of merely plagiarizing from the wrong
sources leads to little understanding of the writing at hand and fails to account for the full
impact of Hegel and others on Emerson work. Due to the lack of an English translation of
any major work by Hegel until 1855, Wellek assumes that there “is thus little likelihood
that he could have meant much to Emerson” (204). “But,” Wellek adds, “there is a
surprising number of references to and discussions of Hegel in Emerson’s
writings” (204). Regardless of direct bibliographic evidence of Emerson’s reading of the
works, there is something of Hegel’s relationship between the Idea and life.
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to Robert D. Richardson, author of the much celebrated intellectual
biography entitled Emerson: The Mind on Fire (1995), Hugh Blair’s Lectures on Rhetoric
and Belle Letters (1783) was the main text from which Emerson learned rhetoric while
attending Harvard. Like many popular guides to rhetoric of the time, Blair’s work is as
much a guide to proper morals and etiquette as a technical work on the nature of
language. However, what makes Blair’s work interesting is the lack of negative social or
moral judgment associated with the use of figurative language and rhetoric. Metaphors,
he claims, are dictated by nature:
When we want to render an object beautiful or magnificent we borrow images
from all the most beautiful or splendid scenes of nature; we thereby naturally
throw lustre over our object; we enliven the reader’s mind, and dispose him to go
along with us, in the gay and pleasing impressions which we give him of the
subject. (Lectures on Rhetoric 181)
By studying Blair’s influence on Emerson, metaphors were natural, normal, and desirable
for Emerson. While Matthiessen dismisses Blair as a mere “summary of late neo-classic
opinion” (18), the legacy of such a deeply figurative rhetorical strategy has only lately
been addressed by critics. Edwardo Cadava’s Emerson and the Climates of History is a
fantastic example of the figurative basis of Emerson’s writing on nature, in which all
“[t]hought emerges with rhetoric” (46). Upon citing a passage from Nietzsche’s “On
Truth and Lies in an Extra-Moral Sense” that famously names truth a “moveable host of
metaphors,” which was written just a year after The Birth of Tragedy, Cadava describes
what is at stake for history in such a rhetorical strategy:
Pointing to the work of metaphor within discourse in general and history in
particular, Nietzsche and Emerson suggest that a genealogy of historical truth
would reveal its origins not only in metaphor but in the progressive erosion of
metaphor. In their terms, a history founded on facts would correspond to the
process whereby, in the face of the metaphorical sedimentation of historical
concepts and truths, a fact is asserted nevertheless through the erasure of the
metaphor in which it was born. (Emerson 93-94)
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Life must not be regarded as some place holder for the Enlightenment conceptions of
Self or ontological stability either. Life accepts the process and bodily experience that is
associated with living a life. A life is lived in time, but it is also not purely defined by any
pretense to complete histories or narratives. For Emerson, life is excessive, disastrous,
joyous, endlessly puzzling, and always beautiful: “The pleasure of life is according to the
man that lives it, and not according to the work or the place. Life is an ecstasy. We know
what madness belongs to love,—what power to paint a vile object in hues of heaven. As
insane persons are indifferent to their dress, diet, and other accommodations, and, as we
do in dreams, with equanimity, the most absurd acts, so, a drop more of wine in our cup
of life will reconcile us to strange company and work” (Conduct 22). Throughout
Conduct of Life, Emerson attempts to corral this troublesome term. Here again, he says
that “Life is dragged down to a fracas of pitiful cares and disasters. You say the gods
ought to respect a life whose objects are their own; but in cities they have betrayed you to
a cloud of insignificant annoyances” (81). Or, again, Emerson says that “Life is a
succession of lessons which must be lived to be understood. All is riddle, and the key to a
riddle is another riddle. There are as many pillows of illusion as flakes in a snow-storm.
We wake from one dream into another dream” (167) Far from evasive or lacking rigor,
Emerson is engaging with life in its own terms: organically and with an element of
mystery.
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The study of the relationship between Emerson and Nietzsche has been slow in English
language scholarship, but Walter Kaufmann’s 1974 introduction and translation of The
Gay Science did a great deal to draw attention to these contemporary thinkers. I would
like to emphasize the strange intimacy held between these two thinkers. While Stack
acknowledges that Emerson and Nietzsche never met and they never corresponded,
Nietzsche developed an intimate imagined relationship with Emerson through
translations of Emerson’s essays and Nature into German:
So Emerson had an unknown quasi-disciple in Germany who read him avidly in
his youth and who returned to his writings for enjoyment, inspiration, or stimulus
of his own thought over a long period of time. Nietzsche rarely travelled without
his Emerson. And Emerson’s Essays were quite literally treasured by him: the
works of Emerson, in German translation, were the most frequently read books in
his library. Over a twenty-six year period allusions to, or reference to Emerson
cropped up in Nietzsche’s notes or letters. His affinity with this man he knew only
through his translated writings was so strong that he often referred to him as if he
were a personal friend. In his published and unpublished writings Nietzsche made
over a hundred direct or indirect reference to Emerson. He often paraphrased him,
adopted his tone or imagery, and appropriated his phrases. (Stack 3)
Kaufmann also marvels at the coincidence that Emerson adopted of his own volition the
title of “a professor of the Joyous Science” in his journals on 6 July 1841, and Nietzsche
would later name Emerson by the same words in his own journal (Gay 8). Indeed,
Kaufmann is unable to offer a great deal of evidence, but he ascribes Emerson’s influence
to Nietzsche’s interest in Zarathustra, the thoughts of the gay science, and even inspiring
that most Nietzschean of terms, Übermensch (Gay 8-11). Emerson’s reference to
Zoroaster in “Experience” and the essay of “The Oversoul” mark obvious points of
reference, but the exact time and nature of such influence is difficult to determine. While
the direct lines of influence remain elusive due to Nietzsche’s tendency to paraphrase and
directly adopt Emerson’s style, the transit of influence across the Atlantic seems to enact
the drift and slippage inherent to their shared metaphorical style.
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“What is tragic?” asks Nietzsche in an aphorism from the fall of 1888 (Will 449).
Tragedy must not be assumed to be an example of Nietzsche’s supposed pessimism.
Aristotle’s “depressive affects, terror and pity” define an art form that “would be
dangerous to life” (449): “Art, in other cases the great stimulant of life, an intoxication
with life, a will to life, would here (under Aristotle), in the service of a declining
movement and as it were the handmaid of pessimism, become harmful to health” (449).
Tragedy celebrates life in all its amoral abundant excesses. The greatest affirmations of
life must necessarily include the ecstatic and the terrible, but life is held and sustained by
art: “Art and nothing but art! It is the great means of making life possible, the great
seduction to life, the great stimulant of life” (452). Yet, tragedy does not go without
transgression in this new joyful commingling. Nietzsche explains in The Gay Science that
the Greeks invented tragedy to “invent some dignity” for sacrilegious crimes (188). Thus,
tragedy signals the strength and vivacity of a nation, not its nihilistic decline into amoral
debauchery.
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Ordinary Happiness: Marilynne Robinson’s Figurative
Economies of Debt and Forgiveness in the American Home
In the wake of the 2008 debt market collapse and the ensuing home foreclosure
crisis, the figurative economies that guide common conceptions of the American home as
a basic social unit have been radically shaken. After this most recent period of
deregulation and market manipulation, there is also a renewed urgency to re-imagine the
home as the figurative and economic foundation of family life. The familial home is the
very site on which economic forces affect vast numbers of American lives. Regardless of
the demographic makeup of a home, great untold tragedies have afflicted America over
these past years because of a conflation of family, economy, and the home. Where once
classical tragedies represented the fortunes of a few households, this recent mortgage
foreclosure crisis is ongoing and widespread. So, while rates of loan defaults may be
stabilizing, it will be many more years until governments, banks, or individual families
are able to fully grasp the social, emotional, and economic scope of the mortgage crisis.
In the lead up to this crisis, Marilynne Robinson’s novels have employed this familial and
economic symbol of the home as a means of defining the psychological and spiritual
basis of American identity. Robinson has written about the familial home for many
decades—Housekeeping (1980), Gilead (2004), and Home (2008)—and has long offered
insights into the religious and rhetorical basis of debt and forgiveness. Whether she is
discussing the richly symbolic and figurative ground of her novels, liberal protestant
metaphysics, or the global environmental problems of nuclear waste, Robinson is an
author who is profoundly concerned with these dwelling places.
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From Thoreau’s idealistic vision of a simple shelter in the woods and the steady
colonial brick homes of Boston and Philadelphia to the “big houses” of the slave holding
south and their neighboring slave cabins, the American home is continually evolving and
evocative figure that has defined the people who live in it. In short, these American
homes manifest a whole host of psychic metaphors that continue to inflect America’s
national historical narrative and national identity. After all, a house literally homes our
physical lives, but all too often these spaces metaphorically structure our psyches,
identities, and cultural traditions. In a strange way, the house subtly encloses figurative
expressions of inner secrets, restful repose, and shared solace; yet, our houses are also a
simple necessity of life that rebuff such abstract meanings. Traditionally, this physicalfigure appears most pressingly in the Freudian division of outer physical and inner
psychic realities. As a means of describing the hidden compulsions of an unconscious
mind, Freud demands that “the ego is not the master in its own house” (143). Modern
literature and culture have long accepted this metaphor and Freud’s psychic schema of a
conscious mind unconsciously divided against itself. Yet, with her recent publication of
Absence of Mind (2010), Robinson has theorized her rejection of the unhomed Freudian
psyche: “If there is one thing Freud asserts consistently, from which every theory
proceeds and to which every conclusion returns,” says Robinson regarding this Freudian
concept of self, “that the mind is not to be trusted” (Absence 105). As a means of
examining the cultural forces behind the current housing crisis, I will explore how these
psychic metaphors of the home are connected to certain economic, religious, and
racialized assumptions about American life and identity. While the American home must
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be understood as the imaginative and spiritual centre in all of Robinson’s novels, her
novels also present an excellent opportunity to reassess the meaning of what I am calling
American home-life. Because these homes are an enduring metaphor of metaphor, it is
necessary to interpret Robinson’s novels through an aesthetics of repose and refuge that
divests them of the symbolic economy of debt and exchange.
A Dead Pledge
There have been many housing crises in American history that inform and
perform the rhetorical manifestations of the home. From the discovery of the New World
to the Homestead Act of 1868, which sought to encourage the private ownership of
aboriginal lands, the founding of American home-life has been built upon a distortion of
ownership through the long held Virgin Land mythology and a desire to build wealth.
While this history of debt in the United States no doubt oversimplifies by telescoping a
long history, a broad understanding of debt also offers a means of thematizing the current
economic crisis. After President Reagan deregulated the mortgage system, which was
established through a combination of Depression era laws to encourage long term home
ownership and post-war expansion, the so-called “Savings and Loan” crisis in the 1980s
and 90s saw the collapse of debt markets due to risky investment practices that were then
underwritten by home values. According to Kent W. Colton’s Housing in the Twenty-First
Century (2003), which serves as a good portrait of pre-2008 collapse assumptions,
“Deregulation of the thrift industry made it possible for savings and loans to invest in
unfamiliar—more risky—projects” (145). Because small lending agencies became
exposed to this risk in an effort to increase revenues in the midst of the economic
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downturn of the 1970s, the number of Savings and Loan bankruptcies ballooned, and a
massive federal bailout was necessary to ward off a collapse. A 1999 report by the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation estimates that the total cost to taxpayers to bailout
these loans between 1986 and 1995 totaled 123.8 billion dollars.1
Due to the return of such problems in the recent mortgage crisis, these troubled
homes must be understood as both an economic problem and a linguistic conundrum.
After all, a mortgage is the contractual obligation that underlies these personal and
financial crises. As the etymology of the word suggests—particularly in Old French, but
the meaning survives obliquely in English as well—a mortgage is a dead pledge. The
word arises because borrowers were very often incapable of paying the loans back and
would therefore need to die to be released from its obligation. Thoreau may well be an
enduring critic of such a social problem in Walden (1854), where he once identified
mortgages as a symptom of simple human frailty and fear of the future: “I reduce almost
the whole advantage of holding this superfluous property as a fund in store against the
future” (20). He also correctly identifies the etymology of the word by referencing his
friends that are beholden to their mortgage and that “only death will set them free” (21).
In a 2005 interview that touches upon Thoreau’s concerns, Robinson grieves the
loss of historical awareness regarding debt and forgiveness in America. According to
Robinson, America overtook Britain as an economic superpower because New World
bankruptcy laws allowed for individual citizens to take risks in business and not be
entrapped by the poverty of over-indebtedness:
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The model for our early bankruptcy laws was Deuteronomy, the idea that, under
certain circumstances—in Deuteronomy, it is simply the passage of seven years’
time—people are released from debt, simply because they are released from debt.
No more debt. You start over again. This has been a very powerful model in this
country. It's being destroyed now. People talk about how much new employment,
new wealth, and so on are continuously generated in this country. One of the
reasons for that is because people can afford a risk. (Daniel)
In many ways, Robinson suggests that debt forgiveness between individual persons is one
of the founding beliefs of the United States.2 Deuteronomy does not command a free and
open redistribution of wealth or forgiveness of loans to larger non-human financial
entities; when Deuteronomy commands, “thou shalt open thine hand wide unto him,” the
emphasis on the personal pronoun is all the more pronounced in a time of massive bank
bailouts (Deut. 15.8). I do not, however, quote Scripture as a means of reading
Robinson’s novels as simply or theologically determined. Robinson demonstrates a
profound devotion to the scholarly tradition of Christianity, while never submitting to
predefined theological assumptions. The strength of Robinson’s writing lies in being able
to celebrate Christian culture alongside literary humanist and philosophical traditions. So,
while her work serves as an important introduction to a rigorous and theologically
informed critical thought, Robinson’s novels are equally at home within a humanist ethics
or a divine grace. From this perspective, Robinson’s novels are radically redefining the
traditional alignment of the sin of indebtedness and the salvation of forgiveness by
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reclaiming grace as a theologically radical and polysemic term that also holds a
profoundly progressive social imperative.
In an essay simply titled “Family,” from her 1998 collection The Death of Adam,
Robinson works to wrest Christian family values from the so-called Religious Right or
Conservative movements by naming them as a kind of free market economic theocracy
on par with the totalizing effects of Communism. Those “self-ordained, golf-shirted”
administrators of the American economy operate under, says Robinson, a point of faith or
“some unexamined fealty to economic principles” (101, 97). This particular
“reemergence of something so crude as Social Darwinism” only highlights the failure of
the economic system in the United States to integrate logically with Christianity and
produce the secular happiness that Thomas Jefferson described in the Declaration of
Independence: “Why do we never imagine that the happiness [Jefferson] mentioned
might include a long supper with our children, a long talk with a friend, a long evening
with a book?” (106). Given that Robinson contextualizes her vision of family home-life
through the declaration of independence, it is easy to imagine Robinson including
Jefferson’s reference to “property” in place of “happiness” in the first draft of this
founding document. It is easy to see how closely aligned simple human happiness is to
the property of the home. Yet, the family, which Robinson defines as the site of love,
loyalty, and solace, has been hollowed out by politicians eager to hitch economic
ideologies of “free and natural markets” to a traditional and pleasurable life within a
family (101). It is necessary to cite Robinson’s uneasy definition of family, which I am
also inclined to adopt for this essay. She attempts this definition with a kindness that is
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emblematic of all her writings: “one’s family are those toward whom one feels loyalty
and obligation, and/or from whom one derives identity, and/or to whom one gives
identity, and/or with whom one shares habits, tastes, stories, customs, memories” (87).
The problem of current home-life, as Robinson sees it, is that “we have exorcised the
ghost and kept the machine, and the machine is economics” (91). In short, the family’s
economic basis has been divested of love and care within the political realm and holds
only financial value.
Economic stability and consumer confidence have become, according to
Robinson, the priority of American home-life because the familial conflicts of
psychoanalysis have made such simple comforts highly suspect. In an interview with
Sarah Fey in The Paris Review, Robinson identifies private space as being
overdetermined by Freudian thought within contemporary culture: “People are frightened
of themselves. It’s like Freud saying that the best thing is to have no sensation at all, as if
we’re supposed to live painlessly and unconsciously in the world. I have a much different
view” (58). Robinson then goes on to claim that “The ancients are right: the dear old
human experience is a singular, difficult, shadowed, brilliant experience that does not
resolve into being comfortable in the world” (Fay 58). There is surely something of the
classical vision of tragedy in her description of bankrupt households. 3 In an effort to reimagine the symbolic economies of the home that guide our current economic mentality,
Robinson’s novels demonstrate the ancient etymological liaison of the Greek oikos—the
home, the household, or the most basic social and economic form in ancient times—and
its existing logic of oikonomos or what we now understand as economy. There is certainly
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a powerful cultural and political desire for having one’s fiscal house in order in America,
but the home also structures our experience of this political power through an economic
logic of debts and forgiveness. I argue that the imaginary threshold where the private
meets the political and economic order is the very space that allows for financial
institutions to profit from familial home-life. Of course, these financial institutions shatter
the illusion of a private and public realm because no inside private family life can exist in
America without the financing of the publicly traded powers of financial entities. If exile
is possible—if a bankrupt citizen can be removed from his or her home and cast outside
the dictates of ethical concern—an ethical and legal line must be crossed, and citizens of
a state must share the illusion that this line holds the power to redefine legal rights and
conditions of life. Governments are therefore unable to protect an individual’s home-life
because it is the financial institutions that guide political decisions towards deregulation
and enforcing debt repayment. These are the dictates of state law and the law of the
economy, and these are the thresholds that Robinson works to redraw and expose in her
novels.
Resurrection of the Ordinary
Now regarded as a contemporary classic of American fiction, Housekeeping
describes how two young sisters cope with the suicide of their mother and attempt to
make a home. In the final pages of the novel, the young narrator Ruth exiles herself along
with her eccentric Aunt Sylvie and is separated from her sister Lucille. Ruth becomes a
“rare thing,” an “unbeing” between life and death, and without a home (214-15). In the
end, Lucille explains that “It is a terrible thing to break up a family. If you understand
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that, you will understand everything that follows” (190). Almost as a means of
concluding the novel, this sentence works to draw attention to the problems of keeping a
house in the wake of this family tragedy. Born of such exceptional circumstances as the
death of their mother, the novel then becomes a performance of “the resurrection of the
ordinary” (18), in which various members of the extended family try to preserve “a sense
of home” for the two young orphaned girls (38). As if keeping a house could alleviate the
loss of her mother, the home is such a constant consideration for Lucille that she takes to
living with her “Home Economics” teacher in a sad attempt to learn housekeeping and
maintain a stable home-life (136).
When Housekeeping was published, it evoked a whole host of feminist readings
that worked to emphasize the fluidity of the domestic space. While such readings were
implicitly based on a figurative approach to domestic space and overdetermined
definitions of femininity, many readings neglected any mention of Robinson’s rhetorical
strategy. In an early interview in 1992 with Eileen Bartos and Carolyn Jacobson,
Robinson describes the process of writing Housekeeping as highly metaphorical: “I was
really writing for the pleasure of it. I had written a lot of things that I thought of basically
as metaphors when I was still working on my dissertation. And when I was done with the
dissertation I started looking at them and realized that they cohered very strongly” (16).
While the main action of the plot concerns Ruth and Sylvie’s ability to escape social
restrictions as a kind of liberation from domestic oppression, the basis of the novel
remains a set of figurative vignettes of the home. Christine Caver describes
Housekeeping as “a transgressive text that invites feminist readings” and also musters a
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“damning critique of contemporary social structures” (Carver 112, 113). Carver sees
these “fluid boundaries” as the result of the psychological trauma Ruth, Lucille, and
Sylvie experience through “social isolation” (130, 122). In addition, Paula E. Geyh
argues that Housekeeping demonstrates the formation of “feminine subjectivity” based on
the fundamental proposition that “subjectivity and space are mutually
constructing” (104). The flooded house in Fingerbone and the constant threat of
homelessness become emblematic for the girls and Sylvie of a feminine fluid identity and
also reaffirm an all too common Freudian anxiety of domesticity and isolation. Gyle goes
so far as to say that this motif of “Unhousing is also an attempt to pass out of the
household and forsake the patriarchal family” (112). By accepting the house as inherently
a symbol of patriarchal oppression, this interpretation would leave women in an
untenable homelessness. For example, exiled by their presumed death, the liminality of
their “unbeing becomes death when life is mingled with it” (215). Without a space to
define their identities, they simply travel “forever through reachless oblivion” (214).
However, Robinson is an author who does not see isolation as a punishment. In a recent
interview with Rebecca Painter, Robinson criticizes the “tendency to think of loneliness
as a symptom, a sign that life has gone wrong. But it is never only that. I sometimes think
it is the one great prerequisite for depth, and for truthfulness” (492).
As a side effect of the novel’s hospitality towards certain readings regarding
gender and the highly structured American domestic space, many critics have elided her
larger figurative project that resurrects certain nineteenth century assumptions about
figurative language. In another interview, Robinson explains the literary and figurative
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resonances of the home: “I used to say to myself that Walden could have been called
Housekeeping. It seems to me that in Walden, Thoreau is trying to create, in terms of
physical existence, in terms of food and shelter, a life, a physical life in the world that is
both minimal and optimum” (4). Robinson’s proximity to New England authors is not
some glib fascination with literary precedents. In her interview with Thomas Schaub, she
again describes how her attention to this tradition profoundly guides her figurative
project: “I love nineteenth century American literature. And I was particularly impressed
with the use of metaphor in all the great ones—Melville, Dickinson, Thoreau. It seemed
to me that the way they used metaphor was a highly legitimate strategy for real
epistemological questions to be dealt with in fiction and poetry” (239). Metaphor is not
simply an empty aesthetic consideration; metaphor is bound to fundamental problems
within the home and is necessary for a robust critique of the structures of debt. William
Burke appears to gesture towards Robinson’s strategy when he casts the house as a kind
of figurative passageway, or where he describes that “The lake is house, nature is
house” (719). As a seemingly bottomless figure within the novel, the lake is also a tomb
of Ruth and Lucille’s grandfather and mother. Therefore, the lake become a tragic liaison
of home, tomb, and—by virtue of their mother’s suicide by driving into the lake—womb.
The very ecology of the book—again etymologically linking her symbolic palette round
the oikos from which ecology derives is meaning—is founded upon the house as a place
of refuge and also a tragic place of mourning.
The depth of metaphorical meaning in the lake and the house becomes highly
practical means of explaining how these young girls cope with the death of their mother.
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When Sylvie and Ruth cross the lake to find the collapsed house, Ruth is driven by a
desire to get into the rubble. To find a space within the debris, Ruth imagines herself as a
kind of “rescuer,” but she is also to be rescued. She imagines the house collapse is akin to
the collapse of her life after the death of her mother. “A small house was better,” Ruth
concludes, because it “broke gracefully” (159). In such a place, tormented by her
mourning, she retreats into her body and in turn relinquishes her body as home to her
sorrow. Sitting alone in the cold she says finally, “Let them come unhouse me of this
flesh” (159). As a temporary and failed means of escaping the psychic pain of a lost
mother, Ruth pretends to let her body, which is the very home for her damaged mind,
collapse. Ruth is tormented by the metaphors of mind as well as the very real and simple
loss of her mother.
Economy of Economy
While I am very conscious that Robinson has called for “a revival of real,
exacting, no-nonsense scholarship” (Painter 492), I will argue that the figurative tradition
Robinson inherits from Whitman, Thoreau, and Dickinson finds another home within
certain poststructuralist claims about the figurative economies of language. The
fundamental paradox facing any discussion of such metaphorical traditions is a lack of a
proper or literal discourse on metaphor that is not already situated within metaphor. It
might be said that any discussion of metaphor is already at home with metaphor. While it
is unnecessary to rework some part of Jacques Derrida’s “White Mythology” (1971) or
his companion essay “The Retrait of Metaphor” (1978), an economical return to this
famous debate between Paul Ricoeur and Derrida would need to restate that Hegel’s
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philosophy of metaphor was founded upon certain naturalized and transcendent
metaphors of the home. These figures of the home have somehow attained an absolute
status of guaranteed value. Economics and language merge through a very simple and
human desire to assume a stability of linguistic meaning and value. As a fund in store
against the future, metaphors like the home—along with the attendant vocabulary of
foundational, concrete, and originary meaning—become the very basis of the arts in
Hegel’s Aesthetics (1835). For Hegel, the house represents the origin of art in the western
world. As a means of contrasting ancient Greek temples to Christian cathedrals, Hegel
describes these houses of God as manifesting the infinite by their very simplicity of form:
Just as the Christian spirit concentrates itself in the inner life, so the building
becomes the place shut in on every side for the assembly of the Christian
congregation and the collection of its thoughts. The spacial enclosure corresponds
to the concentration of mind within, and results from it. But the worship of the
Christian heart is at the same time an elevation about the finite so that this
elevation now determines the character of the house of God. In this way
architecture acquires elevation to the infinite as the significance which it is driven
to express in architectonic forms, a significance independent of mere
purposiveness. (685-56)
From this basic oscillation between inside and outside that would later guide Freud’s
figurative model of consciousness, Hegel is able to make several aesthetic claims about
the need for curves and forms that gesture towards “the infinite, to the loftier
beyond” (688). Within the “solid unity of artistic beauty” of the house, which enacts an
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original aesthetic promise of an outside appearance representing an inner meaning, Hegel
figuratively links the physical manifestations of architecture effects psychological and
spiritual effects upon the human psyche. Hegel builds the link between a Christian psyche
and the structure of the home, whether that home is the home of God or a simple family
dwelling. Freud might then be seen as returning to Hegel as a means of rendering the
home as a metaphor for the mind in atheistic terms. Robinson updates this long
relationship between the home and the divine with a contemporary understanding of
language and upends the Freudian desacralization of the home.
However, the desire to discover the origin of a trope is also a desire to solidify the
foundations and concretize the fluidity of language. Describing the home through the
figures of genealogy, genesis, and evolution already opens the trope to a psychoanalytic
discussion of family and the hierarchical heredity of historical priority. It is necessary,
therefore, to understand the home as a metaphor of metaphor. According to Derrida’s
much loved Du Marsais, metaphor is “the borrowed dwelling [demeure
empruntée]” (“White” 253; “La Mythilogie” 302). Derrida’s “problem” with traditional
rhetorical understanding of metaphor inherited from Aristotle is a certain “economy of
economy” (“Retrait” 61). Aristotelian metaphor operates on an assumed production of
surplus value due to combination of terms and the process that supposedly lexicalizes
living language into worn-out or dead metaphors. Through a semantic system of debts
and exchanges, Aristotelian metaphor is, quite simply, the economy of renaming. Derrida
uses the word usure to enact this double movement between the mechanism implicit in
metaphor of becoming worn-out—which is already within the realm of metaphors of life,
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death, and usage—and “the sense of usury, thus of interest, surplus value, fiduciary
calculation, or interest rate [tropique de l’usure, celui de l’intérêt, de la plus-value, du
calcul fiduciaire ou du taux usuraire]” (“Retrait” 61; “La Retrait” 75). Thus exposing the
artifice of the supposedly natural or essential relation of economics and the production of
meaning, signs never simply lend each other meaning through an economy of semantic
exchange because language is always supplemented through constant relation to still
further signs.
In other words, linguistic values are already founded upon an inherent linking of
meanings and supplementarity because language is so simply metaphorical. Since there is
no pure origin of language, no Adamic source of value and no single proper name—“the
father of all figures”—there is no proper or literal definition and all meaning is predicated
on their proximity and hospitality to other signs (“White” 243; “Mythologie” 290). For
Derrida, the word “retrait is endowed with a rather rich polysemy” that assumes a mark,
trace, or trait, while also invoking a sense of withdrawal and erasure (“Retrait” 62). The
problem with this logic of economy manifests the need to conceive of our language and
our financial systems—or perhaps the economy of our language—as something other
than a mechanistic system of supposedly natural meanings or natural market forces that
inherently produces surplus value. When financial institutions begin renaming debt
through collateralized debt obligations, as a means of artificially creating surplus value
by trading in an economy of the economy, they are appealing to a very old linguistic logic
that is inherited from classical sources. Furthermore, when media and politicians begin
speaking of mortgage market collapses and debt forgiveness, it is imperative that these
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economic forces are understood as both a linguistic and psychological problem for which
literature and philosophy have long struggled.
As Hegel aptly explains, “The building of such works exhausts the entire life and
activity of nations at certain times” (636). While our contemporary society is not
transfixed by cathedrals or pyramids, the family home has become a fetishized ideal that
has indeed exhausted the economy. Thus caught between the house as a fundamental
consciousness forming structure and the desire to rebuff the symbolic strictures of the
domestic patrilineal home, it has been necessary to invoke and reject Freud
simultaneously. Robinson’s observations on the side-effects of Freudian subconscious
exposes psychoanalysis as another mythological system or metaphorical schema. While
Housekeeping certainly does warrant particular critiques of gender norms, the
introduction of her latest novels Gilead and Home require a more overarching critique of
the psychic constructions and symbolic economy of home, dwelling, and domestic life.
Robinson’s new novels frame her figurative project through a highly legitimate strategy
for real epistemological questions. However, now these strategies take on the laws
governing race, family, and economics in American history.
And Forgive Us Our Debts, as We Forgive Our Debtors
There is an intimate proximity or hospitality between these neighboring texts that
enacts a kind of familial friendship between the elderly Reverend John Ames in Gilead
and Reverend Robert Boughton in Home. Both novels are set in a fictional town in Iowa,
Gilead, and represent an overlapping period of a few months in the summer of 1956.
However, Home is not, by Robinson’s own description, a mere “sequel” to Gilead (Fay).
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The relationship between these novels represents a formal break with the limits of the
book as a closed performance. An individual novel, like the Freudian theory of
consciousness, enjoys a certain coherence because meaning is bound between an broader
outer context and a finite inner interpretive space. By contrast, Robinson’s novels form
neighboring perspectives that allow Robinson’s audiences a nuanced view of the minutiae
guiding the dramas of everyday life.
Even as Ames and Boughton draw closer to death, as two friends who have spent
their lives ministering to those near death, they live remarkably isolated existences in
their own homes. However, it is the experience of aging that draws out their sense of
isolation and renews the figurative significance of their homes: “I used to say it was like
going home.” Says Ames regarding death, “We have no home in this world, I used to say,
and then I’d walk back up the road to this old place and make myself a pot of coffee and
a fried-egg sandwich and listen to the radio, when I got one, in the dark as often as
not” (Gilead 4). Ames appears to admit that humanity’s home is with God, but his own
home also represents something special. Ames then asks his son, hauntingly in the
present tense, “Do you remember this house?” (4). For at the end of his life, Ames is
facing a fundamental trial of his faith and his ministry: “It’s a perfectly good old house,
but I was all alone in it then. And that made it seem strange to me. I didn’t feel very much
at home in the world, that was a fact. Now I do” (4). His good old house is both a
metaphor for his corporal body and the literal home he has lived in for most of his life.
Having found a wife and had a child late in life, Ames finds these domestic comforts
more difficult to relinquish. By the end of the novel it is assumed that Ames dies upon the
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completion of his letter, but he has also accepted the home as a viable metaphor for his
life. The loftier regions in the attic, a place later referred to by Glory as “the limbo of
things” (Home 93) even holds Ames’s “whole life’s work” of sermons and theological
writings (Gilead 18). This final act of memoir is enacted and further embroiled with Jack
because it is Jack who helps “in bringing [Ames’s] study downstairs,” which allows
Ames to literally examine the souvenirs and memorabilia of his life (213). This “clearing
space” in the attic is a task that Jack would later repeat for Glory as she prepares to
inherit the Boughton family home (Home 310).
As a process of memoir writing, Gilead is written as an extended letter to Ames’s
young son Robby so that he may better know his father after his death. Through a strange
displacement of emphasis, Ames focuses much of his story through his struggles to
forgive his quasi-adopted son, Jack. When taking into account that Jack also names his
son Robert Boughton Miles—not after his father but Ames’s great grandfather who
fought with “Osawatomie John Brown” during the Civil War (Gilead 107)—the novel
demonstrates a profound ambivalence towards sons, fathers, and genetic inheritance in
general. In many ways, Gilead is about the trials that Ames experiences by adopting Jack
and radically redefining his own sense of family, while taking on the tradition of Iowa’s
place as a centre of political radicalism. At the very moment Ames christens the infant
son Jack, Boughton insists he baptize him as John Ames Boughton. Ames is only able to
respond to this honor by thinking, “This is not my child” (Gilead 188). While Ames is
sure this renaming is a great catachresis and rejects any “burden of guilt toward that
child” (188), Ames misinterprets Boughton’s gift through an economic logic of guilt and
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obligation. A true gift does not demand a return of value, and Boughton did not want to
burden him with a debt of responsibility, whether perceived or otherwise. Instead,
Boughton wanted his friend to understand the pleasures of family life and that the act of
adoption is a profound Christian mystery that fundamentally underwrites Presbyterian
orthodoxy. In John Calvin’s Institutes of Christian Religion (1536), he casts his argument
for election as a means of restoring true humility before the workings of God’s
omniscience, which requires that Christians must wait to be adopted by God: “when we
are adopted as sons by the heavenly Father, we will inherit salvation and eternal life
through his favour” (Institutes 220). Humanity must not be so vain as to claim themselves
the children of God or to demand salvation. The ultimate gift of salvation can only be
received without pretense or expectation. Rather than pridefully seeking the workings of
God’s creation, humanity must patiently and fearfully await salvation through good acts
and the teachings of the Bible.
In many ways, adoption and forgiveness are entwined within these novels. While
Ames is certain that Boughton gave his son to compensate for his childlessness, Ames
remains resentful of these “bonds which oblige [him] to special tolerance and kindness
towards this young man” (Gilead 155). Since Jack has made a self-described career of
“truancy and misfeasance” (Home 55), Ames struggles to forgive Jack’s greatest
transgression when “he became involved with a young girl, and the involvement
produced a child” (Gilead 156). But, when the three year old child died of a preventable
infection—which Ames ascribes to the Wheeler family’s poverty and unintelligent
indifference—Ames is only able to cast blame upon Jack: “Jack Boughton had no
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business in the world involving himself with that girl. It was something no honorable
man would have done.... Sinners are not all dishonorable people, not by any means. But
those who are dishonorable never really repent and never really reform. Now I may be
wrong here. No such distinction occurs in Scripture. And repentance and reformation are
matters of the soul which only the Lord can judge. But, in my experience, dishonor is
recalcitrant” (Gilead 156-7). In Calvin’s Institutes, the reprobate sinner is used as
evidence of election, and Ames appeals directly to this doctrine of the “son of perdition”
as a means of understanding Jack’s perceived ignobility (223). Ames forgets, in the midst
of his righteous anger towards the death of the little girl, that the prodigal son upon whom
this doctrine is founded is also forgiven all his sins and all his debts.4
By reflecting upon his past sermons stored in the attic, he is able to grasp the
theological mystery of forgiveness, debts, and the role Boughton saw for Jack in his
friend’s life. As he sifts through his life’s work, he comes across a sermon written in
support of the Marshall Plan following WWII and the reconstruction of Europe:
It interprets ‘Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors’ in light of the Law of
Moses on that subject. That is, the forgiveness of literal debt and the freeing of
slaves every seventh year, and then the great restoration of the people to their
land, and to themselves if they were in bondage, every fiftieth year. And it makes
the point that, in Scripture, the one sufficient reason for the forgiveness of debt is
simply the existence of debt. And it goes on to compare this to divine grace, and
to the Prodigal Son and his restoration to his place in his father’s house, though he
neither asks to be restored as son nor even repents of the grief he has caused his
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father.... And grace is the great gift. So to be forgiven is only half the gift. The
other half is that we also can forgive, restore, and liberate, and therefore we can
feel the will of God enacted through us, which is the great restoration of ourselves
to ourselves. (Gilead 161)
This scriptural liaison between figurative debt of sin and the literalized sin of financial
insolvency comes to enact the very problem that Robinson identified within American
bankruptcy law. As prayers for the current American economy, Robinson’s novels must
be regarded as taking on this work of interpreting debt forgiveness from the Gospel of
Matthew—“Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtor [καὶ ἄφες ἡµῖν τὰ ὀφειλήµατα
ἡµῶν, ὡς καὶ ἡµεῖς ἀφίεµεν τοῖς ὀφειλέταις ἡµῶν]”—and the Law of Moses as laid out in
Deuteronomy (Matt 6.12). Indeed, it is the notion of debt [ὀφειλήµατα, opheilēmata] as
sin that cast failed economic obligation as morally wrong. However, forgiveness of this
obligation is not an economic act but rather a spiritual one; forgiveness is a gift that does
not enter into a reciprocal economic exchange.5 By forgiving such transgressions in the
Lord’s Prayer, the figural and literal sense of debt is enacted most directly through this
figure of the prodigal son of the Gospel of Luke, which is also a parable about the
unquestioning love, compassion, and hospitality of a father towards a son. While the
setting and spiritual context of the novel are focalized through this house trope, Ames
must also learn to divorce his economic mentality regarding his adoption and forgiveness
of Jack.
Bright Radical Star
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The relationship between the home, forgiveness, and the debt of sin is fully laid
bare by returning to Derrida’s writing on hospitality. Derrida suggests that, “if there is a
scene of forgiveness at the heart of hospitality, between hôte and hôte, host and guest, if
there is failing, fault, offense, even sin, to be forgiven on the very threshold, if I may say
so, of hospitality, it is not only because I must forgive the other in order to welcome him,
because the welcoming one must forgive the welcomed one” (“Hospitality” 380). In this
context of hospitality and forgiveness, it is interesting that Derrida later turns to
Sophoclean tragedy in Of Hospitality to delineate the terms of the stranger—Oedipus—
who is really at home returning to Thebes, but he also turns to Antigone as an example of
an impossible mourning. The possibility of a stranger being really at home opens
tragedies to a fundamental suspension of the privileged relationship between identity and
place. Alternatively, Antigone is a reminder, for Derrida, of the impossibility of
determining limits of mourning, when she becomes the sole caregiver of her blind father
who is also her brother. The scope of her forgiveness, while originating in a classical and
tragic context, determines a radical kind of hospitality that is surely akin to the parable of
the prodigal son. In other words, the gift of forgiveness is a radical form of hospitality
founded in the home. Within the context of the novel’s broader allegory of the prodigal
son, Ames must learn to forgive and bless a child that he has long since “consigned to
perdition” (Home 219). To adopt unconditionally and without expectation of Jack’s
imperfect life—most pivotally his African American wife Della their son Robert—Ames
may find a means of enacting adoption as absolute forgiveness and grace. However, such
hopes are dashed if a prodigal son is destined to a life of sin. Through this “doctrine of
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predestination” (219), Jack sees the failure of such orthodoxy as accounting for racial
prejudice in America. As a by-product of his father’s Calvinist belief, Jack’s son’s
immortal soul is condemned by an “accident of birth” (219). In other words, he is
condemned by being born into an interracial family. The failures of Ames and Boughton
to give shelter to Jack and his family are set in the midst of the race riots they argue about
on television (97) and the casual uplift orthodoxy that assumes African American equality
simply requires African Americans to recognize the “need to improve themselves” (155).
When Jack brings up the 1955 lynching of the 14 year old Emmett Till—a Northerner
from Chicago living in Mississippi when he was murdered—who reportedly “whistled at
a white woman” (156), Boughton is persuaded by local papers that the boy attacked the
woman. While Boughton is unconditionally accepting of Jack, he remains unaware of
Jack’s interracial family and unwittingly rejects his own grandson.
By contrast, intergenerational and regional differences regarding social norms and
laws about race force Ames to negotiate his relationship with Jack in a new way that also
demands a radical kind of forgiveness and compassion. Between these touchstones of
American history and theological allegory, Gilead and Home bring Christian teaching to
bear upon the home-life of interracial couples. Jack leaves Gilead again to find a way to
bring his family together, but Robinson does not offer a clear resolution to his
homelessness. While Ames and Jack are clearly aware of their relationship to American
history through the Civil War in Iowa, Robinson does not portray her characters as mere
players in the broader picture of 1950s race relations. Instead, Robinson’s works to
demonstrate the normalized and banal experience of living through and struggling against
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injustice. Jack and Della are not leaders of the soon to emerge Civil Rights Movement but
are a simple family attempting to find a home in a hostile country.6 Robinson simply
focuses on the workings of a single family home, a family home that has been the locus
of racial prejudice.
Along with the brief mention of the Emmett Till murder, this passing mention of
the Civil War epitomizes how Robinson allows history to enter the home quietly and
subtly. In terms of fulfilling a Biblical allegory, Jack gains a formal blessing from his
adopted father, who summons the strength to say, “You are a good man” (Gilead 231).
Despite this blessing, Ames fails to understand how his ability to welcome Jack and Della
to Gilead would be an act of grace before any economy of sin and forgiveness. Desperate
to find a home for his family, Jack finally asks, “What about this town? If we came here
and got married, could we live here? Would people leave us alone?” (231). While Ames
thinks that the townspeople will allow an interracial marriage, he fails to assure Jack that
he could do much to sway local opinion and—with what seems to be a mixture of
resignation, indifference, and fatigue—mentions the weakness of his heart. Ames is able
to offer some historical understanding to this tragic failure of hospitality when he recalls
a speech offered by his grandfather, a Civil War veteran and minister, at a fourth of July
celebration on the eve of the Depression: “The President, General Grant, once called
Iowa the shining star of radicalism. But what is left here in Iowa? What is left here in
Gilead? Dust. Dust and ashes” (176). Ames then reflects that he has “thought about that
very often—how the times change, and the same words that carry a good many people
into the howling wilderness in one generation are irksome or meaningless in the
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next” (176). When Jack repeats these words to Glory, the harsh failure of this radicalism
cases Jack to question his “desire of the tattered moth for the shining star that has brought
[him] home” (Home 210). Robinson offers a chance that this phrase, this “shining star of
radicalism,” might continue on for future generations and serve as a reminder of
America’s successes and failures to achieve racial equality. Through the changes of
history and the contexts of the time, this phrase draws a Gilead and Home together
through their proximity to the history of racism and political resistance in America.
In Robert R. Dykstra’s history of Iowa, Bright Radical Star (1993), he offers an
unvarnished account of the mottled and uneven support for full African American
enfranchisement within the postbellum political arena. The failure of Ames to accept
Jack’s family in Gilead is particularly tragic given that Iowa had legalized interracial
marriage as early as December of 1850 (Dykstra 109). In a time that saw Radical
Republicans blocking President Johnson’s ineffectual plans for racial integration during
reconstruction and due to the 1868 amendments to the Iowa State Constitution a short
time later—which would become a model for three great Civil War era amendments to
the United States Constitution in the form of the thirteenth amendment outlawing slavery,
the fourteenth amendment guaranteeing citizenship regardless of race, and the fifteenth
amendment granting equal access to political privileges like voting—General Ulysses S.
Grant said shortly before his presidential election win that he “hoped the people of Iowa,
whose soldiers achieved such immortal renown in the field, would be the first State to
carry impartial suffrage through unfalteringly” (227). In this same statement, he would
name Iowa “the bright Radical star” and an example that the North “is consistent with
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itself” and willing to enact those same beliefs of freedom and equality which the Civil
War came to symbolize (227). In the context of the Radical Republicanism that President
Grant espoused and carried out in the Civil Rights Act of 1875, Robinson highlights a
distinct irony of American history that can cast Republicans as radical social activists,
while also espousing nuclear escalation under President Eisenhower less than a century
later.
While the direct links between American Christianity’s complicity in slavery is
only tacitly acknowledged within the novels, Jack takes the opportunity to pose his
perspective through a discussion of a magazine article called “God and the American
People” published in a 1948 issue of Ladies’ Home Journal. Within the dramatic irony of
Jack being the father of a boy not so different from Emmett Till, Jack can only obliquely
express to his father the depth of his pain caused by living in a racist society and living
without a Church to defend against these moral injustices. In this article, Barnett Lincoln
summarizes a nationwide survey of religious beliefs. Surprising both Lincoln and the
theologians commissioned to comment on the findings, 95 per cent answered they believe
in God (229). However, Barnett identifies a “national schizophrenia” between what
Americans “think they believe” and their actions (237). When asked about the “second
great commandment, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thy self,” 80 per cent claimed they
loved “a member of a different race” and 78 per cent claimed they loved a “business
competitor” (234, 236). Barnett asks, with no small amount of incredulity, “if four fifths
of the American people love members of another race, how explain the humiliation that is
visited on the American Negro” (236-37)?
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As the three men discuss the place of Christianity in the United States, Jack takes
up the point that “the seriousness of American Christianity was called into question by
our treatment of the Negro” (Home 217). However, Jack is taking on a long theological
supposition that is founded upon, what Stephen R. Haynes has recently called in Noah’s
Curse (2002), “the racialization of Noah’s prophecy” in Genesis 9-11 (6). While this
passage from Genesis is far from the only Scriptural source used to support racial
prejudice and slavery, the so-called “Curse of Canaan” was often used as a means of
explaining the delineation and hierarchy of the races under God because Noah directly
proclaims the sons of Ham to be “a servant of servants” (Gen. 9.25).7 Notwithstanding
the clear question of whether Noah speaks for God while his mind is still muddled by
alcohol, Haynes superbly casts the long abolitionist tradition of undermining this Biblical
precedent as the justification for slavery. In the words of one abolitionist, J.L. Stone,
Four thousand years ago, Noah awoke from his drunken sleep... and angry that his
younger son had looked upon his nakedness, he uttered the half dozen words
above quoted. To-day, in a new world, unknown when the words were uttered, the
men who ‘use up’ an estimated number of ‘niggers’ during each ‘season’ in
raising sugar and cotton, on the Mississippi and Red Rivers, quote these halfdozen words uttered 4000 years ago by the patriarch in his anger against his son,
as a proof that their practices are well pleasing in the sight of God. (Haynes 183)
In the words of W.E.B. DuBois regarding the curse of Canaan, from a chapter called “The
Servant in the House” in Darkwater (1920), “Upon such spiritual myths was the
anachronism of American slavery built” (113). While DuBois is certainly an important
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link in the critical tradition taking on these misuses of Scripture, he is also the author who
Jack is reading when he returns home. In his conversation with Glory about DuBois’s
supposed Communist political leanings—recalling that America is only beginning to feel
the McCarthy era politics of fear and paranoia—Jack does not disclose which text he is
currently reading, though his “friend” could have given him any number of his works
(Home 47). Robinson admits the racial turmoil in America into this home by working to
admit the intellectual tradition that bolstered it.
Gradual Catastrophe
By examining the history of racism in America through the theological motif of
perdition, Robinson’s novels ask a very simple question: “What does it mean to come
home?” (Home 102). A return home certainly carries a Biblical significance. The prodigal
son’s return signals that which was “dead, and is alive again; and was lost, and is
found” (Luke 15.32), but the vision of plucking life from death is also present in Christ’s
resurrection and the promise of salvation it holds. When questioned about the meaning of
the clear allusion to the prodigal son, Robinson says, “I really see this as a parable about
grace, not forgiveness, since the father runs to meet his son and embraces him before the
son can even ask to be forgiven.... His father cannot absolve him of the pain and
difficulty of his life, and Jack does not expect him to. He comes home seeking help in
restoring a good life he had made, which has been destroyed by the pressures of law and
social custom” (Painter 488). Robinson describes how grace is a fundamental term that
encompasses the complexity of forgiveness beyond an economic model. Yet, in order for
the parable of the prodigal son to be enacted, someone must keep the house. Without
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Glory’s suffering, Robinson seems to remind us, there is no tale of a lost son and a
father’s pity, nor is there the space for an act of grace before the economics of
forgiveness.
However, Glory is well equipped to cope with her position within her familial
drama. As a means of understanding Jack’s unshakeable sense of strangeness, Glory
reflects upon her education: “In college all of them had studied the putative effects of
deracination, which were angst and anomie, those dull horrors of the modern
world” (Home 282). The limitations of a literal Biblical interpretation are laid bare by the
sexism that contributed to Glory’s failed life. At the centre of all these “rehearsed bleak
and portentous philosophies” is a simple concept: “their return to the pays natal ... Home.
What kinder place could there be on earth, and why did it seem to them all like
exile?” (282). While these philosophies are never clearly named, it seems that Camus’s
L’Étranger cannot be far from Robinson’s mind. In what the narrator calls her “honest
prayer,” she is at least tacitly aware of being treated as a “hostile stranger” by Jack in the
very place that “would be [her] refuge” (69). The sense of feeling like an exile at home is
the central paradox of Robinson’s novels and the parable of the prodigal son.
Robinson has been working through this figure of the returning prodigal son for
many years. In her essay “Family,” Robinson asks her readers to “Imagine that someone
failed and disgraced came back to his family, and they grieved with him, and took his
sadness upon themselves, and sat down together to ponder the deep mysteries of human
life. This is more human and beautiful, I propose, even if it yields no dulling of pain, no
patching of injuries” (Death 90). Robinson modifies the prodigal son parable in Home
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and Gilead to account for the suffering and pains of all those in the family. Indeed, Jack’s
presence reinforces the sense for Glory that “even before the gradual catastrophe of her
own venture into the world had come to an end, that ‘despite all’ was a dangerous
formula, and that the romance of absence was a distraction from more sustaining
joys” (Home 70). Glory foregoes the sustaining joys of family life to care for her father
and brother. After Jack has “been getting into the piano bench” to buy liquor and returns
home drunk (247), Glory calms the mood within the house and heals the transgression of
familial decorum by filling the house with a palpable comfort:
How to announce the return of comfort and well-being except by cooking
something fragrant. That is what her mother always did. After every calamity of
any significance she would fill the atmosphere of the house with the smell of
cinnamon rolls or brownies, or with chicken and dumplings, and it would mean,
This house has a soul that loves us all, no matter what. It would mean peace if
they had fought and amnesty if they had been in trouble. It had meant, You can
come down to dinner now, and no one will say a thing to bother you, unless you
have forgotten to wash your hands. (252)
Rather than brooding in unconscious angst and division, Glory tasks herself with creating
an environment in which forgiveness might be possible. Jack’s theft and alcoholism is
simply countered with the warmth and care of a home cooked meal. The psychological
complexity Robinson evokes in the cooking of a meal signals a return of ordinary things
being charged with a profoundly restorative social program.
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The novel is as reserved and secretive as Glory is about her feelings. By blending
the “‘secret’ and ‘sacred’” symbolism of the home (15), the only sense that Robinson
offers of Glory’s pain comes when other characters point out to Glory that she is
shedding tears. She cries because she can witness the tragedies ensuing around her. Her
brother’s alcoholism and her father’s need for palliative care are both slowly unfolding
tragedies. Beyond her life in the house, Glory is acutely aware of the interventions of the
fiscal realm within the personal intricacies of care and love. Her “supposed former
fiancé,” who left her single and without a family of her own to excuse her from solely
caring for her father, constantly used her for her money (22). Glory even mocks his
promises to repay his debts by suggesting that he must have “kept some sort of
ledger” (22). The discrepancies between the exactly calculable debts and the more
insubstantial debts that relationships highlight how the personal and economic desires are
similarly deferred or fulfilled. Despite having been forced to resign from her teaching
position by her fiancé, once the marriage dissolves she feels relief from the pressures of
these human debts: “She could not let herself remember the lonely pleasures she found in
living so simply, actually enjoying the renunciations and the economies that would some
time make possible—what?—ordinary happiness” (22). As she grows older without a
career or a family to sustain her, the realization that she will “inherit this house” is an
utter “nightmare” (298). Because she will inherit the burden of responsibility for a home
with no value, she says she is living a dream, “where all the rest of you go off and begin
your lives and I am left in an empty house full of ridiculous furniture and unreadable
books, waiting for someone to notice I’m missing and come back for me. And nobody
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does” (298). Glory is not afraid of the isolation or in need of another person for
validation. Instead, the relative comfort and stability of the family home that is not her
own, of being an exile at home, becomes the basis of her despair. Glory’s gradual
catastrophe is the ultimate experience of being uncannily unhomed, of not being the
master of her own house though alone within it.
In the final scene, standing in the yard meeting Della and Jack’s son Robert for
the first time, Glory enacts a new kind of recognition scene in which she is able to see
two strangers as her nephew and sister-in-law. In this moment, as they listen to the rustle
of the tree “that sounded like the ocean,” Glory gains a sense of grace by feeling the
moment of reunification, “that terrible shock of joy,” on behalf of her absent brother
(323). It is the realization that “perdition for [Jack] would be perdition for every one of
us” (316), that again expands Glory’s theological understanding of waiting for Robert as
a fundamental reappraisal of Christian belief. Being at home is an act of grace for her
family, but Glory also supersedes Freud’s simplistic critique of the religious impulse
being tied to some “sensation of eternity” or “oceanic” feeling in Civilization and Its
Discontents (11). Listening to the rustling trees is not an empty experience of the divine.
Any truncated description of Robinson’s characters will fall short of the nuances and
contradictions imbued within the struggles and failures of a human life. The complexities
of Glory’s life and her motivations are not an easy template molded to a psychoanalytic
schema. In keeping with Robinson’s own view of isolation, Glory’s solitary life is not
simply the symptom of a life gone wrong.
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Her life in this home affords her time to live an active imaginative life replete
with children and the small moments of ordinary happiness. Glory’s repetition of the
hymn “Softly and Tenderly” to her brother Jack—“Yes. Ye who are weary, come
home” (Home 316)—signals both her acceptance of a life in isolation and a life filled
with the potential for saving her wayward brother from a state of perdition. By focusing
her life within the home, she finds grace in her own imagination: “she imagined the
children playing quietly, tip-toeing in from the patio now and then to whisper a secret or
open a hand to show her an interesting pebble, then back out the door again so quietly,
because Papa must not be disturbed” (306). She names her children, but these imaginary
entities blur and change gender and age to suit her wants and desires: “They would weep
in her arms and love her more, since she would keep them safe forever from
abandonment and all bitter loss. She might have had doubts about dropping this tincture
of sorrow into their hearts if they had been real children” (306). As a renewed participant
in an old American tradition of solitude taken up from Walden, she lives a life that is both
minimal and optimal while she awaits the return of Jack’s son, Robert. Where once her
nightmare was of waiting for no one, waiting for Jack’s son gives her a sense of purpose
and a responsibility. Glory’s home becomes a simple enactment of forgiveness and grace.
The home becomes a standing promise that racist wrongs might be set right and a family
might be reunited. Glory gives this gift without expectation of a return; she welcomes
Robert even before he has arrived. If that time should come—when it comes—she will
welcome him with grace. Thus taking the place of the father, she waits for her family to
come home.
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In this imagined future for which Glory waits, a future that is really our past, the
home promises to become a figure for containing domestic tragedies and also a space for
a hopeful suspension of current problems. Glory’s vigil is a kind of synecdoche for a
broader set of national concerns about race and for all Americans to be at home in
America. As comforting as the promise of the new, multiracial home at the end of the
novel may be, read against the racial landscape of the period, it is a wish that she would
never fully see fulfilled. The very homeliness of Robinson’s conclusion, read against the
current foreclosure crisis, itself riven by legacies of a racial prejudice that remains
unresolved, renders real life tragedy all the more acute. In so doing, Robinson writes, in
effect, against a dominant theme in American literature of not being at home in America
—including in one’s racialized and sexualized American body—and it is to this feeling of
tragic unhomeliness that the subsequent chapters will turn.
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Chapter 2 Notes

1 A recent

New York Times article by Gretchen Morgenson and Louise Story, “In
Financial Crisis, No Prosecutions of Top Figures,” has made the link between the Savings
and Loan crisis and the current system of mortgage fraud by major institutions like Bear
Sterns, Lehman Brothers, Goldman Sachs, Bank of America, Morgan Stanley, Country
Wide Financial, and Merrill Lynch, but the article also makes the observation that coexecutives at these institutions have not been prosecuted for their “collective
embezzlement” of investor and debtor funds.
2

In David A. Skeel Jr.’s history of bankruptcy law in America called Debt’s Dominion, he
opens with the very simple statement that “American bankruptcy law touches on all
aspects of American life” (ix). While Skeel does not return to Biblical precedent for the
formation of these laws, he observes, “What is clear however, is that U.S. bankruptcy law
is far more sympathetic to debtors than are the laws of other nations” (1). While many of
Skeel’s observations naively divorce the political interests of financial institutions toward
deregulation, it was the systemic failure of the regulatory agencies to challenge the
political clout of the financial system. In a chapter entitled “Escaping the New Deal,”
Skeel tells of the triumphant removal of the Glass-Steegall Act, which was designed to
separate speculative investment banking, commercial savings banks, and insurance
companies. The 1999 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act allowed for these institutions to merge—
the largest merger of this kind united Citicorp and Travelers in 1998 (which sought a
temporary waiver until the bill could be passed) and produced the world’s largest
financial institution—and also produced the environment that allowed for the sale of
mortgage backed securities and credit default swaps. Finally, a congressional report
mandated by the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 reports that “market
developments since 2000 helped create a self-perpetuating cycle. In pursuit of high
profits, lenders and investors poured capital into ever riskier loans, particularly after
2003. This flood of capital helped to spur rising home prices that masked the riskiness of
the loans being made, leading to continued loosening of underwriting standards. When
house price growth finally slowed in late 2006, the true nature of these risky loans was
exposed and the ‘house of cards’ came tumbling down” (Bostic ix).
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3

Louis A. Ruprecht Jr.’s This Tragic Gospel (2004) describes an inheritance of Greek
thought through the Christian gospels that necessitates thinking of Christ as a
fundamentally tragic figure. He begins with the simple assertion that the gospels were
written in Greek, not Aramaic, for a Greek and Roman speaking audience and cultural
context. By “thinking tragically” (8), Mark was able to appeal to Christ’s humanity and
“use Greek tragedy to make Christian meaning” (80). After all, “for the Christian monks
who lovingly copied them over and passed them on to future generations, there was no
necessary incompatibility between Greek tragedies and the new way they believed had
been inscribed in their gospels” (80). By contrasting the tragically human portrayal of
Christ in the Gospel of Mark, which was the first gospel and the founding of the very
genre, and the evangelical gospel of John, which espouses the power, salvation, and
ultimate promise of the Christian afterlife, Ruprecht describes how the gospels of
Matthew, Mark, and Luke were lessened in status by Martin Luther, and evangelical
protestantism more generally, to make way for John’s celebratory account of Christ. The
evangelical church could not preach the suffering of mankind, and elided the Gospel of
Mark and the characterization of a Christ who “began to teach them that the Son of Man
must suffer many things, and be rejected by the elders and the priests and the scribes, and
be killed, and after three days rise again” (Mark 8.31-32). Christ suffers like the Son of
Man or his sacrifice is meaningless. By teaching human suffering in life, he, like many of
the apostles to follow, would suffer and die because of mankind’s lack of compassion. In
the garden named Gethsemane, Christ faces death, betrayal, and a tragic realization in
saying, “My soul is exceeding sorrowful unto death” (Mark 14.34). He imagines the
horror that awaits him and accepts the divinity of his fate. After all, the moment of
recognition, the ability to see one’s terrible fate unfold, is the domain of the tragic hero.
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4

Perhaps there is no better reading of the parable of the prodigal son than Henri J.M.
Nouwen’s The Return of the Prodigal Son. In his classic study of Rembrandt’s 1662
painting by the same name, Nouwen chronicles his experience with the painting and the
resulting understanding of the parable. He summarizes the parable as a kind of totalizing
story for his vision of Christianity: “All of the Gospel is there. All of my life is there. All
of the lives of my friends is there” (15). Founded upon the basic understanding that the
three figures within the parable include the whole of a human life: reckless and indulgent
youth, stern and conservative middle age, and the forgiving and graceful old age. Within
the painting and within the parable is a profound desire to be accepted beyond
forgiveness. As Nouwen explains, regarding the painting, “It had brought me into touch
with something within me that lies far beyond the ups and downs of a busy life,
something that represents the ongoing yearning of the human spirit, the yearning for a
final return, an unambiguous sense of safety, a lasting home” (5). While the old father is
able to embrace his son, the father will also be welcomed home upon his death. Indeed,
Nouwen goes so far as to say, “What I see here is God as mother, receiving back into her
womb the one whom she made in her own image” (100). The prodigal son is not easily
reconciled with the Freudian view of classical tragedy; also, the Oedipal return to Thebes
and the return home, as a figure of life and death within the scope of human libidinal
desires, is not a death drive or a desire for the mother, but rather represents the mystery of
returning to a loving and compassionate God. The classical return motif of tragic drama is
thus replayed through the embrace of a forgiving Christian God, but the pain and the
turmoil of a Christian tragic household that rends itself apart is replaced by the caring and
consolation of a family’s restful repose and refuge.
5

Derrida’s thought comes into close alignment with Robinson again in the essay, “The
Time is out of Joint.” A certain kind of uncompromising rigour is paired with an element
of grace for both writers: “Deconstruction is merciless.” Says Derrida, “On the other
hand, as a thinking of the gift, of a gift beyond the debt and a justice beyond the law,
deconstruction should, on the contrary, be devoted to grace and gratitude, thus to a
gratitude without thanks, without exchange or, if you prefer, according to an exchange
that carries beyond exchange” (“Time” 16).
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6

In Peter Wallenstein’s powerful history of intermarriage and antimiscegenation laws in
the United States, Tell the Court I Love My Wife (2004), he describes the evolution of
laws that would prohibit Jack and Della from an ordinary married life. While
contextualizing the history of interracial marriage through the case of Mildred and
Richard Loving vs. the State of Virginia, Wallenstein demonstrates the profoundly
heterogeneous and various application of these laws that would change according to
“time and territory” (3). In the case of Mildred and Richard Loving, they were legally
married in the District of Columbia in 1958 but were only to be arrested after returning to
Virginia. Their case would finally be resolved nine years later by the Supreme Court
decision of 1967 that would thereby make all interracial marriages legal regardless of
individual state law. Jack and Della are living in a world on the cusp of these radical
changes in American culture that would redefine the limits of race, law, marriage, and
identity.
7

Haynes is sure to point out, however, that Calvin did not fully take up the medieval
tradition of interpreting the Curse of Canaan as a racial allegory. Instead, in his
Commentaries on the First Book of Moses, Calvin believed the severity of God’s
punishment through the curse was twofold: the story serves as “a lesson of temperance
for all ages” (1.301) and a reminder that “there is no absurdity in the act of avenging the
sins of the fathers upon their reprobate children” (1.305). God the father, Calvin reasons,
must surely want to demonstrate the absolute imperative for children to honour their
fathers. Calvin does concede, however, that he found it “surprising that Noah should
curse his grandson; and should pass his son Ham, the author of the crime, over in
silence” (1.305-306). Caught within this theological conundrum, Boughton and Jack play
out the renewed manifestations of the Scriptures through the contemporary prejudices of
race and intermarriage. After all, Boughton repeats this curse by passing his
condemnation on to his grandson, Robert.
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A Human Mask: Philip Roth’s Contemporary American Tragedies
“Who is set up for tragedy and the incomprehensibility of suffering?” (86), asks
Philip Roth’s narrator, Nathan Zuckerman, in the 1997 Pulitzer Prize winning novel
American Pastoral. “Nobody,” says Zuckerman, because the “tragedy of the man not set
up for tragedy—that is every man’s tragedy” (86). Perhaps more than any other
contemporary American author, Roth has plumbed the depths of what tragedy means in
America. Beginning with American Pastoral, Roth describes his ensuing “thematic
trilogy”—it was followed by I Married a Communist (1998) and The Human Stain
(2000)—as dealing with the “historical moments” that most shaped him as an author: the
Vietnam War, McCarthyism, and the impeachment of President Clinton (McGrath).
While critics have observed the tragic elements running through this trilogy, few have
found a means of unifying Roth’s engagement with the genre beyond the very invocation
of the name, tragedy. For my part, I argue that Roth’s tragedies are manifested most
clearly through the formal and figurative representations of the tragic mask. The mask
was fundamental to classical tragic drama and continues to be so for contemporary
American novelists like Roth. His novels brood on how individual characters are often
masked by contradiction, extremism, and unknowability; if a true identity exists for Roth
beneath these masks, any ability to understand these characters is marred by layers of
social expectation, self-deceit, and human suffering.
Tragedy is an ancient form and does not appear in a contemporary context easily.
Tragedy must still be understood as a cultural product emerging in Greece at the end of
the sixth century before Christ. As a means of contextualizing this specific historical
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moment, Jean-Pierre Vernant describes the aesthetic functions of the art form in Tragedy
and Myth in Ancient Greece. Vernant is working against Freudian readings that elided
philological or classicist approaches to tragic drama. Instead, he produces a way of
understanding “Oedipus without the complex” (63) and an interpretation of tragedy that
stemmed from historical research. Because any sense of a true or accessible tragic origin
is, as Vernant says, “a false one” (1), he begins with a simple description of the tragic
mask:
the mask would seem to underline the relation of tragedy to ritual mascarades.
But by its very nature and function the tragic mask is something quite other than a
religious costume. It is a human mask, not an animal disguise. Its role is not a
ritual but an aesthetic one. The mask may be one way, among others, of
emphasising the distance, the difference between the two elements on the tragic
stage, elements that are opposed but at the same time integrally linked. On the one
hand there is the chorus, in principle without masks it would seem, merely
disguised, a collective figure played by an association of citizens; on the other the
tragic character, played by a professional actor whose individualised mask sets
him apart from the anonymous group of the chorus. (1)
Of course this description is only a historical approximation collected from the remains
of antiquity. Yet, Vernant is instructive because he relies solely on this fragmented
historical record to extrapolate how formal aspects of tragedy engage with the ancient
written record. In a strange way, Vernant describes a formal problem that continues to
haunt Roth. A once formal or aesthetic aspect of drama is now a rhetorical and
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psychological metaphor. In turn, these human masks are the very figurative constructs
through which Roth’s novels are written and are also the catalysts that lead his characters
to ruin.
By taking up a formal convention from classical tragic drama, Roth finds a means
of translating this ancient experience of masking and performance in his novels through
his narrator. Roth’s greatest narrative persona, Nathan Zuckerman, has spanned over
thirty years of literary history and is an authorial construct through whom Roth is able to
express himself directly or dramatize broader social failings and prejudices. The word
persona is derived from the Latin for a theatrical mask and the ancient Greek prosōpon,
but the contemporary meaning is wholly invested in authenticity and the metaphor of
psychological masking. Like a masked actor, the Zuckerman persona is Roth and not
Roth. While the Zuckerman novels have often been described under the generalized
auspices of “postmodern metafiction” that relaxes the lines between fact and fiction, there
is something of an affinity between novelistic authority and the psychological realism
presented in the ancient theatrical mask. While S. Lillian Kremer claims that Roth “uses
the devices of metafiction to examine fictional systems and the way in which reality is
transformed by and filtered through narrative conventions” (68), which is indeed an
accurate depiction of his formal treatment of literary authority, Roth’s novels draw upon a
longer tradition of performance that thematizes subjectivity, identity, and narrative
techniques of the mask. It might even be possible, then, to describe a kind of classical
tragedy that is strangely at home with assumptions of authority and identity normally
associated with postmodern literature. In the context of Roth’s novels, the mask is
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meaningful as a metaphorical representation of an ancient aesthetic convention, but the
mask also finds meaning in a contemporary context of alienation and an overperformance of identity. The narrative reflexivity that Kremer discusses is not merely a
means for Roth to privilege the “artist as a new type of hero” (71). Roth’s tragic heroes
are not the artist at all; Zuckerman is the artist, but he is also just an observer. He is an
audience member and choral commentator in one. This reflexivity functions to perform
the social masks and roles his characters play across a grand cultural stage and aligns his
thematic trilogy with a classical tradition that has long been at the core of the American
novel.
Embrace Your Hero in his Destruction
The fall and destruction of Roth’s tragic heroes like the Swede Levov in American
Pastoral, Ira Ringold in I Married a Communist, or Coleman Silk in The Human Stain do
not share a simplistic allusive relationship with the classical tragic form. Due to
Zuckerman’s role as a composite chorus of America’s prejudices and opinions,
Zuckerman witnesses the fall of an individual who represents broader political and social
problems in America. As Vernant says of the masked hero, “This individualisation in no
way makes the figure wearing the mask a psychological subject, an individual ‘person’.
On the contrary, the mask integrates the tragic figure into a strictly defined social and
religious category, that of the heroes” (2). Between this classical constraint of
individualism and the modern novel’s conceit of psychological realism, Roth’s heroes
may be best understood as producing a parody of Jung’s Psychological Types. While he is
well-known for coining terms like introverted and extroverted personalities, Jung’s
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attempts to normalize a psychology invested in belonging to a historical. Jung claims that
an individual “puts on a mask, which was the designation given to the mask worn by the
actors of antiquity.... Thus, the persona is a function-complex which has come into
existence for reasons of adaptation or necessary convenience, but by no means is it
identical with the individuality” (590-91). While Jung never fully divests himself of
essentialism of the psyche, he integrates a sense of a socially constructed identity through
the mask metaphor. Born of a simple social adaptation or convenience, Jung’s persona
describes the space within identity that Roth manipulates under the auspices of social
critiques. For Roth, the reasons a character puts on a mask or assumes an identity also
expose the political and personal tragedies of American life.
While a great deal of these novels is concerned with tracing how these masks are
formed and why they are performed at all, Roth ensures that his novels fulfill generic
expectations of tragedy: the novels all show how a great person falls from grace, how
social norms and sexual taboos are crossed, and how great social disorder results from a
fundamental failure of self-understanding. In fact, American Pastoral allows Zuckerman
to formulate a renewal of the traditional Aristotelean definition of tragedy: “To embrace
your hero in his destruction,” says Zuckerman in American Pastoral, “to let your hero’s
life occur within you when everything is trying to diminish him, to imagine yourself into
his bad luck, to implicate yourself not in his mindless ascendancy, when he is the fixed
point of your adulation, but in the bewilderment of his tragic fall—well, that’s worth
thinking about” (88). As a kind of intentional misreading of the tragic tradition and
American culture, the resulting uncanny portrait of the tragic hero appears startlingly
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realistic. Put simply, Roth’s tragedies mix parody and pathos in equal measure at the very
moment his heroes question what it means to be American. Derek Parker Royal identifies
an overarching theme within the trilogy that aligns well with this sense of ontological
uncertainty at the heart of tragedy: “This not knowing,” in relation to the gossip that
hounds Coleman in The Human Stain, “the question mark that lies at the very center of
our being, is for Roth one of the indelible ‘stains’ of existence” (Royal 194). In the words
of Ross Posnock, “Roth is the hedgehog who knows one big thing—
unknowability” (“Purity and Danger” 101). This unknowability is similarly represented
in the narrative form. In an interview regarding American Pastoral, Roth explains that
“Zuckerman was my insider, my knowledgeable wedge into the Swede's life, who
somehow gave me the freedom to know him. On Page 90 I jettisoned Zuckerman—he was
no longer necessary” (McGrath). Not surprisingly, Zuckerman learns that
misrepresentation, obfuscation, and unknowability are all existential qualities: “The fact
remains,” says Zuckerman, “that getting people right is not what living is all about
anyway. It’s getting them wrong that is living, getting them wrong and wrong and wrong
and then, on careful reconsideration, getting them wrong again. That’s how we know
we’re alive: we’re wrong. Maybe the best thing would be to forget being right or wrong
about people and just go along for the ride” (American 35). It might even be said that
these novels are a test of the ancient Greek aphorism “know thyself” that was said to be
inscribed on the wall of the Temple of Apollo that housed the Oracle at Delphi. The
Swede, Ira, or Coleman all struggle with their identities behind their respective masks,
yet the failure to accept unknowability marks these heroes for their tragic fall. However,
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the greatest tragedy in these novels—and perhaps a demonstration of Roth’s critique of
psychoanalysis more generally—is that there might not be anything beneath these masks
at all.
Since these novels are so much concerned with alternate personalities, it is
appropriate that Roth presents himself with, as he describes in the interview with
McGrath, an “alter brain” (8). In an interview with this alter brain—admitting in a note
on the first page “I conducted this interview with myself” (Reading 75)—Roth meditates
on the place of his work within the broader sweep of American history and culture. For
those born into a generation afflicted by WWII and Cold War propaganda, the sixties
represented a “fierce, oftentimes wild and pathological assault” against American
institutions and beliefs through “the emergence of a counterhistory, or
countermythology” (89). Roth’s counter-mythology of America—of the American Dream
and the pursuit of happiness—is resolutely a tragic one.1 In the words of Chris Vervain
and David Wiles in an essay on the dramatics of masking in contemporary theatre, “[o]ur
culture is extraordinary in its avoidance of the mask convention, and that avoidance has
philosophical roots. To conceal the face is to conceal the self—self being the goal of
romantic and modernist enquiry” (256). Therefore, the effacement of identity is a highly
radical form of counter-mythology. And yet, Roth’s thorough adoption of the mask is
very much a contemporary mode of self-exploration. The contexts for Roth’s novels are
profoundly effacing of the façade of American culture and beliefs, while also striving to
show that a stable American identity is unattainable. In a nation founded upon the
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optimistic pursuit of happiness, Roth’s tragedies are coherent critique of the dominant
psychological myths of the country.
A Performance Over a Ruin
American Pastoral opens with a description of “the Swede” (3). This “magical”
name for the blue-eyed blond haired Jew, nicknamed the Swede on account of these
Nordic good looks, has transcended his given name, Seymour Irving Levov (3). The
Swede was “so flawlessly Americanized” that he appeared to be bestowed with a nonethnic “anomalous face” (3). By opening the novel with this projection of identity
through a mask of an idealized America, Roth signals from the first page the causes of
this tragedy. As Zuckerman is called upon to re-enter the world of his childhood hero—
who had “done it” (15) by marrying a beauty queen, serving in the military (though he
was saved from actual combat by the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki), and running
his father’s successful glove making business—Zuckerman remains troubled by the
Swede’s “unconscious oneness with America” (20). This walking embodiment of the
American Dream appears to lack all sense of duplicity, doubt, fear, or irrationality that
afflict those that have not attained the Swede’s “natural physical refinement” (20). As if
demanding that the Swede submit to some Freudian norm of an unconscious
undercurrent, Zuckerman asks, “What was the Swede’s subjectivity? There had to be a
substratum, but its composition was unimaginable” (20). Zuckerman eventually learns
about the Swede’s daughter, Merry, who grew up to become a homegrown terrorist and
earned the moniker the Rimrock Bomber. Because Merry is born of a family that is so
quintessentially American, Zuckerman must find an extraordinary way to explain “Little
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Merry’s darling bomb” (68) and her desire to bring the Vietnam War home by destroying
a small post-office and killing a man.
Initially frustrated by the Swede’s apparent “embodiment of nothing” (39),
Zuckerman prods his subject to find the horrible reality of this happy man’s life. Indeed,
the lack of an obvious mask is the very signal of the Swede’s artifice, but this lack does
not guarantee psychological depth. His writerly obsession with realism drives Zuckerman
to find the traumatic or unconscious drives that motivate this character, “but all that rose
to the surface was more surface” (23). The admission that the Swede battled with cancer,
which seemingly functions as a thematic correlate to the degradation of Newark after the
’67 riots, does not appease Zuckerman. All Zuckerman learns in his single meeting with
the Swede is how “[s]toically he suppresses his horror. He learns to live behind a mask.
A lifetime experiment in endurance. A performance over a ruin. Swede Levov lives a
double life” (81). Zuckerman’s vain attempt to encapsulate the Swede’s tragic life insists
that the source of his tragic fall “has to be a transgression, a single transgression, even if
it is only he who identifies it as a transgression. The disaster that befalls him begins in a
failure of his responsibility, as he imagines it” (89). Lacking any evidence from the
Swede, Zuckerman is forced simply to imagine this tragic taboo himself. “But what could
that have been?” Zuckerman asks (89). It is at this point that the novel replaces any
pretense of realism with a narrative of how Zuckerman “dreamed a realistic
chronicle” (89). Exposing Zuckerman’s clear predilection for Freud’s Totem and Taboo,
he imagines an incestuous act as the necessary transgression: “Driving alone with him
back from the beach one day that summer, dopily sun-drunk, lolling against his bare
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shoulder, she had turned up her face and, half innocently, half audaciously, precociously
playing the grown-up girl, said, ‘Daddy, kiss me the way you k-k-kiss
umumumother’” (89).2 With Merry’s stutter as a clear symptom of her neurosis, this
artificial re-enacting of Freudian psychological schema says more about Zuckerman’s
inability to cope with tragedy unless it is filtered through simplistic notions of
unconscious desires and cultural taboos. Perhaps exposing more of his own psychological
desires than the Swede’s, Zuckerman explains, “this was a taboo that you didn’t even
think of as a taboo, something you are prohibited from doing that felt absolutely natural
not to do, you just proceed effortlessly” (91). By dreaming of the Swede kissing her
eleven year old “stammering mouth” (91), Zuckerman is able to imagine a plausible
psychological motive for Merry to defy her father’s “oneness with America” and
perpetrate an act of terrorism.
American Pastoral is equally about the loss of Merry’s innocence as it is about the
fall of the Swede. Aimee Pozorski describes American Pastoral as a reminder that
“America has never been innocent” (76). Merry’s loss of innocence in this context
suggests that this family drama is a proxy for the political drama of the 1960s. With
Vietnam as the background, a proxy war to defeat communism is an ideal thematic
correlate to Roth’s narrative persona and the Swede’s prescribed American identity. In the
words of Sandra Kumamoto Stanley, “Roth clearly links the Swede to both Sophocles’s
Oedipus and the Biblical Job. But while Oedipus has an epiphanic moment of reversal
and revelation, and Job can rely on an all-powerful if incomprehensible God, the Swede
is left with ‘the worst lesson that life can teach—that it makes no sense’” (17). Stanley’s
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essay is very much an important predecessor to my broader recovery of myth and symbol
within a historically pressing and politically relevant context: “Foregrounding and
interrogating the literary language of the myth and symbol school,” says Stanley of
American Pastoral, “Roth demonstrates that the American mythos is not a self-contained
artifact, able to legitimize its hegemonic status by self-written rules. His characters reread
American history, forced to see it not as a transcendent, utopic myth but as an ideological
construct that foreshadows the demise of earlier stories of nationhood” (5). What
becomes unclear is whether it is Roth or Zuckerman that is making the conscious return
to a myth and symbol appraisal of American culture. Along the lines of an American
Adam, it is the imperfection of Merry and her perceived loss of innocence that continue
to haunt the Swede after his fall; but, along the lines of an American Antigone, Merry’s
stutter is a blanket symptom born of her inability to effect political change cloistered in
Old Rimrock. In an ironic attempt to garner psychological realism, Zuckerman imagines
that her psychologist and speech therapist proudly places the problem neatly within an
Oedipal-triangle and “competition with her mother” (96). The novel, then, contains
several competing metanarratives that seek to imagine the motives behind psychological
masks. Zuckerman wants to understand how the Swede was destroyed by his daughter,
and the Swede wants to know why his daughter would commit murder and attack
America.
Because Zuckerman is an author, it is not surprising that Merry’s motivations are
imagined with matching intertextual references. As Merry becomes more interested in the
Cuban revolution and leaves for Miami, she meets the Dominican refugees fleeing the
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very revolution she idealizes. It is here that Zuckerman suggests there were signs of
Merry’s ideology of violent revolution in the “litanized” sentences of Frantz Fanon’s
1959 A Dying Colonialism (261). Fanon’s chapter “Algeria Unveiled” represents a
snapshot of assumptions and beliefs regarding Algerian women wearing the veil, but it
also serves as an inspiration for Merry’s resistance of American foreign intervention in
Vietnam. As an example of the unexpected ways cultural traditions are inherited, Merry’s
tragic mask is borrowed from the struggle against French colonialism. This is the passage
that Roth cites from A Dying Colonialism on page 261 of American Pastoral:
It must be constantly borne in mind that the committed Algerian woman learns
both her role as ‘a woman alone in the street‘ and her revolutionary mission
instinctively. The Algerian woman is not a secret agent. It is without
apprenticeship, without briefing, without fuss, that she goes out into the street
role.... There is no character to imitate. On the contrary, there is an intense
dramatization, a continuity between the women and the revolutionary. The
Algerian woman rises directly to the level of tragedy. (A Dying 50)
The tragedies of Algerian women are similarly played out as dramas of masking and
unmasking. For Fanon, the colonial gaze sought to occupy every aspect of Algerian life,
for which he famously describes the psychological impacts of colonialism alongside the
desire for the French forces to see “the flesh of Algeria laid bare” (42). If unveiling
Algerian women was a tool of colonial oppression, Fanon describes these same women as
unveiling themselves in the name of violent revolution. The veil is an appropriate symbol
for Merry’s resistance because the veil has been a political battleground for many years
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and continues to be one today, but her untroubled desire to appropriate Algerian culture
ironically casts her supposed resistance as a mode of imperialism.3 Her rejection of
American imperialism overseas is given a template in the anti-colonial revolution that
Fanon describes in Algeria. However, Fanon identifies the inclusion of women in
Algeria’s violent resistance of colonialism as a further sign that their violent revolution is
wholly condoned by the people.
Since masking is such a profoundly active metaphor in the novel, it is appropriate
that the omitted portions of the above citation prove to be the most evocative. These
masked passages highlight the contradictions at the heart of Fanon’s theory and the
sexual violence that Merry endures. The first omitted passage reads as follows: “What we
have here is not the bringing to light of a character known and frequented a thousand
times in imagination or in stories. It is an authentic birth in a pure state, without
preliminary instruction” (A Dying 50). A similar strain of rhetoric exists in the words of
Rita Cohen, Merry’s legatee, when she explains how it is Merry’s “anguish that sanctifies
her” (American 176), yet the appeal to female purity and naïve innocence is a very old
gender stereotype. The female Algerian freedom fighter is not, as the second omission
explains, merely “playing a role she has read about ever so many times in novels” (A
Dying 50); she is, according to Fanon, a beautiful and spontaneous symptom of resisting
colonialism. Rather than participate equally in the logical overthrow of colonialism,
Algerian women are a mere force of nature and rendered faceless once again.
In contrast to Fanon’s Algerian woman, it appears that Merry’s acts of terrorism
are a mere simulacra of revolution—in her case, she played the role of the bomb-maker—
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that diminishes her actions as a mere copy-cat terrorism. Yet, despite the ironies of her
intertextual inspirations, Merry’s suffering is very real. As if confirming Fanon’s directive
that women “must overcome a considerable number of taboos” in support of the
revolutionary cause (A Dying 51), Merry has endured largely unspoken and repeated
sexual violence. After her father’s warning that she “can wind up getting
raped” (American 111), Merry runs away with the intention of joining a commune in
Oregon. The seventeen year old Merry is “raped the night she arrived” in Chicago
(257-58). She is raped a second time in the “fourth rooming house where she went to
live” and yet little mention is made of these attacks (258). Upon arriving in Miami, she
describes “sexual incidents” with the Dominican and Cuban refugees she attempts to help
(260). Fanon’s directive to overcome gender taboos falls flat in the face of this type of
violence. However, Merry accepts this violence—or, perhaps, is able to overcome this
violence—against her because of her newfound Jainist beliefs.
The sexual violence that Merry endures signals a critique of Fanon by delineating
the limits of just violence, but it also marks the moment her political ideology is replaced
by spiritual belief. As a Jain, she is required to wear a veil to prevent the accidental
inhalation and death of any kind of life. In a horrifying expression of her extremism,
Merry’s righteous justifications for murder are perfectly mirrored by her vainglorious and
hypocritical worship of life. Rather than taking, consuming, or harming any living thing,
the Swede finds her “stinking of human waste” in a derelict building (265). He is so
overwhelmed by the sight and smell of his daughter—“the smell of no coherence”(265)
—he vomits on her as he gasps the words, “Who are you!” (266). Her terrible reverence
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for life is her final revenge against her father: “This was his daughter, and she was
unknowable. This murderer is mine. His vomit was on her face, a face that, but for the
eyes, was now most unlike her mother’s or her father’s. The veil was off, but behind the
veil there was another veil. Isn’t there always?” (266). At this moment of tragic
anagnorisis—the moment of tragic recognition—the realization of the Swede’s identity is
met only with the emptiness of a regression through still more masks. As a final critique
of the divided psyche at the heart of psychoanalytic theory, the Swede has a visceral
experience of the constructedness of identity and the horrifying results when that
construction struggles under paradox and incoherence. Merry ironically strips her father
of his mask of stoic idealism with yet another mask and it is her unveiling that signals
their mutually assured destruction. By wasting away and rejecting the American ethos of
self-making, Merry’s extremism undermines her father’s coherent American identity that
is couched in the very basic promise of happiness. American Pastoral then becomes an
argument for an American pursuit of happiness that avoids the extremes of capitalistic
ideals of wealth and the revolutionary’s fantasy for total upheaval.
After this meeting with Merry, the Swede returns to his office and calls his
brother. Jerry admonishes his brother for not helping Merry: “That’s what she’s been
blasting away at—that façade. All your fucking norms. Take a good look at what she did
to your norms” (275). In short, Merry’s veil becomes a parody of her father’s
superficiality and a marker for her appropriative desire to be culturally different.
Similarly, behind the Swede’s mask of “façade and subterfuge” was a choice to become
American and elide his Jewish identity: “being unknowable is the goal” (382-3). In the
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end, the failures of the Levov family to integrate cultural difference between Catholic and
Jewish traditions are marked in the final pages as cultural incoherence. Merry takes
inspiration from Algerian anti-colonialism, sees Cuba as a revolutionary ideal, fights the
Vietnamese proxy war against communism in New Jersey, and devotes herself to an
ancient form of Buddhism in a crumbling house. These various causes and beliefs mask
Merry’s own conflicted identity that Zuckerman imagines as being pitted between the
Swede’s family assertion of Jewish traditions and Dawn’s unassumingly dominant
Catholicism. Along with his wife’s facelift that “Erased all that suffering,” but
paradoxically “gave her back her face” (298), the Swede raises his daughter in further
façades, veils, and masks of Americana. His family is nothing more than a group of
masked actors in his failed drama of American perfection. For a character with an
“unconscious oneness with America,” the Swede’s tragedy of living this masked life is a
tragedy for America too. For Zuckerman, and perhaps Roth, the failure of the Swede is
also the failure of the façade of American cultural ideals.
An Arena for Angry Minds
The question of American identity—of a supposedly singular identity or character
—is simply a tragic one for Roth. During America’s McCarthy era politics of fear and
paranoia, defining extreme political ideologies became a kind of national identity. In the
opening pages of I Married a Communist, this obsession with tyrannical communism and
the freedom of capitalism is cast in a distinctly tragic way: “the time has come to be an
American or not an American” (11). Zuckerman enlists the cultural clout of Shakespeare
to remake Hamlet’s existential refrain along nationalistic terms and emphasize the
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ideological polarity through the extremes of life and death. Set within this particular
moment in post-war politics, I Married a Communist is the history of Ira Ringold’s
destruction at the hands of the merciless conservative Bryden Grant and the ruthless
cruelty of Ira’s adopted daughter, Sylphid. As a kind of dialogical eulogy, the novel is
retold through several conversations between Ira’s brother Murray Ringold and
Zuckerman. I Married a Communist also signals Zuckerman’s movement into the action
of the plot because Zuckerman was also influenced by Ira as a child. Zuckerman
becomes, in Roth’s words, “a real ear in that story, at least half the time” (McGrath).
However, such proximity does not offer Zuckerman absolute clarity on his subject. There
remains a disconnect for Zuckerman between Ira and his pseudonym Iron Rinn—an
idealistic communist and union leader—that he would later become. The plot turns,
finally, on Ira’s failed competition for affections from his wife, Eve Frame, and Sylphid.
Roth represents the broader conflict of communism in the United States through the
symbolic economy of the family: “Easier to make America go Communist,” says Murray
to Zuckerman one evening, “easier to bring about the proletarian revolution in New York,
on Wall Street, than separate a woman and her daughter who didn’t want to be separated.
Yes, he should have just separated himself. But he didn’t. Why? Finally, Nathan, I have
no answer. Ask why anybody makes any tragic mistake. No answer” (172). While Murray
is unable to account for his brother’s mistake completely, Zuckerman’s novel works as a
collection of drives and desires that aggregates a semblance of human action and human
tragedy.
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Due to Eve’s position and social standing as an actress, her love for Ira protected
him from the anti-communist witch hunts: “Eve was his front” (182). Yet, Sylphid directs
her wrath towards her beautiful mother, to whom she always felt inferior, by disrupting
the marriage. Sylphid’s selfish desire to punish her mother also leads to Ira’s demise by
unmasking his political beliefs. This childish resentment and jealousy for her own mother
turns tragic when she forces Eve to abort her pregnancy: “He realizes that Eve had
wanted the baby too,” recalls Murray, “no less than he did, that it had been no easy thing
to decide to abort the child of a man she loved, especially at the age of forty-one” (117).
Couched within the complexities and cruelties of family life, Ira “realizes that the
abortion wasn’t Eve’s decision—it was Sylphid’s.... Yes, all kinds of elemental things
percolated up from Sylphid” (118). Ira knew that he had lost his life with Eve when he
overheard Sylphid say, “If you ever, ever try that again, I’ll strangle the little idiot in its
crib!” (118). Of course, Murray did not witness this exchange directly. This scene could
only be related by Ira, and Murray is retelling this account many years after. Yet, Murray
did witness Eve and Sylphid’s appearance on television. Therefore, memory and media
are closely related in Zuckerman’s attempt to remediate the past. Murray recalls that
Sylphid’s adolescent competition had “a sexual pleasure in it when it hangs on that late in
a person’s life.... But the mask of Eve’s face was what was most frightening. The
unhappiest mask you could imagine. I knew then that there was nothing left of her. She
looked annihilated” (312). The famed actress is destroyed by her daughter who envied
her beauty and success. By a cruel twist of logic, Sylphid destroys her by forcing her act.
By making her confess that her marriage was destroyed by communism, the artifice of
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television drama and anti-communist propaganda becomes Eve’s tragedy. Her life is
indeed destroyed by communism, but the desire to dress communist ideology in the guise
of a family tragedy undermines the simple human relationship between Eve and Ira.
The spectacle of American media and the spectacle of tragedy are of primary
concern in I Married a Communist. Ira’s anger appears for the first time to Murray at the
mock tragedy of Jimmy the canary. When the neighborhood holds a grand carnival for the
demise of the local cobbler’s pet and everyone is struck with laughter at the inversion of
pathos and the cultural norms of mourning, Ira “was the only one around who was in
tears” (65). While he was mocked as the “Jewboy who cried at the canary funeral,”
explains his brother, “that’s when his extremism began” (66). The failure of compassion
in others invokes rage in Ira. The mockery of death—any kind of death—through a
spectacle demonstrates a kind of cruelty that would eventually undo Ira. As if to borrow
the phrase “My name is Paine” (4) from Howard Fast’s Citizen Tom Paine—a book that
was highly recommended by Murray and Ira when Zuckerman was a child—Ira’s name is
anger. His name, after all, is drawn etymologically from ire. Also, Fast may be best
remembered for his writing against McCarthy era injustices and his imprisonment after
pleading his Fifth-Amendment rights before the House Un-American Activities
Committee. In another explicitly intertextual moment, Roth introduces Fast’s Citizen Tom
Paine as a means of putting contemporary political realities of the publishing climate into
relief against autocratic anti-communist reactionary ideology.
When considering the context of McCarthyism, it may be appropriate to describe I
Married a Communist as a literary meditation on Richard Hofstadter’s famous phrase,
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“American politics has often been an arena for angry minds,” from his 1964 essay “The
Paranoid Style in American Politics” (77). From such anger, Murray says, “McCarthy
understood the entertainment value of disgrace and how to feed the pleasures of
paranoia” (284). As an expression of this spectacle of paranoid politics, the argument
between Grant and Ira is enflamed by Grant’s role in harboring the famed rocket scientist
Wernher von Braun after the Second World War. After arguing with his house staff about
voting for Democratic candidates in the last election, Ira yells within earshot of the
Grants, “I can’t understand, when you have freedom of choice and you live in a country
like ours, where supposedly nobody compels you to do anything, how anybody can sit
down to dinner with that Nazi son-of-a-bitch killer” (147). Notwithstanding the
contradiction that Ira had just had dinner with Grant, Ira continues to chastise a man not
accustomed to such verbal assaults. “The whole squabble took three minutes,” says
Murray to Zuckerman, “but according to Ira, three minutes that sealed his fate and mine.
He’d humiliated a descendant of Ulysses S. Grant and a graduate of Harvard and an
employee of William Randolph Hearst’s.... We were finished” (8). In a sense, Ira betrayed
Eve by so publicly embarrassing another public figure and jeopardizing her fame. The
ultimate betrayal of Ira came in the form of the book, “I Married a Communist by Eve
Frame, as told to Bryden Grant” (242). Roth uses the trope of narrative masking to again
signal the unfolding of the tragic action. Eve’s ghostwritten biography would be a comic
example of a highly confused narrative voice, if the publication of this book did not so
tragically destroy Ira: “I don’t believe I’ve ever seen anything so heroic in my life as my
young daughter,” says Eve, “who loved nothing so much as to sit quietly all day playing
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her harp, arguing strenuously in defense of American democracy against this Communist
madman and his Stalinist, totalitarian lies” (242). Clearly, Grant uses Eve’s persona as a
narrator and an inspiration for his own diatribe on American values: “In a single stroke
Eve managed to depersonalize her own life while endowing the specter of Communism
with a human face—her husband’s” (274). As a counterpoint to Roth’s own narrative
technique, Grant’s experiment in narrative masking serves to re-enforce conservative
ideology as he rode the popularity of his book to re-election. Ira became a “wicked twofaced villain” to the American people and Grant had his revenge (274).
Revenge and betrayal have been themes in Zuckerman and Murray’s
conversations from the very beginning. Zuckerman recalls a lecture from his childhood
that applies to the conversation he is having with his teacher: “Think of the tragedies.
What brings on the melancholy, the raving, the bloodshed? ... History from top to bottom.
World history, family history, personal history. It’s a very big subject, betrayal” (185).
Despite the breadth of “literature’s scrutiny of things” (185), Eve’s book had the function
of attracting media and turning gossip into truth: “Once the human tragedy has been
completed, it gets turned over to the journalists to banalize into entertainment” (284). But
Murray knows his brother better than anyone. He knows that Ira’s anger was dangerous.
Ira’s actions are not simply the righteous expression of a political belief in a free
democracy. Far from banal, Ira’s anger leads to real harm and even murder. Similar to
Merry in American Pastoral, political extremism is often a guise for a more vicious or
primordial kind of cruelty. “The whole world was going to see him as I saw him that
night,” says Murray, “when I drove him up to Sussex County. Covered with a dead man’s
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blood. With the blood on his face of a man he’d killed. And telling me with a laugh—the
crackling laugh of a crazy kid” (300). Using an “act of self-defense” as an “opportunity to
kill someone,” Ira murdered a neighborhood kid for making an anti-Semitic remark and
he “enjoyed it” (300). Roth’s final image of this tragic hero is masked in blood. A blood
covered face—a human face that represents the embodiment of communism in the
American psyche—is the very face of the red scare. As a means of unmasking extremists,
Roth presents the profound contradictions within these American tragic heroes. Roth
implicitly suggests that in a politically polarized nation, there is a horrible incoherence in
a character that is capable of weeping at the death of a canary and also killing a person
with pleasure.
Every Word also a Mask
For Roth, the figure of the mask is invested with an extreme dualism, but his
thematization of the tragic mask is not without precedent. Friedrich Nietzsche is the first
of the modern philologists to recast and reinterpret classical tragic drama for a
contemporary context. Even Jung turns to Nietzsche’s delineation of the tragic character
in his Psychological Types. Nietzsche’s well known description of the Apollinian and
Dionysian experiences of tragedy bear an uncanny relation to Roth’s tragic novels. In his
first book The Birth of Tragedy, which opens with the effacing preface “Attempt at a SelfCriticism,” Nietzsche explains that the rational aesthetic Apollinian aspect of tragedy is
itself a mask: “Everything that comes to the surface in the Apollinian part of the Greek
tragedy, in dialogue, looks simple, transparent, and beautiful” (Nietzsche 67). The
precision and lucidity of tragic drama nearly achieves a complete view of a tragic
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existence, but Nietzsche warns that the achievement of art is merely “the Apollinian
aspect of the mask” (67).4 The Apollinian aspect masks Dionysian tragedy, where “the
gulfs between man and man give way to an overwhelming feeling of unity leading back
to the very heart of nature” (59). While such naturalistic rhetoric is often unpalatable
because it is often employed in prejudiced and oppressive discourses, current, more
progressive discussions of biopolitics, bare-life, and environmental discourses are
supported by Nietzsche’s simple claim that “life is at the bottom of things” (59). The raw
and untamed ferocity of life’s urges and desires are bound up in this primordial aspect of
Dionysian tragedy. If all tragic heroes are, as Nietzsche says, “mere masks of this original
hero, Dionysus,” there may be profound impacts on how we understand Roth and what
must be called American life. By what appears to be a continuation of his inaugural act of
effacement in The Birth of Tragedy, Beyond Good and Evil thematizes masks as a
profoundly important trope within Nietzsche’s broader philosophy: “Whatever is
profound loves masks.... Every profound spirit needs a mask: even more, around every
profound spirit a mask is growing continually, owing to the constantly false, namely
shallow, interpretation of every word, every step, every sign of life he gives” (241). As a
provocation of his readers to seek an understanding beyond the immediate surface of
interpretation, Nietzsche’s fully realized philosophy of self-critique rests upon this trope
of masking: “Every philosophy also conceals a philosophy; every opinion is also a
hideout, every word also a mask” (419). Determining the underlying assumptions that
guide belief—whether those beliefs are religious or political—is the preoccupation that
also guides Roth’s novels.
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The Human Stain is set during the tumult that followed President Clinton’s affair
with Monica Lewinski, which is certainly analogous to the unmasking of libidinous
desires that Dionysus so often represents. The political backlash, which is what fascinates
Roth so profoundly, is an attempt to bottle or curtail this dangerous outpouring of
emotion in the American republic. Roth describes this time as “the summer of an
enormous piety binge” which “revived America’s oldest communal passion, historically
perhaps its most treacherous and subversive pleasure: the ecstasy of sanctimony” (2).
Because the novel is set within the midst of this collective unconscious of pleasure and
cruelty, Roth describes the tragedy of Coleman Silk. As a biracial man living in the
United States, he chooses to pass as a Jew and pursue a life free from the prejudice and
bigotry heaped upon African Americans. The Coleman Silk Zuckerman befriends is an
elderly Jewish Classics Professor at the quaint Athena College in New England. The great
tragic irony of the novel is that Coleman is fired by his colleagues at the college for using
the word “spooks” to describe two African American students. During a mundane roll
call, Coleman asks after these two students because they never attended his class: “Does
anyone know these people?” He then asks, “Do they exist or are they spooks?” (6). This
“spurious” accusation of racism is, in Coleman’s own words, “preposterous” (7). Despite
the anachronism of the derogatory term, the intended alternate definition of the word, and
the fact that Coleman is himself an African American, he maintains the guise of his
Jewish identity. The word spooks masks a whole history of conflicted desires and
personal suffering due to racism in America. Preferring to live as a shamed Jewish
Classics Professor than an exposed African American Classics Professor, Coleman is
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forced into early retirement as the pariah of the community and scapegoat for his
colleagues’ sense of pious political correctness.
Following his increasing involvement in American Pastoral and I Married a
Communist, Zuckerman becomes an active participant within the plot of the The Human
Stain. Despite his first hand knowledge of Coleman’s story, Zuckerman does not learn of
Coleman’s family until meeting with Coleman’s sister, Ernestine: “I couldn’t imagine
anything that could have made Coleman more of a mystery to me than this unmasking.
Now that I knew everything, it was as though I knew nothing, and instead of what I’d
learned from Ernestine unifying my idea of him, he became not just an unknown but an
uncohesive person. In what proportion, to what degree, had his secret determined his
daily life and permeated his everyday thinking?” (333). Like the Nietzschean schema
with its chaotic Dionysian substratum, Roth’s unmasking only exposes further confusion.
Once stripped of the rational artifice of Coleman’s identity, Zuckerman is unable to parse
the character of his friend. The overt assumption of a mask, like Zuckerman as a narrator,
is a means for Roth to open every opinion and assumption to critique. After all,
unmasking has long been a tragic trope in the literature of racial passing. The Human
Stain has garnered the most critical attention regarding tragedy because of the
Sophoclean epigraph that opens the novel: Oedipus asks, “What is the rite of
purification? How shall it be done?” To which Creon responds, “By banishing a man, or
expiation of blood by blood...” The epigraph confirms themes of purity and blood
relations to which the title hints. These are all easy correlates to the miscegenation taboo
—which has been likened to tragic incest in Neither Black Nor White Yet Both (285)—
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blood purity, and passing as a kind of familial banishment. All of Roth’s novels in the
trilogy explicitly work to destabilize and denaturalize an easy classification of individual
identities. Passing is made tragic only by those who enforce the lines of racial difference
and demand that identity is always racially determined.
He is Talking about You
In response to these forms of racialization—and particularly in the context of
passing in America—it is necessary to continue to denaturalize the centuries old
discourse of the “tragic mulatto.” In Philip Roth’s Rude Truth, Posnock deftly describes
this act of passing as an experiment in “self-unmaking—opening the self to less brutal
and entrapping modes of being—suddenly emerge near the end of the protagonist’s
life” (193). Through an elaborate comparison to Moby-Dick, Posnock is able to attune
The Human Stain towards a longer legacy of tragic portrayal of life in American
literature. At the heart of this relationship is an analogous relationship of the experience
of tragic life that “brings ancient and contemporary together” (215). Similarly, Ansu
Louis and Gurumurthy Neelakantan, describe how “Roth’s The Human Stain strategically
rewrites the Oedipus complex in racial terms to supplement the exclusive gender
specificity of the Freudian model” (168). However, Louis and Neelakantan do not define
how gender and race are conflated in the miscegenation discourse. In an additional
rewriting of the Oedipus complex, Sollors identifies a key irony in this collusion of incest
and miscegenation when he says, “Whereas miscegenation might look like a safe way of
avoiding incest, it often turns out to be incest in literal antislavery writing. The very fact
that an interracial relationship can still also be described as incestuous suggests that there
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is a deeper collision between the system of maternal descent that sustains hereditary
slavery and the patriarchal belief that kinship is established through the father” (318). As
a Classics Professor, Coleman’s act of masking must surely be informed by his own
knowledge of classical sources, but he is incapable of turning this act of racial passing
beyond its tragic conclusion.
Each of the novels in this trilogy has grappled with extremism, but Coleman is far
from extreme in any of his actions. His life is defined by being between. He is a biracial
man living between racialized identities. The Human Stain instead presents a pair of
extremist characters: on the one hand, Lester Farley is a traumatized Vietnam veteran
conditioned to fits of rage and racism; on the other hand, Delphine Roux is a college
professor so highly attuned to issues of gender and sex that she viciously attacks any
action she perceives as unjust or unequal. But it is Coleman’s relationship with Faunia—
who is married to Les and is deemed by Delphine as victim of Coleman—that brings
these two extreme forces together. As Coleman describes them, “They are the disaster to
which they are enjoined” (203). Like Grant’s assumption of Eve’s authorial voice in I
Married a Communist, Zuckerman observes how Delphine’s letter poorly masks her
intentions “in the white heat of moral repulsion,” but it is also “a letter unmistakably
informing him that his secret was out, that he was unmasked” (196). Despite the power of
words like “spooks” in the novel, it is not Delphine’s righteous indignation that kills
Coleman and Faunia. Their deaths remain largely without explanation, shrouded in
uncertainty. While Zuckerman is convinced that Les is responsible for running the couple
off the road to their deaths, the novel does not confirm these events. Their deaths are as
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unknowable as Coleman’s life. In Roth’s tragedies, unmasking and death end only in
confusion.
In this exploration of the racialization of identity, it is appropriate for Roth to
return to Fanon in his final novel of the trilogy. Black Skin, White Masks employs
masking to describe the “massive psychoexistential complex” (18) of racism that
demands not only that “the black man be black; he must be black in relation to the white
man” (110). In other words, the terms of racial relations are dictated by a mask of white
cultural assumptions about black lives. Thus breaking the false dichotomy of the color
line, passing is a subversive act because it exposes how race is a cultural construct that
can be performed with the right mask. However, Coleman’s passing does not so easily
upend this simple binary logic. He is living in the space between racism and antisemitism. Why would Coleman choose to be Jewish? Why would he become a member
of a cultural group that also suffers from prejudice? Roth may be drawing on a passage
from Black Skin, White Masks in which Fanon recalls his professor teaching him a crucial
lesson about prejudice: “Whenever you hear anyone abuse the Jews, pay attention,
because he is talking about you” (122). As if following Fanon’s proclamation—“I joined
the Jew, my brother in misery” (122)—to the letter, Coleman joins with Jewish
Americans. Far from escaping racial prejudice, Coleman’s gesture redefines and
emphasizes the prejudicial lines of cultural, racial, and ethnic difference in America. By
linking more than one discourse on prejudice, Coleman’s life embodies Fanon’s writing
and what W.E.B. Du Bois described as “a vast veil” of racial difference in The Souls of
Black Folk.5 Coleman’s suffering represents a broader community bound by racism and
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surely ends horribly and violently. So, while Fanon evokes the grandeur of tragedy to
characterize anti-colonialist revolutionaries, Coleman rejects an untroubled colloquial use
of the word tragedy and returns tragedy to its classical basis.
The Pointless Meaningfulness of Living
There is, after all, something mythical about Faunia’s creaturely attachment to
animals. Faunia describes her life tenderly milking cows and having a relationship with a
crow as predicated on how the “fantasy of purity is appalling” (242). The very basis of
tragedy and Greek myth can be understood as functioning on this very simple imperative
towards mixing. Zuckerman appears to have learned a lesson from his classically
educated friend and arrived at a similar conclusion as Roberto Calasso in his stunning
synthesis of Greek myth and the origins of tragedy in The Marriage of Cadmus and
Harmony. For Calasso, as for Roth, the presence of the divine within the mortal realm is
both the impetus and inspiration for tragedy. Zuckerman realizes that Faunia is like the
Greeks that Coleman so loved:
Like their gods. They’re petty. They quarrel. They fight. They hate. They murder.
They fuck. All their Zeus ever wants to do is fuck—goddesses, mortals, heifers,
she-bears —and not merely in his own form but, even more excitingly, as himself
made manifest as beast. To hugely mount a woman as a bull. To enter her
bizarrely as a flailing white swan. There is never enough flesh for the king of the
gods or enough perversity. All the craziness desire brings. The dissoluteness. The
depravity. The crudest pleasures. And the fury from the all-seeing wife.... Instead
the Greek Zeus, entangled in adventure, vividly expressive, capricious, sensual,
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exuberantly wedded to his own rich existence, anything but alone and anything
but hidden. Instead the divine stain. A great reality-reflecting religion for Faunia
Farley if, through Coleman, she’d known anything about it. As the hubristic
fantasy has it, made in the image of God, all right, but not ours—theirs. God
debauched. God corrupted. A god of life if ever there was one. God in the image
of man. (242-43)
Just as Faunia’s crow, Prince, bears “the human stain” of domestication or “the tragedy of
human beings raising crows” (243), mankind bears the divine stain of mortal life
following the dictates of divine inspirations. Just as the gods of Greek myth are tainted by
the quarreling imperfections and lusts of man, man is tormented by the fantasy of purity,
clarity, and insight of divinity.
For Calasso, all of Greek myth and the origins of tragedy can be traced to a single
mythological root. He begins this work with a very basic premise of mixing stories
because “Stories never live alone: they are the branches of a family that we have to trace
back, and forward” (10). In his retelling of greco-roman myth, Calasso tells of Cadmus in
search of his abducted sister Europa, the mythological invention of the Phoenician
alphabet, the foundation of the city of Thebes, and the divinely ordained marriage to
Harmony. It was the marriage of Cadmus and Harmony that invited the gods into the
home. This act is the very source of all writing, all stories, and the tragedies that would
invigorate an entire ancient culture and continues to inspire Roth. But, as Calasso asks,
“What conclusions can we draw?” (387). From the primordial scene that inaugurates so
much tragedy and would leave Cadmus and Harmony transformed into snakes, Calasso
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suggests that “To invite the gods ruins our relationship with them but sets history in
motion. A life in which the gods are not invited isn’t worth living. It will be quieter, but
there won’t be any stories. And you could suppose that these dangerous invitations were
in fact contrived by the gods themselves, because the gods get bored with men who have
no stories” (387). Calasso appears to be describing a state of being that Roth summarizes
so deftly as “the pointless meaningfulness of living” (52). Life and stories are bound
within, says Zuckerman, “the sensory fullness, the copiousness, the abundant—
superabundant—detail of life, which is the rhapsody. And Coleman and Faunia, who are
now dead, deep in the flow of the unexpected, day by day, minute by minute, themselves
details in that superabundance” (52). It is the divine stain on humanity, the invitation of
the gods into the workings of mankind, that inspires tragedy but also results in the beauty
of life.
There remains something of spectacle in this poetic and ornately phrased language
used to describe this tragic couple. Indeed, the self-conscious awareness of the tragic
chorus viewing the drama before them returns to Roth’s own metafictional conceit of the
Zuckerman narrator. While there remains no generic grammar that dictates the mask
motif for contemporary literature, Roth is able to call attention to fundamental aspects of
tragedy that still hold sway within contemporary American culture. While I have been
arguing against any distillation of tragedy into a homogeneous genre, the mask becomes a
point of departure through which Roth is able to connect ancient and contemporary life
that also offers an interesting point of coherence and consistency with the tragic tradition.
Despite the vast distances of time, there still remains something profoundly human about
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living behind a mask. Whether following the dictates of cultural norms, political
idealism, or racist categories, the human masks demanded by society often end in
tragedy.
In the midst of horrible acts and the mystery of human intentions and masked
identities, Roth’s novels trade in a fundamental uncertainty of identity in human tragedy.
In the following chapter, I will turn to the novels of Jeffery Eugenides, novels which
trouble all categories through the motif of the monster. His intersex character Calliope
(Cal) Stephanides comes to embody a complex critique of genre and gender. While the
monster is something of a strange addition to the Oedipus myth, the monster motif
survives within a complex theoretical debate on anatomical sex and gender identity. By
taking up the derogatory word, the figure of the monster becomes a means through which
Cal can imagine his identity and thematize his memoir.
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Chapter 3 Notes

1

The criticism thus far on this thematic trilogy is more concerned with the familiar
Freudian interpretations of tragedy and fails to imagine how Roth uses tragedy as a
means of criticizing psychoanalytic assumptions. Margaret Scanlan claims that Roth is
working in “corroboration” with Freudian schema and “never entirely discards these
Freudian themes” (261). Carol Iannone’s review of American Pastoral, “An American
Tragedy,” is closer to a classical view of the novel by simply emphasizing the “blazing
chaotic irrationality of it all” (56), but the short review is unable to muster a description
of the formal basis of tragedy. G. Neelakantan, for example, has described American
Pastoral as “clearly a dialectic between two conflicting discourses on America,” which is
then characterized as the “diabolizing discourse” of political radicalism and the “upward
mobility inherent in the American Dream” (63). While her argument assumes a kind of
tropological stability and analogical relativism to “the distinctly American dilemma of
passing and the ultimately tragic nature of the event” (106), Patrice D. Rankine literally
resorts to a dictionary definition of tragedy in her discussion of passing in The Human
Stain (102). By contrast, Elaine B. Safer lists the similarities between Coleman and
Oedipus for working to avoid their blood relations, but she finally claims that the
affective quality of the novel fails despite such allusions: “Coleman lacks the stature of
Oedipus; the novel lacks the catharsis that arises from tragedy. Instead Roth uses the
humor of the absurd—with its ironic contradictions—as a means to dramatize the
tragicomedy of African American Coleman” (218). Roth’s novels have tempted many
critics to cast these novels as tragedies, but the novels have been resistant to submitting to
an overarching grammar or generic rubric. While it is clear that Roth is working within
the tragic strain, this essay works to define Roth’s vision for the contemporary American
tragic novel and describe how it functions formally.
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2 Ansu

Louis and Gurumurthy Neelakantan make the point in their essay “Two Versions
of Oedipus and Philip Roth’s The Human Stain” that Roth has been transitioning from his
early novel’s “uncritical appropriation of Sigmund Freud’s concepts” towards a more
critical, parodic handling of psychoanalysis (167). It is safe to say that Zuckerman’s
rather transparent aping of the Oedipal triangle is not a habit that Roth would share.
3

Roth must not be interpreted as making a comment on the role of the veil in Muslim
countries or in the Jain religion in general. The veil is a rich and constantly evolving
contemporary topic that must be understood within specific contexts and as a global
phenomenon. Recent research has attempted to grasp the historical roots of the veil and
determine the complex meanings it has for Islam, women, and cultural expression.
Fatema Mernissi’s now classic study Beyond the Veil sought to delineate the cultural
significance of the veil and the role of women in Islam in the context of 1970s women’s
liberation movements. Marnia Lazreg’s Questioning the Veil accepts the use of the veil as
an oppressive tool against Muslim women, but she maintains that it is the politicization of
the veil, not the veil itself, that remains the problem. Most recently, Leila Ahmed’s A
Quiet Revolution describes a highly heterogeneous mix of cultures and beliefs that far
outstrip the commonly assumed tensions between liberal western liberation and
conservative Muslim paternalism. It may be possible to understand Roth’s representation
of the veil as simply one more representation, albeit ironic, among the myriad
manifestation of the veil in popular culture.
4

Nietzsche is picking up on a broader association between Dionysus and the mask. As
the god most closely associated with tragedy and drama, Dionysus is worshiped and even
made manifest through the dramatic mask. An actor wearing the mask becomes a
manifestation, whether literally or figuratively, of the god, and thus brings the divine into
the realm of the mortal. As a symbol of passions and madness within a legal framework
of the city, Dionysus masked and unmasked the more libidinous desires and religious
ecstasies of ancient Greece. In Charles Segal’s essay “Spectator and Listener,” which
does well to summarize some of the themes in his larger work Tragedy and Civilization,
(1981), he describes the role of the dramatic mask like this:
Dionysus is in fact often worshiped in the form of a mask, sometimes hung on a
tree or on a pillar, sometimes adorned with ivy, the plant sacred to the god. The
mask makes possible the mimetic representation of the myths in dramatic form.
The masked actor can also explore the fusion between different identities, states
of being or categories of experience: male and female, human and bestial, divine
and human, stranger and friend, outsider and insider. The mask is thus central to
the dramatic experience as a sign of the audience’s willingness to submit to
illusion, play, and make-believe, and to invest emotional energy in that which is
marked as both fictional and Other” (202).
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5

In Lewis R. Gordon’s essay “Fanon’s Tragic Revolutionary Violence,” Fanon’s
rhetorical strategy is described through tragic affects of shared pathos and cathartic
cleansing of national life: “Tragedy presents actions,” says Gordon, “to the community
that elicit communal suffering. The tragic lesson is that setting things ‘right,’ and thereby
setting the community right, calls for violent intervention—horrible interventions.
Tragedy addresses the terror of mediation. So does Fanon” (298). There is, in other
words, a similar tragic tenor that both Roth and Fanon work to elicit in their readers.
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The Monstrous Genre: Hellenism in the Fiction of Jeffrey Eugenides
In 1980, Michel Foucault edited and published the recently discovered memoirs
of a nineteenth-century French hermaphrodite named Herculine Barbin. Barbin was born
in 1838 and lived for many years in a convent. When forced to forsake an intimate
relationship with a female lover, her narrative ends tragically. She chooses to commit
suicide under the pressures of the medical and juridicial authorities prescribing Barbin’s
gender as male. When he uncovered the manuscript during his research for The History of
Sexuality Vol. 1, Foucault describes how enamored he is by the high romantic style of
Barbin’s unencumbered early life in “the happy limbo of a non-identity” (McDougall
xiii). This moment in literary history and Foucault’s initial discursive act of interpretation
have catalyzed a tradition of literary and critical responses to literary representations of
gender, genre, sex, sexuality, kinship, and kind. Barbin’s memoir has also served as an
inspiration for Jeffrey Eugenides’s novel Middlesex (2002), which works to reconcile
contemporary conversations on gender with the ancient Greek traditions that underwrite
how literary genre, gender, and monstrosity become theoretical bases for politicizing
intersex bodies and sexuality. By linking his thoughts on genre and gender more
generally, Eugenides’s novels—The Virgin Suicides (1993), Middlesex, and most recently
The Marriage Plot (2011)—may also be understood as longer mediations on literary
genre and the Hellenic traditions that continue to influence it.
The use of ancient Greek tropes and rituals serves as a simple response to
Eugenides’s unsatisfactory reading experience. In an interview, Eugenides explains the
impetus for writing Middlesex was Foucault’s presentation of the luxuriously titled
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Herculine Barbin, Being the Recently Discovered Memoirs of a Nineteenth-Century
French Hermaphrodite. Herculine Barbin follows many of the conventions of the
sentimental genre, including a florid love affair, until her supposedly true gender is
discovered. In contrast to Foucault, Eugenides explains his very different impression of
the novel:
She was examined by the French doctors and declared to be a man, and their love
affair was doomed. So I read the story, and I thought this had many great
novelistic elements: forbidden love, the hot-house atmosphere of the convent and
this incredible transformation of personality. The problem for me, when I read the
memoir, was that Herculine wrote like you’d expect a nineteenth-century convent
school girl to write—very melodramatic, evasive about the anatomical details
involved, and also unable to describe her emotional state. Every sentence is, ‘Woe
is me! Has there ever been anyone so unfortunate as I?’ It goes on for pages like
that, and so I was very frustrated and disappointed when I read the memoir.
Middlesex came out of that frustration. (Schiff 108-09)
While Middlesex must then be read as an attempt to lend emotional accuracy to
intersexual lives that are so often demonized or romanticized, it must also be said that
Foucault’s work is inspired by a similar sense of frustration. In Foucault’s 1980 English
introduction to the volume, he begins by asking, “Do we truly need a true sex” (vii)? This
fundamental question can be seen to invigorate a long discourse on troubling the lines of
sex, sexuality, and politics that has led theorists to a more nuanced definition of gender,
beyond a mere gonadal or chromosomal male and female dyad.
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Despite the primacy of Foucault’s critique of sex and gender, Judith Butler claims,
in Gender Trouble (1990), that Foucault’s fundamental question does not adequately
continue his own “critical genealogy of the category of sex” (Trouble 128). Her primary
critique of Foucault is that his “theory maintains an unacknowledged emancipatory
ideal” (127). While Butler often turns to The History of Sexuality to read “Foucault
against himself” in the introduction to the Barbin memoirs, she is most confused by
Foucault’s unwillingness to equate the relationship of the medical and judicial boundaries
of sex with the power of the state. She is particularly perturbed by Foucault’s
enchantment with Barbin’s “bucolic and innocent pleasures” (Trouble 131). While it is
clear that Foucault is happy to present the memoirs as a kind of curiosity, a strange tale,
or a quirk of publishing history, Butler demands to “read this body” by describing how
“Herculine’s sexuality constitutes a set of gender transgressions which challenge the very
distinction between heterosexual and lesbian erotic exchange, underscoring the points of
their ambiguous convergence and redistribution” (Trouble 137). Because he fails to
demand an essential relationship between sex and power, Butler claims that Foucault has
implicitly accepted the heteronormative distinctions of sameness and difference that have
defined anatomical gender in the strictures of state definitions and legality. It is the
elevation of intersex bodies and the literature on these bodies to a political text—once
again evoking the privileged sex/power couplet— that revokes the ability of those bodies
and texts to live simply and without medical, juridical, or humanistic lens of gender
determining interpretation. In many ways, the desire to interpret is the medico-judicial
means of maintaining power, but the desire to interpret is also profoundly imbedded
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within the realm of cultural critique that might level a sustained and meaningful analysis
of that power system predicated on biology and anatomy. Eugenides’s novel does not
simply redeploy the supposed relationship between sex and power in the form of a nonnormative gender in the hopes of producing a non-normative politics.
The realm of gender theory, to which Eugenides appends his novel, is caught in an
interpretive bind between theory and lived experience that necessitates an imaginative or
creative intervention through fiction. The most remarkable aspect of any theoretical
writing on intersex issues is the prevalence of personal narratives of those born with
ambiguous genitalia. Because of the enforcement of unnecessary “corrective” surgeries,
many of these stories of botched procedures, hubristic doctors, confused parents, and
even more confused young people continually going under the knife are all decidedly
tragic.1 At first blush, marking these stories as tragic is another normalizing gesture that
incises genre in the same stroke that marks gender. To read a body or text as a thing to be
observed and scrutinized is akin to determining a body’s place in society. Consequently, it
is necessary to define the limits of this scrutinizing, theoretical gaze to generalize a
political praxis. The individual lives of real people are not immediately similar to their
fictional counterparts, nor are they living their lives based on the narratives found within
fiction. Butler’s theory must condemn Foucault’s reading of Barbin as illegitimate
because individual stories, experiences, and ways of developing must fulfill the
discursive and theoretical norms. By contrast, Eugenides’s distaste for the Barbin story
rests with its inability to accurately express individual emotions and individual
experiences because of a failure of genre. Put simply, the expressive limits of genre also
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limit the possibilities of gender and identity. I argue, therefore, for a reading of
Eugenides’s novels as literary events that explore how formal literary explorations of
genre inform and perform an exploration of gender of the individual for the individual.
By taking on tragedy as a hybrid genre, Eugenides defines how genres are continually
recast, performed anew, and become a more nuanced reflection of gender; through this
iterative performance, tragedies are a kind of changeling; tragedy is the genre skirted with
monsters.
Obviously, Doctor
The novel genre was, at least for 19th century classists, merely an impure hybrid
that drew clout from its Greekness but never attained the formal purity of tragedy or epic.
Joseph Farrell’s now classic essay “Classical Genre in Theory and Practice” explains that
this “idealization of literary forms goes hand in hand with idealization of the polis as a
locus of social organization and with nineteenth-century attitudes towards ethnicity as
well” (392). The idealization of ancient forms was largely a product of moderns
attempting to differentiate their intellectual project from the classical period. Indeed,
Aristotle’s admission that The Iliad and The Odyssey share similarities to tragedy
demonstrates that there was at least an awareness that distinctions of genre were
somewhat provisional and served largely to spur discussion and debate (Poetics 1449a).
By classifying The Iliad with properties of both tragedy and epic, Artistotle’s founding of
genre in the western world is already opened to mixing. After all, to speak of genre is
already to speak of comparison and metaphor. The logic that allows for one work to be
compared to another for select characteristics is a metaphorical operation. Aristotle’s
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generic rules, which he inherits from Plato’s Republic (394e–395b), insist that mimesis is
a natural state of existence for humanity because “he differs from the other animals in
that he is the most imitative: the first things he learns come to him through
imitation” (Poetics 1448b). Because genre is performed and in many ways a citational
repetition of the literature that preceded it, any repetition is already repeated with a
difference and violates the strictures of genre that attempt to guarantee a secure, stable,
and pure definition.
As a means of defining how Eugenides takes on genre and gender in his three
novels, it is necessary to determine the generic gesture at work in his first novel. The
Virgin Suicides meditates on female purity, in part, by attempting to fulfill the norms and
expectations of the tragic genre in the novel form. While the setting and emotional
impulses driving the tragedy may be strange to the genre, the affective results are not.
The Lisbon sisters are the victims of suburban decorum and tightly controlled gender
norms that result in a terrible family tragedy. The novel is faithful to the tragic genre in
key ways. The terror of reading The Virgin Suicides is due to the foreknowledge of their
demise. The audience is fated to witness their deaths just as they too seem fated to
commit suicide within the suffocating social pressures of 1970s suburban life. The
unnamed first-person plural narrator even calls the deaths “domestic tragedies” (Virgin 5).
However, it is the very anonymity of domestic suburban life that stifles the Lisbon girls.
Even after Cecilia impales herself on the picket fence, no one on the “street was aware of
what had happened” (30). As if designed to obfuscate any abnormal acts, the boys are
protected from the “contamination of tragedy” by their doting parents and teachers (34).
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The girls become scapegoats for a repressive regime of gender norms that objectifies and
depersonalizes them. The girls are theorized by the collective narrator into an
unidentifiable mass of feminine objects to be simply and only desired. Bound between
complete anonymity and being objectified by the neighborhood boys, the familial, social,
and environmental pressures mount up on the Lisbon girls until suicide appears to be a
logical option. The domestic fear of contaminating their virginity results in their deaths
and the ultimate contamination of their tragic death. Lux is so hemmed in by these
pressures, she lashes out in a libidinous outpouring of random sex acts on the roof of her
house as an expression of simple transgression. Her transgression appears in the form of a
monster. After following Trip out to his car after his visit, she grasped him
as a creature with a hundred mouths started sucking the marrow from his bones.
She said nothing as she came on like a starved animal, and he wouldn’t
who it was if it hadn’t been for the taste of her watermelon gum,

have known

which after the first

torrid kisses he found himself chewing. She was no longer wearing pants but a flannel
nightgown. Her feet, wet from the lawn, gave off a pasture smell. He felt her clammy
shins, her hot knees, her bristly thighs, and then

with terror he put his finger in the

ravenous mouth of the animal leashed below

her waist. (82)

Lux’s sexuality is terrifying to Trip, despite the collective narrator’s impression of his
self-styled masculine virility. This choral narrator emphasizes her existence as a
“visitation or vision” and “her mythic mutability” of her body that equips her with “three
or four arms at once” and two hungry mouths (82). The way Lux is described presents
this discourse on monstrosity early in Eugenides’s writing and suggests that his return to
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this theme in Middlesex is the product of a longer mediation on the theme. Despite the
narrator’s aura of reverence, the symbolic and mythological language used to describe
Lux and her sisters further objectifies them and works to further obfuscate their simple
human suffering. The monstrosity of Lux’s promiscuity is terrifying to Trip and the
stunted narrators, whose nostalgia for the Lisbon girls has left them in a terrible
necrophilic state of worshipping the dead with the past lusts of teenage boys.
Attempts to construct acts of public mourning, like those of the school’s “Day of
Grieving,” appear startlingly accurate but also work to reify the tragedy for the narrators:
“Most people remember the Day of Grieving as an obscure holiday... The result was that
the tragedy was diffused and universalized” (99). Eugenides appears to be linking the
colloquial sense of the word tragedy to the classical genre that universalized human
suffering. As a critique of these constructed acts of emotional recuperation, the day of
grieving is born of a vague understanding of politically correct decorum and a vague
psychoanalytic understandings of mourning.2 These events are now acted out with
regularity in the wake of school shootings or similar community tragedies marking the
loss of young lives, and Eugenides even points out that these acts only have “the result
that all the healing was done by those of us without wounds” (101).3 Instead, it is the
family house that marks the degeneration of the Lisbon girls lives and mental health.
After Mrs. Lisbon destroys the girls’ records and sequesters them at their grandmothers
for a time—thereby establishing the eternal authority of priority and the “descending
order” of “grandmother, mother, and daughters” (140)—the boys describe how the
“house receded behind its mists of youth being choked off, and even our own parents
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began to mention how dim and unhealthy the place looked” (140). In a kind of suburban
performance of mourning, the home becomes the only overt symbol of the tragic lives
being lived within.
However, this is not the simple a story of browbeaten children living in a
conservative culture. The Lisbon girls are haunted by their own gender and objectified
because of their beauty. When Cecilia is confronted by the medical authorities, she rejects
the doctor’s feeble attempts to help by self-diagnosing a larger social problem of gender
roles and restrictions. Cecilia puts a fine point on it in the opening pages of the novel,
“‘Obviously, Doctor,’ she said, ‘you’ve never been a thirteen-year-old girl’” (5). This
conversation with her dismissive and unimaginative doctor, who is only capable of
trivializing the emotional life of his patient, functions to show the girls’ isolation and the
pressures of femininity. Even as they continue to pry into their lives, the boys describe
how Therese finds an outlet through her ham radio, “that genderless, nationless
medium” (163). Her disembodied voice no longer carries the judgements, control, and
objectification that is associated with being a seventeen year old girl. Freed from her
gendered body, she is able to find solace with a person who lost a brother to suicide and
not have their responses filtered through the sentimentalist discourses that still effect
young women. As if to include their audience in this collective violation of their privacy,
the boys even record the conversation:
You too?
My brother.
How old?
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Twenty-one. Handsome. Beautiful on violin.
How?
Bridge nearby. Swift current.
How get over?
Never will. (163)
Eugenides is working to show how mourning need not be marked by gender. This
conversation need not be determined by place or age. Petty determinants for identity like
nation, race, age, or gender fall away under this simple sense of loss and the
understanding that such grief will live forever. Because Cecilia’s virginity increases the
tragedy of her death for the neighbourhood and news media, her suicide is a confirmation
that young women and virginity carry a kind of cultural value that can be wasted.
The regime of cultural assumptions and values that guide gender norms is
exposed by attaching an increased generic value to their tragic deaths. Therese
acknowledges their status when she complains of being raffled off to the boys at the
dance (111). It is on the night of the suicides that the boys finally get a sense of the
destructive power of sexuality and gender. As Lux feigns a sexual encounter with Chase
as the other boys looked on, they realize only too late that she was only buying her sisters
time to commit suicide. Even as they wait in the musty living room, the Lisbon sisters
were dying with only a “soft thud” to mark their passing (206). Caught within their
fantasies, the boys are a mockery of their own infatuation. In a final dramatic irony, they
are unable to save the very girls they profess to love because of their complete
objectification of the girls: “But [Lux] had unbuckled us, it turned out, only to stall us, so
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that she and her sisters could die in peace” (211). The boys are witness to their final acts
as a testament to the failures of sexual desire to account for genuine human compassion.
They witness their deaths, complete with Bonnie’s piss covered shoes as she dangles
from the noose in the basement. Consuming these sights in a pseudosexual act of
“coming to attention” (210), the boys proudly claim that “we knew them now” (212).
With the objectification of them complete, carnal knowledge becomes supplanted by the
intimate knowledge of their deaths. In death—even though Mary’s botched attempt
would take a month more to finish—the objectification of the girls continues and their
deaths are resolved into the numbered “exhibits” they mention throughout the novel. The
tragedy of The Virgin Suicides occurs with the failure of the community, of the boys, of
the medical professionals, of the family, and finally of the sisters themselves to escape the
pressures of gender and simply help each other. It is perhaps not surprising that
Eugenides’s next novel, Middlesex, challenges all gender norms from the outset.
Monstrous Birth
While Eugenides has already mobilized the monster metaphor to describe Lux’s
excessive sexuality, the monster is redeployed in Middlesex as a means of negotiating
gender and genre in a single hybrid gesture. Returning to classical genres presents very
specific challenges because these texts appear to all but the most capable linguists and
classicists through translations. Translation is always a hybrid or monstrous endeavour
and functions as an analogue for understanding how tragedy comes to literature today.
While translation is literally responsible for transmitting ancient texts to contemporary
readers, the cultural codes and figurative manifestations of tragedy also undergo a kind of
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translation. Carol Jacobs explains, in her now seminal essay on Benjamin’s “The Task of
the Translator,” that translation is undefinable or ineffable: “The unfixable task of
translation is to purify the original meaning: only poor translations seek to restore it. This
is why translations are themselves untranslatable” (758). Therefore, translation becomes a
kind of “metaphor for criticism” that exposes the secretly self-affirming project of critical
writing (764); but it is Hölderlin’s terribly literal translations of Oedipus the King and
Antigone that Benjamin praises: “for it is this monstrosity that he praises above all as the
most perfect of all translations” (762).4 The hybridizing of a work through its translation
into another language—through the complex cultural and linguistic history that languages
share—that a new monstrous art is created. Within this study of contemporary tragedy, it
is necessary to understand the cultural and literary inheritances of tragedy as a
monstrosity of translation through time, language, and cultural or historical contexts. So,
while it is my own contention that criticism needs to function in a similarly hybridizing
mode, the monstrous crossing that is enacted in translation is an active metaphor in
Eugenides’s hellenistic novels.
Middlesex is proposing a critical reworking of teratology or study of the
monstrous. The largely anachronistic term stems from the Greek téras (τέρᾰς), meaning
monster or marvel. The term survives today through the medical doctors concerned with
birth defects, but Middlesex is precisely scrutinizing this inappropriate association of
intersex bodies with monstrosity. 5 This critique begins in the opening lines of Middlesex
when Cal’s birth is cast as both a biological function and a literary event: “I was born
twice: first, as a baby girl, on a remarkably smogless Detroit day in January of 1960; and
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then again, as a teenage boy, in an emergency room near Petoskey, Michigan, in August
of 1974” (3). His second birth exposed his “duty to live out a mythical life in the actual
world” (424). So, as Cal invokes the muses that have guided his life, he apologizes for
getting “a little Homeric at times” because he has inherited, among other things, a
predilection for Greek modes of storytelling (4). Cal is a well-read narrator and directly
engages with theoretical debates on gender. Cal frames his memoir as a refutation of
Foucault’s Barbin story. Cal explains the impetus for his narrative by saying, “When this
story goes out into the world, I may become the most famous hermaphrodite in history.
There have been others before me. Alexina Barbin attended a girls’ boarding school in
France before becoming Abel. She left behind an autobiography, which Michel Foucault
discovered in the archives of the French Department of Public Hygiene” (19). Then, as a
bracketed aside, Cal explains, “Her memoirs, which end shortly before her suicide, make
unsatisfactory reading, and it was after finishing them years ago that I first got the idea to
write my own” (19). The narrative is thus set up as a thematic move away from the
tragedy of suicide and towards an optimistic identity formation in the midst of great
social pressures. However, Eugenides mixes his Bildungsroman with a mythological
schema and Greek culture filled with monsters. This is a novel, after all, whose narrator is
named after the muse of epic poetry, but Cal’s family history is so often tragic. From the
burning of Smyrna in 1922, the racism of post-war America, and the lives and deaths of
generations of families, Cal embodies the generic mixing of tragedy and epic as a tragic
optimism of coming to America. Cal’s story is literally about a Greek in America, but he
works to take on his heritage critically while finding ways to honour it.
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As a first step towards incorporating these expectations of Greek genre into his
memoir, Cal must rework a long linguistic tradition that seeks to define his gender as
either male, female, or something other. Like The Virgin Suicides before it, Middlesex is a
novel that works the limits of genre and gender hand in hand. Beginning by consulting a
very large, old, and authoritative copy of the Webster’s Dictionary in the New York
Public Library, Cal looks up the word “hypospadias” that he heard his doctors use to
describe his genitals. Hypospadias is a condition in which the urethra does not open at the
end of the penis but usually on its underside. Wishing to decode the medical speak of his
doctors, he looks up the word: “hypospadias

New Latin, from Greek, man with

hypospadias fr. hyp- + prob from spadon, eunuch, fr. span, to tear, pluck, pull, draw. —
An abnormality of the penis in which the urethra opens on its under surface. See
synonyms at EUNUCH” (430). Doing “as instructed,” Cal then turns to, “eunuch

—1.

A castrated man; especially, one of those who were employed as harem attendants or
functionaries in certain Oriental courts. 2. A man whose testes have not developed. See
synonyms at HERMAPHRODITE” (430). Finally, “following where the trail led,” he
turned to, “hermaphrodite

—1. One having the sex organs and many of the secondary

sex characteristics of both male and female. 2. Anything comprised of a combination of
diverse or contradictory elements. See synonyms at MONSTER” (430). This logical
chain of association redefines Cal’s body, his identity, and his relationship to his parents.
The rhetorical form of the dictionary has allowed for the authority of this book that is
“gilded like the Bible’s” to condemn his living body:
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There it was monster, in black and white, in a battered dictionary in a great city
library.... Monster. Still there. It had not moved. And she wasn’t reading this word
on the wall of her old bathroom stall. There was graffiti in Webster’s but the
synonym wasn’t part of it. The synonym was official, authoritative; it was the
verdict that the culture gave on a person like her. Monster. That was what she was.
That was what Dr. Luce and his colleagues had been saying” (431).
This rhetoric of the synonym requires Cal to a more malleable and accepting language of
the euphemism. Cal leaves the library, “but the synonym pursued her” (432). Like the
hounded monster of Shelley’s Frankenstein, “Webster’s Dictionary kept calling after her,
Monster; Monster!” (432). The rhetoric of the monstrous is caught up within the
aesthetics of making meaning by moving between fixed and supposedly stable
definitions. Narrowly defined words and narrowly defined genera conspire to mark Cal as
something other and something monstrous. Cal is struggling against an old tradition of
Enlightenment assumptions about language and reason. Metaphorical meaning of
language and the physical bodies of those who echo the movement of blending or
betweenness are always monstrous. Cal is struggling against medically instituted
definitions of his “crocus” (329)—the euphemism coined for his “very rare family
jewels” (401)—and doctor’s desire to cast them as both a catachresis and a monstrous
birth. Cal’s heroism is the result of his assertion of his body as a legitimate sex, gender,
and viable way to be and make meaning: “The crocus was part of her body, after all.
There was no reason to ask questions” (330). Eugenides’s fictional memoir is a testament
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to Cal’s body ability to mean something coherently, without gynecological or
terminological assistance.6
As a means of echoing bodily coherence and his own literary project, Cal’s
memoir is imbued with the sophistication of an author concerned with linguistic
craftsmanship and thematic coherence. As a means of making sense of the relationship
between monstrosity and figurative language that Eugenides draws out vis-à-vis Cal, it is
appropriate to acknowledge Paul de Man’s Aesthetic Ideology (1996) at this point and his
essay “The Epistemology of Metaphor.” De Man outlines a general critique of philosophy
that musters aesthetic examples as a means of supporting ideological or presupposed
beliefs. While the essay draws on Hegel and Kant in particular, John Locke’s Essay
Concerning Human Understanding is the site of his critique of this “perennial problem”
of figurative language (34). De Man distills the problem for Locke through an artificial
“necessary link between the two elements in a binary polarity, between ‘inside’ and
‘outside,’ that is to say, by all accounts, that of metaphor as the figure of complementarity
and correspondence” (40). If such a linking between binaries is not possible, an ethical
stalemate ensues because the logician is unable to determine the most primordial of
ethical decisions—which in turn makes reason the sole ability to determine good from
bad—whether to kill or not to kill. Poorly wrought logic contaminated by figurative
language is like a monstrous birth and must be killed, or philosophy risks placing the
logical certainty of discourse, dialogue, and language under the pall of relativism. De
Man explains that “The predicament (to kill or not to kill the monstrous birth) appears
here in the guise of a purely logical argument” (40), despite its clearly figurative basis.
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De Man again reminds us, the real world problem “under discussion is what to do with
the ‘changeling’; the simpleminded child so called because it would be natural for anyone
to assume that this child has been substituted by mistake for his real offspring. The
substitutive text of tropes now has extended to reality” (de Man 20). To name his genitals
a crocus evokes and criticizes this ancient conceit that “something monstrous lurks in the
most innocent of catachreses” (42). If definitions of words slip, than the definitions of
gender break down into horrifying indecipherability. This ideology of limited definitions
based on a binary concept of gender is what possesses doctors and surgeons—like that of
the fictional Dr. Luce—to recommend mutilating intersex bodies in order to achieve a
mere synonym of normality.
Because medical authority is all too often premised on linguistic definitions, the
monstrous is mocked most overtly with the old family physician Dr. Philobosian, whose
tottering decrepitude is matched only by the antique medical knowledge he uses to treat
Cal and the Stephanides family. In discussing Desdemona and Lefty’s incestuous
marriage, Dr. Phil’s first inclination is to evoke Ambroise Paré’s French Renaissance text
On Monsters and Marvels (1575) and suggests a cure for deformity by injecting holy
water into the womb and baptizing “the infant before it was born” (Middlesex 116).
While this imagined dialogue with his parents predates his birth, Cal allows Dr. Phil
quickly to renounce this as superstition. Only later does he recall that “Among the arcana
Dr. Philobosian imparted to the dinner table over the years (aside from the monstrous
effects of maternal imagination) was the seventeenth-century theory of
Preformation” (199). The monstrous effects of the “maternal imagination” reemphasize
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Paré’s book within the assumptions of modern medical birth defects. Amongst the faithful
nods to the glory and wrath of God, the fifth cause of monsters, according to Paré,
remains “the imagination” (4). By way of explanation, Paré maintains that “the
imagination has so much power over seed and reproduction that the stripe and character
of them remain imprinted on the thing bred” (38). Cal mocks this doctrine of the
monstrous maternal imagination by casting his own conception through the influence of a
vaudeville play called The Minotaur that seduced Desdemona who found herself “unable
to resist the Hellenic theme” (107). The play proved to be equal parts kinky cabaret and
monster mashup, but the risqué chorus girls and animal masculinity proved to be
titillating enough for the “momentous” moment of conception of his father (109). Cal
adopts this more whimsical origin myth as a way to further gender his self-affirming
narrative: “Parents are supposed to pass down physical traits to their children,” Cal
finally explains, “but it’s my belief that all sorts of other things get passed down, too:
motifs, scenarios, even fates” (109). Such a heritage is useful for a first time author
preparing his memoirs.
It is appropriate that these motifs, scenarios, and fates are decidedly hellenic.
However, it is also important to note that a novel that is at least in part about incest does
not directly reference Oedipus as its sole text. Instead, it is blind seer Tiresias, who has
lived as both a man and a woman that inspires Cal. As another performance of Vernant’s
“Oedipus without the complex” (64), Cal’s refusal of the Oedipus allusion also upends
the centrality of the sphinx monster. Therefore, Tiresias becomes a conveniently viable
allusion. Jean-Joseph Goux is known for claiming, in his appropriately titled Oedipus,
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Philosopher, that “Oedipus is the founder of philosophy: the protoypical
philosopher” (166). Yet, Goux may also describe a broader valence of the ritual
medicalization of puberty. For Goux, Oedipus is the thinker able to dispose of the sphinx
and save the city with the strength of his mind. He is the one that seeks self-knowledge to
the point of self-destruction. So, Oedipus remains a cautionary tale imbedded within a
mythology of the ontological imperative: “Oedipus achieves victory all at once, without
help, without preparatory steps; furthermore, and perhaps even more importantly, he
triumphs with a single word” (16). This word is, of course, man. Oedipus’s answer is
gendered, singular, and assured.
This non-standard reading of the myth frees Goux to reread the ritual significance
of sphinx through a more anthropological lens, but this reading also obliquely returns to
the threat of forced gynecological “correction” directed at intersex bodies. The so-called
rite of the sphinx is then manifested as a “ritual passage at puberty” (42).7 Careful not to
be caught on the “shoals on which psychoanalysis has foundered,” Goux interprets the
sphinx as a second birth for Oedipus or as a kind of matricidal castration from the mother
that is not reconcilable with the Freudian schema:
Circumcision, subincision, scarification, the pulling of teeth or hair, all these refer
to a sacrificial cutting of which the image of castration is only one possible
symbolization. In a chain of equivalences whose ultimate meaning remains
necessarily an unknown quantity, a meaning that transcends all figurations and
that the notion of ‘sacrificial severing’ approaches only in a very abstract way, the
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bloody image of the severing of genital organs is in turn only one of the possible
valences. (43)
The sphinx ritual of ancient Greece may link cutting and bodily mutilation to puberty and
fully becoming a man. Cal’s narrative must reject such rituals in order to become a man
without a knife. Unable to shake the specter of castration, Goux fails to go as far as
Lowell Edmunds, when he describes the inconsistency in the role of the monster in the
classical fragments of the myth. Edmunds asserts that the sphinx was “a secondary
element in the Oedipus legend, added at some point in the development of the legend in
order to motivate the hero’s marriage to his mother” (1). The typical motif of monster
slaying, used to justify the winning of a bride, was grafted upon the more thematically
coherent pairing of the prophecy of Delphi that fated Oedipus to murder his father and
marry his mother. However, the distance between the murder, Delphi, Corinth, and
Thebes requires a “motivation” to bind the plot (16). As Edmunds explains, “the Sphinx
represented an inconsistency in the legend which needed to be adjusted” (13). The
sphinx, then, appears as a kind of monstrosity of plot or an aberration of the myth itself; it
is a hybridized graft of legends cobbled together through the generations of
interpretation.
An Enigma of Genre
Cal’s response to this discourse of monstrosity against which he writes similarly
grafts and cobbles together tragic tropes and hellenic forms to suit his story. From the
outset of the novel, Cal claims kinship with Tiresias because they were both “one thing
and then an other” (3). In the school production of Antigone, Cal is predictably cast as the
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prophet. The staged tragedy is the scene of a real tragedy when Maxine Grosinger,
playing Ismene, dies of a brain aneurysm on stage. The tragic tenor of her death is
quickly undercut by Cal’s “terrible confession” that he felt a “wave of pure happiness”
holding the Obscure Object—his anonymizing nickname for his first love—in his arms
(339). Eugenides is, of course, mixing genres to great comedic effect, but his mixing of
tragedy, epic, and romance signals his larger project throughout his novels.8 As a highly
literate narrator, Cal admits he was born before “canon-bashing” came into vogue, but
Eugenides is also evoking discursive impurity and play at a fundamental level (302). In
his essay “The Law of Genre” (1980), Derrida claims that the function of genre, genus,
and all taxonomical conceits is predicated on “a principle of contamination, a law of
impurity, [or] a parasitical economy” that prohibits mixing (227). It is not surprising that
Farrell also describes how Aristotle, even in his founding of generic difference in the
Poetics, exposes the provisional differences between epic and tragedy. Genre has always
demanded that differences be kept intimately close but never mingle: “the whole enigma
of genre springs,” says Derrida, “perhaps most closely from within this limit between the
two genres of genre which, neither separable nor inseparable, form an odd couple of one
without the other” (224). In other words, there is a contradiction in the relationship
between the singular example of a genre and the many iterations of a genre that must
necessarily show some variation and difference. Put simply, there are no pure genres. He
then goes on to describe how “as soon as a genre announces itself, one must respect a
norm, one must not cross a line of demarcation, one must not risk impurity, anomaly or
monstrosity” (224-5). Thus bound within the history of genre and tragedy the monster
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rears its head as the very figure of transgressive, contaminated, and hybridized genres.
The monster is the figure that sits at the outskirts of the polis, outside the realm of law
and coherence. The law that governs genre is also the law that governs gender. It is the
failure of genre to cohere without the imposition of external authority that genre becomes
“the motif of the law in general” (243).
The law of genre is set within the medico-judicial power of doctors to determine
the narrative of a patient’s life. Later in the essay, Derrida turns to Maurice Blanchot’s La
folie du jour to emphasize how the gendered French language is the next point of
exchange with this motif of law: “what about a neutral genre/gender? Or one whose
neutrality would not be negative (neither...nor), nor dialectical, but affirmative, and
doubly affirmative (or...or)?” (243). Such a positive affirmation of contamination would
be madness from the perspective of law makers and those who abide such laws.
Blanchot’s novella serves to link the authority of the medical profession to categorize
psychiatric patients with their narratives authority. Blanchot’s stream of consciousness
description of a patient rejecting the authority of doctors—“the shadow of the law [la
silhouette de la loi]” (26)—to interpret his experiences. The doctors demand that the
narrator “Tell us how the things happened ‘just so’ [Racontez-nous comment les chose se
sont passée «au juste».]” (Blanchot 32).The final line of the story, told by a mental patient
under medical scrutiny, “A story? No. No stories, never again [Un récit? Non, pas de
récit, plus jamais]” (Blanchot 33). The patient rejects telling the doctors his story and
thus authorizing their own critique of his mental state. Similarly, Cal rejects engaging
with Dr. Luce because his story of Cal’s life does not represent his wants or desires. The
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narrative Dr. Luce constructs is only representative of the answers of a confused and
scared intersex teenager undergoing exceptionally strange and experimental treatment for
a condition that is not a defect in need of remedy. The failure of medical doctors and
gender theorists to account for the nuances of the individual—born of a similar desire to
define, quantify, and mobilize gender for normative or non-normative goals—results in a
desire to withhold personal stories for interpretation. Eugenides’s fictional story
intervenes in the discourse on intersexuality by refusing to assume the authority
associated with retelling real, lived experiences.
After all, the authority associated with telling one’s own story is the same
authority associated with being able to declare one’s own gender. The failure of Dr. Luce
to assist Cal in any meaningful way results in this very co-opting of Cal’s story. As he
constructs his diagnosis of Cal’s gender through their interviews, Dr. Luce is unwilling to
define Cal until he defines his body with the authority of the medical profession. His
initial claim of neutrality is only the pause before the dialectic is fulfilled in his
“PRELIMINARY STUDY: GENETIC XY (MALE) RAISED AS FEMALE” (435). It
was the diagnosis of Cal’s supposedly malformed gender that put his father “face-to-face
with the essence of tragedy, which is something determined before you’re born,
something you can’t escape or do anything about, no matter how hard you try” (426).
Medical science assumes the power to fore-thwart this genetic tragedy. Yet, Dr. Luce’s
report explains that “Though it is possible that the surgery may result in partial or total
loss of erotosexual sensation, sexual pleasure is only one factor in a happy life. The
ability to marry and pass as a normal woman in society are also important goals, both of
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which will not be possible without feminizing surgery and hormone treatment” (437).
After reading this report, Cal runs away from the potential of a forced surgery. In other
words, Dr. Luce’s gender theory fails to conform to the simple clarity of Cal’s lived
experience. Suzanne J. Kessler’s landmark text Lessons from the Intersexed (1998) offers
the necessary self-reflexive critique that reminds writers that “While gender scholars
theorize, others practice it” (119). She goes on to say that “Although we gender scholars
immerse ourselves in the medical literature, taking it very seriously as a guide to how the
culture operates, physicians do not usually address the theoretical. Their professional
organizations do not need to take a position on intersex, for that would be to admit that
intersex has analytic status and is grist for controversy” (119). Kessler has identified a
resistance among members of the medical community to even consider intersex issues as
a legitimate problem because of its supposedly theoretical grounds. In some sense, the
medical profession trades on facts, quantifiable substances, and simplistic definitions of
the human condition. Working on the lines between life and death, medical doctors may
be forgiven for seeing their patients as either healthy or sick, cured or dying. However,
medical assessment must account for patients who may not conform to good charting
practices. Again, in the words of Kessler, “If we want people to respect particular bodies,
they need to be taught to lose respect for ideal ones.... It should be obvious by this point
that there is ‘in nature’ a range of genital formations and that various technological efforts
have been marshaled by the medical profession to reduce variability within each gender
and to increase differences between the two genders” (118-19). Kessler is rejecting the
notion that a patient will conform to a textbook definition and previously known case
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studies. In the case of intersex patients and their parents, where these ideal conditions do
not exist, doctors and surgeons like Dr. Luce have seen fit to make them ideally male or
female. It is hardly surprising then, as Kessler mentions, the medical literature on intersex
issues is also “sprinkled with words like ‘trauma’ and ‘tragedy’” because of this
enforcement of regulative heterosexual norms (130).
Problematic Body
The mixing and conflating of hellenistic motifs and allusions in Middlesex then
constitute an optimistic affirmation of intersex lives as a means of upending the typically
tragic role of victims of surgical gender regulation. However, Middlesex’s critique of
gender norms also questions the use of normative heterosexuality as a theoretical fantasy
for queer theory and feminist discourses. Zachary Sifuentes’s essay on Middlesex, in
Straight Writ Queer (2006), demonstrates an awareness of the incompatibility of Butler’s
performed gender with certain anatomical differences. He suggests that it is regressive
and prejudicial to suggest that there is a singular heterosexuality to contrast against queer
sexualities and non-patriarchal feminine identities. Sifuentes describes the “queer
projects” that “deploy terms (like ‘gay’ and ‘lesbian’) that necessarily point to stable
sexual identities in order to stay politically and ethically relevant” (147-48). Sifuentes
suggests that queer theory may not be consistent with itself due to the necessity of
privileging queer sexuality as a theoretical structure capable of producing a whole lexicon
of critical terms and a progressive politics. While the political aims of equality and justice
never change, the philosophical basis upon which this discourse is founded requires an
ongoing renegotiation of identity politics. He addresses this conflict as it appears in
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Middlesex as fundamentally figurative: “Because the invisibility of a fluid sexual identity
persists, and test results can only indicate microscopic medical ‘facts,’ accepting a
corresponding fluid biological continuum, in which no one is fully male or female, can
only be envisioned metaphorically, produced symbolically, and understood allegorically.
It can permit the rhetoric of the figurative, but not the figure itself” (Sifuentes 149). Cal’s
rejection of his monstrosity and his unnatural hybrid status materializes the metaphorical
in a single body. Middlesex undermines assurances of meaning found between the
relatively simple understandings sex and gender by demanding an attention to his whole
life and development.
The most important political interventions in intersex issues appear with people
simply telling their own story. In Martha Coventry’s autobiographical essay “Finding the
Words” in the 1997-98 issue of Chrysalis: The Journal of Transgressive Gender
Identities, she explains the human complexity of defining gender: “You can’t peel the
chrysalis off a butterfly and expect it to survive any more than we can speak out, or even
face our own truth, before we are ready. If you are intersexed, listen to your heart —
slowly you will emerge. It takes commitment and courage, it is frightening, but not nearly
as frightening as that monster you created all those years out of your own sweet
body” (29). Rather than a monstrous body that is malformed and ugly, Coventry changes
the metaphor into one of metamorphosis. Coventry’s words dislodge the discourse on
monstrosity against which Eugenides is also working, but she also acknowledges how
people living in intersex bodies must resist another’s definition. Change, growth, and
maturation become the means by which Coventry defines a coherent identity.
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By contrast, Debra Shostak’s essay “Theory Uncompromised by Practicality”
works to defend her own theoretical schema against “mainstream fiction [that] has not
often taken up the challenge” of intersex issues. Her insistence on the feminine pronoun
for Cal demonstrates how invested she is in the performative basis of gender. Rather than
respect the lived, experiential, or simple fact of Cal’s genetic and chosen masculinity—
albeit fictionally rendered—Shostak levels a preemptive attack on Middlesex in an
attempt to defend a critique against her own investment in Butler’s theory of gender.
Butler’s work is closely associated with Dr. Luce’s academic fame, which stems from the
startling revelation “that a patient’s gonadal sex often didn’t determine his or her gender
identity” (Middlesex 411). However, Cal’s experience with Dr. Luce shows the limits of
the performativity of gender and of ever teasing apart the delicate relationship between
nature and nurture in forming any gender identity. After rehearsing Butler’s theory of the
performativity of gender as a justification for Cal to remain female—while never
claiming the inverse that Cal’s performance of masculinity is equally valid—Shostak
concludes by dismissively claiming that “Cal is no rebel but rather an undemonstrative,
modestly socialized person who desires to live according to the norm” (410). Shostak
never describes why someone with an intersex body needs to be a rebel. Following this
mimetic imperative that fates his political and sexual life after a quirk of his birth,
Shostak insists that Cal must live an abnormal life because of his abnormal body. I
believe this logic produces an untenable condemnation of intersex lives.
Shostak’s argument also falls victim to the intentional fallacy when her essay
confuses Cal’s narrative, with tropes like “incest, immigration, and
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intersexuality” (Shostak 386), for Eugenides’s own theory of gender. If Eugenides’s own
ideas regarding gender could be summoned through his literature, it might be best to
simply determine that gender is problematic and can only be reliably understood through
a prolonged examination of the individual. Cal’s development and growth into an adult
include slaying the symbolic economy of the monster that dominates the interpretation of
intersex bodies. Eugenides’s intervention into gender theory is only possible through
fiction, which allows Cal to avoid being reduced simply to a body and a gender. His
fictionality allows him to remain indeterminate, but Cal also resists a reductive
theoretical definition of his “problematic body” by overtly playing with philosophical
terms: “To paraphrase Nietzsche, there are two types of Greek: the Apollonian and the
Dionysian. I’d been born Apollonian, a sun kissed girl with a face ringed with curls. But
as I approached thirteen a Dionysian element stole over my features. My nose, at first
delicately, then not so delicately, began to arch. My eyebrows, growing shaggier, arched,
too. Something sinister, wily, literally ‘satyrical’ entered my expression” (294). While
echoing Coventry’s metaphor of maturation as metamorphosis, Cal’s hairy masculine
pubescence becomes a satire of his past feminine beauty. The stern and singularly logical
Apollonian aspect of tragic drama gives way to the wildly irreverent and playful
Dionysian, replete with his dramatic emissary, half-man half-goat satyr. Additionally,
Cal’s awareness of the philosophical texts that can be levelled against him makes a
mockery of any attempts to theorize his memoir and protects his personal story. Just as
Cal’s life slips through normative restraints of the supposedly oppositional queer and
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straight identities, Dionysus is the twice born god of drama and vital fluids that refuses
simplicity and ease of understanding.
Walled Up Alive
Shostak’s defense of Butler may be misplaced simply because Dr. Luce may
appear to be a critical representation of those working with theories of gender and
feminism more broadly. Dr. Luce is surely a nod to Dr. Luce Irigaray.9 Middlesex must be
read as an overt meditation on the theories of interpretation that have guided literature
studies in the second half of the twentieth-century. Middlesex is a critique of the
reductively oppositional stance of so much criticism. After all, Butler’s inaugural act in
Gender Trouble is a refutation of Irigaray’s Speculum of the Other Woman (1974). “But it
is,” says Butler, “of course, Irigaray who exposes this dialectic of Same and Other as a
false binary, the illusion of a symmetrical difference which consolidates the metaphysical
economy of phallogocentrism, the economy of the same. In her view, the Other as well as
the Same are marked as masculine; the Other is but the negative elaboration of the
masculine subject with the result that female sex is unrepresentable—that is, it is the sex
which, within this signifying economy, is not one” (Trouble 140). So, while she admits
that Irigaray was the first to dissect the binaries at the heart of patriarchal culture, Butler
fails to employ the critical gestures required to undo the dialectical basis of sexual
difference.
Cal’s use of classical figures is also necessitated by this theoretical tradition that
picks up from Irigaray’s investment in the philosophy of tragedy and her subsequent
influence of Butler. Because philosophy has long turned to the authority of ancient tragic
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drama as a source of evidence and a means of aestheticizing theoretical problems, the
feminist intervention into the phallocentric philosophical project necessitated a return to
tragedy. For her, Antigone is caught within the “Hegelian dream” of a relationship free
from sexual desire and gender hierarchy (Speculum 217). Whatever significance
Polynices holds outside the laws of the state, Antigone remains constrained by her
devotion to the patrilineal symbol and priority of her brother’s death. Antigone’s ritual
burial only represents the return of Polynices to himself—doubly so because of their
incestous lineage—in death and marking the totality of his life and his history as he
transcends into the afterlife. Tragic women are caregivers to the dead and become
symbols of kinship and blood relations rather than active participants in the symbolic
exchange: “Woman is the guardian of the blood. But as both she and it have had to use
their substance to nourish the universal consciousness of self, it is in the form of
bloodless shadows—of unconscious fantasies—that they maintain an underground
subsistence.... This enables us to understand why femininity consists essentially in laying
the dead man back in the womb of the earth, and giving him eternal life” (Speculum 225).
Because women are invested with the symbolic responsibility to return men to the womb
of the earth and complete the being of men by relinquishing their own in morning,
women are merely the eternal irony of the community. Antigone’s rejection of state laws
and Creon’s decree occur only in death: “Without friends, without husband, without tears,
she is led along that forgotten path and there is walled up alive in a hole in the rock, shut
off forever from the light of the sun. Alone in her crypt, her cave, her den, her womb, she
is given just enough food by those would hold power to ensure that the city is not soiled
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and shamed by her decay” (218). By taking Death as a husband and hanging herself in
her underground prison beyond the city, Antigone is suspended between earth and sky,
between state and family duty, and between virginity and marriage.
Antigone’s rejection of the symbolic economy of the state and patriarchy is due
to this profound betweenness. Butler returns to the very site that Irigaray identified in the
seventies in Antigone’s Claim (2000) and faithfully honours her tradition.10 Butler shows
how Antigone’s affirmation of her crimes forces Creon to acknowledge the contradiction
in his laws and the failure of the state to respond logically to a breach of gender roles.
Therefore, Antigone does enter into the symbolic economy with a singularly tragic
affirmation of her life, and Butler offers an important amendment to Irigaray’s reading of
the play. However, Butler begins by asking, “can Antigone herself be made into a
representative for a certain kind of feminist politics, if Antigone’s own representative
function is itself in crisis?” (2). The desire to lay claim to Antigone as an ancient site of
female resistance to patriarchal control may misrepresent her political manifestations
today. More surprising perhaps is that Butler argues that non-normative sexuality and
non-normative kinship values immediately assume a radical politics. Having freed
Antigone from the role of the caretaker of bloodlines, Butler imagines that “we might see
new kinship in other forms as well” (74). Because Antigone “fails to produce
heterosexual closure for the drama,” Butler then rather liberally generalizes
homosexuality as a template for a fundamentally politically radical lifestyle.11 Because
she speaks and acts within the political domain that is outside her gender, Antigone
becomes a mere synonym for all those who have demanded “a new field of the
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human” (82). Put simply, I interpret Butler’s claim as demonstrating the power of theory
to generalize and its failure to respond logically to lived experience. Demanding that nonnormative genders and sexualities live an inherently politically rebellious life because
they embody a convenient critique of political injustice or sexist culture is tantamount to
making non-normative genders and sexualities an eternal irony of the community. This
kind of logic condemns non-normative bodies to be the eternal irony of the normative
community and reaffirms the norm as norm through its very opposition. In short, Butler’s
equation rebuilds the sex/power couplet as a politically necessary paradigm.
Common Tragedies of American Life
While it may be tempting to align Cal’s hybridity and Antigone’s betweenness,
Cal’s life is decidedly simpler because Eugenides’s creative intervention into this middle
space between theory and lived experience is able to simply tell Cal’s very human
coming of age story. Cal rejects an overly political subtext for his story and refuses to
make his memoir an ironic counterpoint to a theoretical community or a medical
community. He even reflects upon his time in the sex clinic with forgiveness and
understanding. “It wasn’t all Dr. Luce’s fault,” Cal explains after running away: “I had
lied to him about many things. His decision was based on false data. But he had been
false in turn” (438). In a time when “unisex” and “evolutionary biology” occupied the
same conflicted cultural space to describe gender, Cal only learns about his body and the
history of hermaphrodites from Zora Khyber, a fellow performer and a genetic male with
Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome, in Bob Presto’s San Francisco strip club. Here he
learns the “term ‘intersexual’” and how the Gay Rights Movement paved the way for “all
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the identity struggles that followed” (448). The fictional Zora becomes one of the
founders of the real Intersex Society of North America. The blending of history and
fiction serves to echo Middlesex’s generic play.
As Cal brings his memoir to a close, he tells of his father’s death crashing off the
Ambassador Bridge somewhere between the US and Canada. In the end, the novel
appears to turn tragic, and Cal struggles to keep his narrative between genres. Milton dies
between two countries. Cal’s rebirth into a new gender functions as a strange reenactment
of the immigrant experience in general. The Greekness of Cal’s story is modified by
coming to America:
A real Greek might end on this tragic note. But an American is inclined to stay
upbeat. These days, whenever we talk about Milton, my mother and I come to the
conclusion that he got out just in time.... Milton got out before many of the things
that will not include in this story, because they are the common tragedies of
American life, and as such do not fit into this singular and uncommon record. He
got out before the Cold War ended, before missile shields and global warming and
September 11 and a second President with only one vowel in his name. (512)
Milton’s death is tragic, but Cal remains optimistic. His death saved him from the fears
and anxieties that plagued the close of the twentieth-century. Cal imagines his dad flying
his great winged Cadillac through Detroit and levelling off in the absolute pleasure of the
play on his “air ride” suspension now riding the air. The joy Milton gained from his cars
in life now sees him toward death, and this small pleasure is a consolation, though
imagined, for Cal. So, as the remainder of his family heads to the church for Milton’s
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funeral, Cal stays home to observe an old Greek custom and guard the house against the
return of his spirit. Having incorporated his hellenistic literary inheritance of monsters,
tragedy, and prophets into his memoir, Cal has learned how to integrate an ancient past
into his present experience. Assuming the role of the head of the family, he is now able to
take on a coherent role in his family and honour his past while still representing a radical
sexual politics.
Middlesex offers a life for Cal that readmits him to his family and integrates his
newly gendered identity without conflict. While Eugenides’s fictional rendering of this
family is not the “emancipatory ideal” for which Butler criticizes Foucault, Eugenides
does present one way forward for families with intersex children. The rejection of the
monstrous symbolic economy in the novel rests on a similar rejection of ideal bodily
forms as distinctly male or female. The rejection of ideal bodily norms does not
necessitate a similar rejection of familial norms of love, compassion, and acceptance. The
lives of intersex people need not mimetically represent in the theory of political critique.
If the novel could be said to theorize, the novel theorizes on the level of affect, where
being able accurately to describe your emotional state accurately reveals a point of access
to simple human happiness. At the end of the novel, Cal’s relationship with Julie is only
possible—in the pause before his body can be defined—in the happy limbo of a nonidentity that a usable gender identity can be formed and lived.
In the context of Cal’s final nostalgic look back to his father’s death, Middlesex
can be understood more broadly as an example of a novel that explicitly attempts to write
after 9/11. Clearing an imaginative space to tell a story that is not in some way about 9/11
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requires, for Eugenides, a wholesale reappraisal of genre and of thinking through tragedy
more generally. While I have already enumerated several reasons Eugenides turned to
these basic hellenistic traditions to tell Cal’s story, Middlesex might be best thought of as
writing a hybrid tragedy as a way to describe an American experience after 9/11. In the
following chapter, I will turn to two examples of American authors grappling with the
tragedy that most heavily marked the media landscape in the United States and set the
tragic tone for the decade that followed the 9/11 attacks. Don DeLillo’s Falling Man and
Jonathan Safran Foer’s Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close represent two distinct
attempts to take on the images of 9/11 and cope with tragedy through the imagination.
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Chapter 4 Notes

1 As

Butler explains in the essay “Gender Regulations,” in Undoing Gender (2004), “The
question of surgical ‘correction’ for intersexed children is one case in point. There the
argument is made that children born with irregular primary sexual characteristics are to
be ‘corrected’ in order to fit in, feel more comfortable, achieve normality. Corrective
surgery is sometimes performed with parental support and in the name of normalization,
and the physical and psychic costs of the surgery have proven to be enormous for those
persons who have been submitted, as it were, to the knife of the norm. The bodies
produced through such a regulatory enforcement of gender are bodies in pain, bearing the
marks of violence and suffering. Here the ideality of gender morphology is quite literally
incised in the flesh” (53).
2

For Nichol Loraux, tragedy is not merely the foundation of much of the western
tradition of literature and philosophy, but she also interprets ancient tragedy as an active
and critical discourse that engaged with contemporary issues. In Tragic Ways of Killing a
Woman (1991), she describes how the status of women and the notion of the feminine
was deeply invested in rituals of death: “They are free enough to kill themselves, but they
are not free enough to escape from the space to which they belong, and the remote
sanctum where they meet their death is equally the symbol of their life—a life that finds
its meaning outside the self and is fulfilled only in the institutions of marriage and
maternity, which tie women to the world and the lives of men” (23). By being so
symbolically constrained in ancient society, women are simply the ritual mourners tasked
with the care and witness of their dead fathers and husbands. They sacrifice their lives
symbolically to see these dead men to the afterlife. Therefore, there are means of death
for women that are also tightly regulated. In her chapter “The Rope and the Sword,”
Loraux describes how death by penetration—like a stab wound—is preferable over
asphyxiation for a mother. Those that have been penetrated in life must not close off any
vital passages in death. Similarly, it is inappropriate for a virgin to die through
penetration because she must symbolically die a virgin as well. Therefore, asphyxiation is
the appropriate symbolic correlate for a virgin death: “so the death of women,” says
Loraux, “confirms or reestablishes their connection with marriage and maternity” (23).
For example, Antigone “killed herself in the manner of grieving wives” and thus
confirmed her marriage to death through her brother (31). Jocasta, by contrast, took her
life in the manner of a virgin, which suggests that her relations with Oedipus was not true
consummation. Because he was of her flesh, such a sexual act would not be a penetration
in the symbolic sense but rather a returning of herself to herself that maintains and
protects her virgin state. The Lisbon girls maintain this symbolic economy of penetration
and virginity, with the exception of Cecelia who is impaled on a picket fence.
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3

Institutionalized grief counseling and suicide prevention ring hollow in the midst of
such simple and personal emotions. Given the consequences of doing nothing, these
formalized actions are certainly welcome interventions, but grieving may occur in other
ways. As I write this chapter, I am teaching The Virgin Suicides to 85 undergraduates with
first hand understanding of suicide in an institutional context. Six students died between
2010-2011 at Queen’s University, with three cases being confirmed suicides. Jack
Windeler took his own life on March 27th, 2010, and Andrew Lloyd and Kyle Kinsella
took their own lives in the same week between March 30th and April 5th, 2011. I have
asked my students, at least implicitly, to engage with these real world suicides through
literature and determine the validity of imaginative art in their lived experiences.
Eugenides’s reference to Cornell University’s problems with student suicides in The
Virgin Suicides (169) has also allowed my students to engage with the institutionalization
of grief, anxiety, and depression through a proxy school situated on the other side of Lake
Ontario. In September of 2011, Principal Daniel Woolf formed a Commission on Mental
Health, which closely resembled Cornell’s Council on Mental Health and Welfare. While
I will likely never know if Eugenides’s book has been truly instructive to my students—
though our classes on this novel have been among the best and most outspoken—I
believe it is an important site through which to engage with deeply personal and
emotional issues. So, while Queen’s has sought to institutionalize a problem rather than
identify the underlying causes for student depression and anxiety, it is my hope that
literature will offer some context for students grappling with depression.
4

It is important to note at this point that such translations of translations do exist. One
such example of a monstrous birth is manifested in David Constantine’s translation of
Hölderlin’s Sophocles: Oedipus and Antigone. Constantine describes Hölderlin’s German
translations as having a “luminous strangeness” (8), but he also goes on to say that,
“When Hölderlins Oedipus and Antigone appeared in spring 1804, the learnèd said that
once that they must be the world of a madman, and by the time all the review came out
Hölderlin had indeed passed through the clinic” (8-9). In a strange way, a translation of a
translation appears as a fitting homage to Hölderlin’s work and emphasizes the
provisional nature of any lineage or inheritance of an ancient tragic form.
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5

In Jeffrey Jerome Cohen’s edited collection of essays Monster Theory (1996), he
introduces this apparently new discourse by saying that the “monster is that uncertain
body in which is condensed an intriguing simultaneity or doubleness” (ix). Cohen’s act of
discursive founding is a little anachronistic, but he phrases the terms of monsters in
interesting ways: “The monster is born only at this metaphoric crossroads, as an
embodiment of a certain cultural moment—of a time, a feeling, and a place. The
monster’s body quite literally incorporates fear, desire, anxiety, and (ataractic or
incendiary), giving them life and an uncanny independence. The monstrous body is pure
culture” (4). While Cohen’s privileging of the monster as a hybrid cultural entity that is
rarified through its very figurativeness, the monster does attempt to represent an
embodiment of something other: “The monster is transgressive, too sexual, perversely
erotic, a lawbreaker; and so the monster and all that it embodies must be exiled or
destroyed” (16). While Cohen’s theory sets to recuperate the monstrous as a politically
active critical frame, those who live in bodies must still bear the burden of being labelled
horrifyingly monstrous, unnatural, and terribly other.
6

Gynecological imagery has long been a site of tragedy. Loraux also explains that it is
necessary to “move toward the gynecological thinking of the Greeks, where woman is
caught between two mouths, between two necks, where vagaries of the womb suddenly
choke the voice in a woman’s throat, and where many a young girl old enough to be a
nymphe hangs herself to escape the threat of the terrifying suffocation inside her
body” (61). The critique of such a cultural association and symbolic clout of the feminine
body is exacted by its very absence: “For tragedy wants no part of this gynecological
imagery, or at least does not want to talk of it explicitly. It is enough to note this silence
without pressing it, and to suggest that in the tragic body nothing is left to the whims of
free association, because in it all the places of death have their proper locations” (61). In
the contemporary context, this gynecological imagery also engenders tragedy in silence,
but feminist discourse and advocacy for intersex issues—both socially and medically—
have seen twinning of literary descriptions and lived experiences of those with
ambiguous bodies. Tragedy’s use of gynecological symbols for virgin suicides also
tightly aligns The Virgin Suicides and Middlesex within Loraux’s critical praxis.
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7

The sphinx is also important as a symbol of haunting and destructive questions,
untamed primitivism, and taboo desires. After all, the sphinx is a strangely seductive
female creature that foreshadows Oedipus’s own origins. Goux explains that Greek
“monsters often result from incestuous pairings, interbreeding of earth and sea” (8).
However, the failure of Freud to account for the sphinx episode is most important for
Goux:
When Freud or [Otto] Rank maintain that the killing of the Sphinx is a substitute
for the murder of the father, they are abusing our patience while confronting us
with the display of their own obsessions. For on the one hand (like the Chimaera,
the Gorgon, Cromyon’s sow, or the Hydra of Lerna) the Sphinx is a female
creature (the term is feminine in Greek and also in German, which ought to have
put Freud on notice), but in Oedipus’s case the father has already been murdered,
and this doubling is hard to understand. Why a symbolic substitute (and thus a
disguise) for the murder of the father if the father’s murder has already taken
place, in the open? Moreover, the Sphinx is not killed, but commits suicide.
(Goux 23)
In some ways, all discussions of tragedy must pass through the obligatory or even default
Freudian analysis, but the monster represents an ideal point of discursive access that
seeks to upend critical and literary expectations. The monster represents an excess of
meaning that even outstrips Freud’s longstanding interpretations.
8 As

a mirror image of The Virgin Suicides fealty to the tragic genre, The Marriage Plot
upends genre by failing to fulfill the compact with the reader that the title establishes.
This is not a simple inversion of the marriage ritual or relationship norms. The Marriage
Plot establishes a successful portrayal of the romance genre from the first pages, despite
its eventual failure. Madeleine’s founding principle in her research and her love triangle
with Mitchell and Leonard insists that the marriage plot is the crux of Eugenides’s novel
and the novel more generally: “the novel had reached its apogee with the marriage plot
and had never recovered from its disappearance. In the days when success in life had
depended on marriage, and marriage had depended on money, novelists had had a subject
to write about. The great epics sang of war, the novel of marriage” (Marriage 22).
However, the final pages of the novel reject any false coherence or synthesis from this
literary tradition. Madeleine does not get married and the purely libidinal drive for the
plot of the novel falls to the wayside. I would in no way want to suggest that love,
romance, and sexual desire are somehow absent in the novel, but Eugenides purposefully
fails to fulfill the norms as expected as a means of recasting the importance of genre. In
The Marriage Plot , Eugenides attempts to exhaust the novel form stems from a kind of
logic born of deconstruction: “What Derrida’s saying is that you have to use reason
because, you know, reason is all there is. But at the same time you have to be aware that
language is by its very nature unreasonable. You have to reason yourself out of
reasonableness” (43). Literature is about human relationships, but human relationships
are about more than just an idealized notion of love. In a manner of speaking, Eugenides
is writing his novel out of the history of the novel form.
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9

Eugenides shows his familiarity with Irigaray by virtue of his implicit references to
gender theory throughout Middlesex, but Irigaray also appears explicitly in The Marriage
Plot when Mitchell meets Larry’s girlfriend Claire in Paris who is auditing Irigaray’s
class at the Sorbonne (135). While Mitchell resists his initial feminist education in
Claire’s apartment, Irigaray’s notion of “women on the market” is surely at play in
Madeleine’s rejection of the marriage plot. She chooses, to use Irigaray’s words, not to be
traded between men in a homosocial economic exchange.
10

It is important to note how this critique of gender, kinship, and patriarchy also carries
its impetus from a rejection of Claude Levi-Strauss’s The Elementary Structures of
Kinship (1949), which sought a fundamental basis for the privileged binary of nature and
culture. Incest was seen as the primary prohibition and the natural cause for cultural
kinship structures founded on the exchange of women through marriage. “The incest
prohibition,” says Levi-Strauss, “is at once on the threshold of culture, in culture, and in
one sense, culture itself” (12). While Strauss was influenced by Freud’s own desire in
Totem and Taboo to situate incest as the primary motivation for cultural structures, LeviStrauss is frustrated by Freud for his “hesitation to avail himself of the ultimate
consequences implied in his premises” (491). “The incest prohibition is universal like
language” which in turn means that “a misuse of language” is “evocative of
incest” (494-5). Therefore, the patriarchal exchange of women and “the emergence of
symbolic thought must have required that women, like words, should be things that were
exchanged” (496). The consequences of such a claim exclude women from culture and
the creation of symbolic meaning, which reject the notion of female authority on the
absolute and universal justifications found in nature. It is, of course, Derrida who rejects
this premise in “Structure, Sign, and Play” by showing how the play of language—its
misuses and its repetitions—always undermines the security of linguistic meaning and
privileged pairs like culture and nature. Like the law of genre that concerns this essay,
engendering and genesis are always repeated with a difference. Indeed, Derrida turns his
language at the end of the essay towards the “operations of childbearing” because only
childbearing is a mode of creation that embraces the unnamed and outside the presentist
bias of authorship: “the as yet unnamable which is proclaiming itself and which can do
so, as is in the offing, only under the species of the nonspecies, in the formless, mute,
infant, and terrifying form of monstrosity” (293). The symbolic and cultural orders
founded on binaries and difference are not undermined through incest, but by simply
embracing the possibility of the unknown, the potentially monstrous, and the bodies that
do not reflect our own.
11

Cecilia Sjöholm’s The Antigone Complex (2004) offers some of the most lucid readings
of Butler and Irigaray’s theoretical relationship with tragedy and how the psychoanalytic
schema, particularly that of Lacan, reaches “the limit of culture itself” with Antigone
(122). Sjöholm imagines a western philosophical tradition predicated on Antigone rather
than Oedipus that moves away from a libidinal ego, founded on desire.
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The Languishing of the Falling Man: Don DeLillo and Jonathan
Safran Foer’s Photographic History of 9/11
Fifteen seconds past 9:41 a.m., on September 11, 2001, Richard Drew took a
photograph of a falling man. Upon being uploaded to the Associated Press news network,
the photograph was swiftly picked up by the media. The following day the photograph
appeared on page seven of The New York Times and in hundreds of other newspapers
around the world. Due to the ensuing public outrage directed toward editors, for what was
deemed as an obscene representation of a man’s death, many papers were forced to issue
apologies and refrain from publishing the image or images like it. Although the
photograph continues to appear in other contexts—most notably in Tom Junod’s 2003
Esquire article simply called “Falling Man” and the 2006 documentary 9/11: The Falling
Man directed by Henry Singer—the image remains lost in obscurity due to an
overwhelming tide of self-censorship. As a result of such images becoming highly taboo
within the mainstream media, certain questions arise: Is it possible to accommodate the
brief emergence of such an image? Is such an emergency history? If this photograph has
attained the status of official history, how is it possible to understand this image as an
aesthetic object alongside the horrifying certainty of this man’s death? As a means of
cautiously approaching such questions, I will first work to define photography within the
realm of trauma theory and the aesthetics of falling more generally. These falling figures,
which are central to both Don DeLillo’s Falling Man (2007) and Jonathan Safran Foer’s
Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close (2005), have become photographic and historic
nodes that have greatly marked our literary imagination regarding the events of 9/11.
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While the novel form has attempted to accommodate the terrors of that day, both
Foer and DeLillo are compelled uneasily to interject photography into their texts. This
conflation of forms, between the visual and the textual, becomes the primary means by
which these authors derive their vastly conflicting representative strategies. Through an
assessment of their historical and aesthetic uses of photography, the integration of visual
culture represents an important difference between DeLillo and Foer’s representation of
the family and the role of imagination after 9/11. To best imagine this intersection of
photography, history, and the novel, Eduardo Cadava’s Words of Light: Theses on the
Photography of History is an excellent discussion on the liaison of aesthetics and history.
It is here that Cadava describes how Walter Benjamin suggests that the flash or shock of
photography is the only means by which modern society is able to understand historical
events. In short, all historical events are emergencies, which emerge briefly and
dangerously. “The state of emergency,” explains Cadava,” the perpetual alarm that for
Benjamin characterizes all history, corresponds with the photographic event” (3). By
imagining history through photography, all history is mediated through this state of
emergency. Therefore, this double exposure of sudden and shocking events identifies
photography’s relationship to traumatic memories and the mediums through which
history is recorded. As Benjamin writes in his essay “Theses on the Philosophy of
History,” “The true picture of the past flits by [huscht vorbei]. The past can be seized only
as an image which flashes up [aufblitzt] at the instant when it can be recognized and is
never seen again. […] For every image of the past that is not recognized by the present as
one of its own concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably” (“Theses” 255; “Über” 253).
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Thus aligning photography and memory, Benjamin claims that any given society must be
ready to “retain that image of the past which unexpectedly appears to man singled out by
history at a moment of danger [Augenblick einer Gefahr aufblitzt]” (“Theses” 255;
“Über” 253). While this “state of emergency” [Ausnahmezustand] is in reference to the
specific threat of the Nazis military (“Theses” 257; “Über” 254)—which would enter
Paris only six months after Benjamin wrote these words there—I suggest such an image
of history is not out of place when discussing the events of September 11th, 2001.1
History in Danger
Even ten years after the attacks, photography remains a transformative medium
that renders a whole host of figurative possibilities to describe history and traumatic
events. Benjamin is implicitly recasting the psyche through the new figurative
possibilities of photography as the site of traumatic injury. Diverging from Freud’s
Mystic Pad as the metaphor for writing at the foundation of memory and the psyche,
Benjamin describes a photographic flash as the instant of a traumatic rupture.2 According
to Benjamin, all writing—like photography—attempts to grasp historical events because
all moments arrive in emergent and successive flashes. Yet, the proximity of photography
and history in Benjamin’s writing is not merely a figurative turn of phrase:
Rather, the mimetic element in language can, like a flame, manifest itself only
through a kind of bearer. This bearer is the semiotic element. Thus the coherence
of words or sentences is the bearer through which, like a flash, similarity appears.
For its production by man—like its perception by him—is in many cases, and
particularly the most important, limited to flashes. It flits past. It is not improbable
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that the rapidity of writing and reading heightens the fusion of the semiotic and
the mimetic in the sphere of language” (“On the Mimetic Faculty” 335-6).
The necessary speed of reading and writing, which must have seemed all the more urgent
to Benjamin during and between the wars, comes to manifest directly the flashes of
photography. Due to this superimposition—this double exposure—of photographic
flashes and danger found in this mimetic sphere of writing, optics figures in this certain
iteration and disintegration of historical discourse in both photography and literature. Yet,
Benjamin’s figurative economy of flashes and flittings exposes any thought on 9/11 to a
similarly shocking and morbid analogy of falling. The flitting past of those that fell that
day exposes the limits of mimetic element in language. At the moment of exposure to this
falling man, as the shutter falls and witnesses blink in retention of the after image,
photography and falling are harshly aligned in a terrifying moment.
The experiences of these terrifying moments were not new the day the trade
towers were struck. Scoped weapons and muzzle flashes import such traumatic images
through an anachronistic history that links the World Wars to present representations of
the attack on the trade towers. Cadava’s discussion of photography—through Benjamin’s
critique of Ernst Jünger in “Theories of German Fascism” (1930)—describes how fascist
realism mimics the precision of scoped weapons and how the camera and cannon always
hit their mark optically. In the words of Jünger, the popular German military author of
Storm of Steel (1924), “Day in and day out, optical lenses were pointed at the combat
zones alongside the mouths of rifles and cannons. As instruments of a technological
consciousness, they preserved the image of these ravaged landscapes which the world of
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peace has long since reappropriated” (“War and Photography” 24). Similar to how the
camera becomes a cannon and the photograph becomes the captured target, the
photograph curiously collapses the literal and figurative manifestations of history.
Photography, as a tool of destruction and preservation, records the image of the falling
man at the very instant of danger Benjamin describes. In what he calls “the time of the
now [Jetztzeit]”—the shuddering moment of the photographic shutter—the falling man is
thus “blasted out of the continuum of history” (“Theses” 261; “Über” 258).3 It might be
said that the falling man photograph functions as a reminder that America is also caught
in the optical sights of history. Frozen and falling—eternally caught in a Gorgon-like
terror—the figure languishes and is unable to be saved though saved forever. This image
is a reminder of the moments of absolute danger history attempts to capture and grasp. By
accounting for the necessary caesuras both before and after this moment, Richard Drew’s
image remains a reminder of history’s inevitable failures.
Falling from the Sky
And yet, the events of September the 11th, 2001 have long been declared “the
most documented event in human history” (Boxer). In the midst of the absolute glut of
imagery produced that day, the falling man image was deemed taboo, unacceptable, and
repellent. In an unprecedented case of media self-censorship, photographs of dead bodies
were metonymically displaced by soot and ash covered survivors—stumbling about in a
terrified stupor—to mask any reminder of the horror of falling to one’s death. Such
censorship functions within this lacuna of history as a traumatic loss of experience.
However, the falling man also suffers a double erasure through this media self-censorship
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that is then coupled with his lack of identity. So, while the falling man becomes a figure
of collective trauma for DeLillo and Foer, he is also terribly absent through his very
anonymity. This absence or lack of historical memory necessitates an integration of
photography into thoughts on trauma. Falling has long been a theoretical frame within the
realm of trauma theory. 4 The theorization of trauma that I find myself compelled to
repeat, which was initiated by Cathy Caruth’s Unclaimed Experience (1996), maintains
that narrative and memory are fractured by a traumatic shock to the perceptual system of
consciousness and produce a neurotic compulsion to unsuccessfully return to an
inaccessible event. The desire to speak or testify about those inaccessible traumatic
memories is bound to the Freudian conceit of the talking cure. While Shoshana Felman
and Dori Laub have discussed the mediation of such trauma in the context of Holocaust
survivor narratives, the highly photographic nature of the events of 9/11 necessitates an
interesting modification of the trauma theory schema through a compulsive return to its
photographic basis with Benjamin.
For here, in the short history of the image of the falling man, the scene depicted in
the photograph was not witnessed at the time. This photograph was captured through a
type of unnatural vision. Or, in Benjamin’s words, these images are seen by way of an
“unconscious optics [Optisch-Unbewußten]” (“The Work of Art” 236; “Das Kunstwerk”
162).5 Due to the motion blur of the towers, the artificial proximity attributed to the
200mm zoom lens, and the closure of the shutter that obfuscates the image at the very
moment of exposure, Drew did not see the moment as it flit past. What does this
photograph reference, if this witnessing is artificial and not experienced directly? In the
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words of Caruth, “the impact of reference is felt in falling: in the resistance of the
example of falling to a phenomenal or perceptual analogy that would turn it into the mere
figure of an abstract principle” (82). While some critics have noted Caruth’s avoidance of
bodily experience—most notably Kathryn Robson’s Writing Wounds (2004), which
suggests that the falling body is merely a metaphor for the “disruption of reference” (92
n.12)—narrative reference of trauma is necessarily mechanical because of its
metaphoricity. Recalling Freud’s first assertion of the mechanical violence of psychic
trauma, traumatic experience is always produced from the machine. After all, Freud’s
metaphor of the Mystic Pad situates the mechanics of metaphor at the basis of trauma.
The very figurative expression of psychic traumas enacts the mechanistic breakthrough of
language itself at the moment of the traumatic experience. As Caruth so aptly observes,
“precisely when the text appears most human, it is most mechanical” (Caruth 82). Within
Caruth’s larger discussion of Kleist and Paul de Man, the gesture of the shadow puppet
becomes a perfect abstraction of artistic thought, which is freed from gravity and
restriction. The figure falls free of referential restraints and enters the realm of
abstractions, anachronism, and horrible absences. Abstracting trauma requires, then, a
certain falling into theory. The falling figure literally and figuratively falls into
abstraction, theory, and the trauma of a disrupted reference. Thereby enacting a function
of a conscious perceptual system, theorization of trauma tends to render abstract and
figural that which was once too shocking. Indeed, photography has also been central to
this figural rendering of unimaginable violence. Just a year after Caruth’s Unclaimed
Experience, Eleanor Kaufman opens her essay “Falling from the Sky” by saying, “It is
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not surprising to find a link between trauma and falling in an entire strain of postwar
literature [… in which] a new more aerial form of spatial perception came into
prominence, one in which something or someone might reasonably be expected to fall out
of the sky” (44). A surprising link between Jünger and Kaufman can also be reasonably
imagined through the visualization and mechanical destruction of WWII. Perhaps then
the falling man image—or perhaps more broadly, the falling figure—represents a
continuation or grotesque extension of Kaufman’s postwar expectations.
Suicide and the American Dream
Yet, this aesthetic link to the World Wars only re-enforces the extremity of the
events of 9/11. Even as anniversaries of the attacks approach and pass, literature will
stand as a lasting testament to how America and the world continue to understand those
events. As horrific moments are grappled within literature, another question arises
regarding time. When is too soon? Or, perhaps more completely, when is it appropriate to
transform these dangerous moments into works of literature or points of theoretical
discussion? As The New York Times literary critic Michiko Kakutani suggests in 2007, in
regard to DeLillo’s novel,
not enough time has passed for any novelist to put the events of that day and its
shuddering consequences into historical perspective; perhaps not even enough
time has passed for any novelist to grapple convincingly with those actual events,
without being eclipsed by the documentary testimony (from newspaper articles,
television footage and still photographs) still freshly seared in readers’ minds.
(Kakutani)
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If history is always in a state of emergency, is there ever a moment that is too soon?
Under what circumstances could an author, critic, or journalist justify not grasping these
dangerous moments? In Kakutani’s initial reaction to DeLillo’s novel, he refuses to allow
a novel to modify his memory of September 11th. Instead, the overwhelming presence of
journalistic writings and images nullifies the importance of imaginative texts. At the limit
between the image and an imagination—between the image and the experience of the
image—is a desire to disavow that which is terrible. Due to the burden of this so-called
“documentary testimony” that forces, these authors must write about images, incorporate
the visual into the textual, and grapple with terrible flashes of events.
Despite the inevitable failures that arise, an attempt at grasping these moments
remains the only means of coping with the ongoing emergence of history in the form of
further literature and further criticism of that literature. For example, in the executive
summary of the 9/11 Commission Report conducted by the U.S. government in 2004, the
authors cite that “[t]he most important failure was one of imagination” (Kean, Thomas
H., et al., Executive Summary). A failure to imagine the supposedly unthinkable, the
report explains, was endemic to the U.S. government and allowed for critical oversights
to take place. A key element of this failure of imagination is that intelligence officials
“did not perform analysis from the enemy’s perspective (“red team” analysis), even
though suicide terrorism had become a principal tactic of Middle Eastern
terrorists” (Kean, Thomas H., et al., 9/11 Commission 347). As authors attempt to put
those events into words, DeLillo and Foer are, whether intentionally or otherwise,
engaging with this failure of American imagination.
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DeLillo’s Falling Man quite explicitly attempts to create this so-called “red team
analysis” by representing the character of a young terrorist involved with the highjacking
of American Airlines flight 11 that struck the North tower. Yet, with only 18 of a possible
246 pages dedicated to this character, DeLillo’s novel instead pays much more attention
to the imagination of a child as a means of emphasizing the sense of disbelief and
incomprehension. Hammad is manifested as merely a confused boy with repressed sexual
desires and a dislike for long facial hair. DeLillo offers his internal dialogue as evidence
of his confusion, but the rationale depicted is so absurd that Hammad struggles to believe
it: “These people jogging in the park, world domination. These old men who sit in beach
chairs, veined white bodies and baseball caps, they control our world. He wonders if they
think of this, ever. He wonders if they see him standing here, cleanshaven, in tennis
sneakers” (173). In a recent essay, Lisa F. Kaufmann insists, “Hammad is particularly
memorable because he secretly harbors doubts about jihad” (355). However, Kaufmann
neglects the certain violence that DeLillo’s critique levels against the 9/11 attackers. As a
type of biographical fantasy, DeLillo questions the attacker’s beliefs as a means of
attacking the memory and character of these men, which was the very purpose of their
suicide. Marked by a contrasting conjunction, Hammad repeatedly and half-heartedly
asks, “But does a man have to kill himself in order to accomplish something in the
world?” (Falling 74). Though his beliefs are horribly misguided, such a hyperbolic
representation of Hammad’s flawed logic elides any political or personal suffering that
could drive him to commit suicide and replaces it with a desire for the American dream.
Fallen Back in Time
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The remainder of the novel concerns itself with the struggles of a family after 9/11.
Justin, the young son of the divorced couple Keith and Lianne who reunite during the
course of Falling Man, is often sadly confused about the attacks and makes innocent
malapropisms. In the form of a sympathetic appeal, it appears that DeLillo’s characters
also enact a failure of imagination. While Justin fails to understand the complex events in
the news, his parents are equally incapable of imagining his state of mind. For example,
Justin watches the skies with his friends for Bill Lawton, an echolalia of the name Bin
Laden. In another scene, Justin is confused by the repetition of the towers falling, again
and again, on the news. “We know they’re coming,” explains Justin, “because [Bill
Lawton] says they are. But that’s all I’m allowed to say. He says this time the towers will
fall” (102). With no sense of the television’s capacity for reproducing the event outside of
chronological order, his mother is forced to explain that the towers had already fallen:
“They talked to him. They tried to make gentle sense” (102). In the end, the parents are
left dumbstruck and unable to imagine the experiences of their child. Justin confuses the
return of his father to the family home, the repeated returning of Bill Lawton on the
television, and the destruction of the towers: “When [Keith] appeared at the door it was
not possible, a man come out of an ash storm, all blood and slag, reeking of burnt matter,
with pinpoint glints of slivered glass in his face” (87). As a result of the proximity of
these events, Lianne is forced to assume that Justin is combining the news story with the
return of his father. By imaging these relationships as mere analogy, Lianne fails to
imagine the fear and uncertainty within her son toward such unexpected arrivals and too
easily conflates the structures of the family with global events.
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The capacity for world history to enter the private realm is perhaps the most
consistent aspect of writing about the events of September 11th. DeLillo began thinking
about writing Falling Man while working on an essay for Harper’s entitled, “In the Ruins
of the Future: Reflections on terror and loss in the shadow of September.” As DeLillo
describes how he made his way to witness the devastation of ground zero with the help of
a friend, he forms a polarizing and reactionary distinction between “our” values and
“their” violence. Most surprising is the claim that “[t]he terrorists of September 11 want
to bring back the past” (“In the Ruins” 34).6 Whether viewed through the lens of a
nostalgic or a traumatic recurrence of history, the past is irreparably lost to us all. If an
attacker desires a traditional life that is thought to have existed in the past, such a life will
be radically different in the present. Shocked by the destruction before him, DeLillo is
able to make several divisive claims about the destruction of the towers:
The World Trade towers were not only an emblem of advanced technology but a
justification, in a sense, for technology's irresistible will to realize in solid form
whatever becomes theoretically allowable. […] Now a small group of men have
literally altered our skyline. We have fallen back in time and space. […] Maybe
this is a grim subtext of their enterprise. They see something innately destructive
in the nature of technology. It brings death to their customs and beliefs. Use it as
what it is, a thing that kills. (38)
Along the lines of the symbolic significance of the towers and their literal disappearance,
he then leaves his readers with the imperative command, “Now think of people in
countless thousands massing in anger and vowing revenge. Enlarged photos of martyrs
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and holy men dangle from balconies, and the largest images are those of a terrorist leader.
Two forces in the world, past and future” (40). DeLillo maintains that technology is
somehow an affront to an imaginary pan-Arab theocratic violent ideology that seeks to
use these Modern god-killing technologies as weapons. Foremost in his mind is the
prominence of photographic technology that propagates the beliefs of these amorphous
and nondescript terrorists. Surely, DeLillo offers a terrifying image, but it is cast in a
simplistic binary logic. He works to cope with the event by returning to a symbolic
economy of hope and fear, technological progress and mindless ideologues. Despite
DeLillo’s final rhetorical turn to the American melting-pot of New York that “will
accommodate every language, ritual, belief, and opinion” (40), the overwhelming image
is of foreign, historically backward, and rage filled terrorists planning the fall of the
modern world. As an author, it seems fitting, DeLillo’s own shock comes in the form of a
disruption of symbols.
Seemingly born of this oppositional understanding of the events, DeLillo’s overall
gesture in the novel is to enact a series of metonymical displacements. Like the image of
the “shirt” falling from the sky that begins and ends the novel, images of falling bodies
are repeatedly replaced by a symbolic double (Falling 4, 246). The performance artist
called the Falling Man replaces the immediacy of Drew’s image. The Falling Man is a
fictional character that becomes a catch-all commentary for the belief that “America is
going to become irrelevant” (191). Coupled with Lianne’s belief that the “only thing that
mattered was tradition” and her dislike of “Islamic” music, she maintains that at “[t]imes
like these, the family is necessary” (67-8, 214). In fact, the failed re-establishment of the
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nuclear family—with which the plot mostly concerns itself—represents an attempt to
replace the terror and fear after the attack with the perceived safety and stability of a
pre-9/11 American identity. In keeping with this overall gesture of resisting change, the
photograph is not discussed until the final pages. By taking advantage of the symbolic
possibilities inherent in an anonymous falling figure, the horror of the image is thus
contained and metonymically renamed as a fictional performance artist, David Janiak.
This easy reiteration of the falling man suspends Lianne and Keith’s confrontation with
the horror of the image until it can be understood.
While DeLillo does not make explicit reference to Drew’s photograph, he does
describe the pose of the performer as sheer “stillness, arms at his sides, one leg bent at the
knee. There was something awful about the stylized pose, body and limbs, his signature
stroke” (168). But, after the artist’s funeral is announced in the newspaper, Lianne seeks
the actual photograph on the Internet:
It hit her hard when she first saw it, the day after, in the newspaper. The man
headlong, the towers behind him. […] The enormous soaring lines, the vertical
column stripes. […] the effect of the columns behind him, the composition, she
thought, darker stripes for the nearer tower, the north, lighter for the other, and the
mass, the immensity of it, […] Headlong, free fall, she thought, and this picture
burned a hole in her mind and heart, dear God, he was a falling angel and his
beauty was horrific. (221-2)
While this passage remains unreferenced and unattributed, a description of Drew’s
photograph remains at the climax of DeLillo’s novel. Lianne understands immediately the
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abstraction of such a traumatic moment and the absolute Newtonian simplicity of the
effects of falling. She sees that “[i]t is the ideal falling motion of a body” (222). In this
moment of recognition and of seeing the relationship between the performance and the
photograph, “She was the photograph, the photosensitive surface. That nameless body
coming down, this was hers to record and absorb” (223). The literal and figurative
exposure to this traumatic moment in the photograph transforms her body. The
belatedness of Lianne’s trauma is mediated through both the performance artist and the
photograph. In other words, this moment of historical understanding—of understanding
the photograph in context—is DeLillo’s attempt to offer an experience of the falling man
that was unavailable to those who witnessed it on the day. The novel, then, acts as a
contextualizing, consoling introduction to this traumatic image.
All the Visual Stimuli
If DeLillo’s novel enacts the failure of imagination and a belated historicizing of
the image, Foer’s novel allows his protagonist’s imagination metaphorically to withdraw
from historical accuracy in the process of mourning. In an interview he conducted with
Jeffery Eugenides, Foer admits that he has “felt that the visual arts influence [his] writing
more than literature does” (“Jeffery” 8). Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close is certainly
cut through with images and visual tricks. Foer challenges his reader to follow the
imagination of his precocious eight-year-old protagonist, Oskar, whose father has
recently died in the World Trade towers. From seeming non-sequitur images of astronauts
and cavemen (Extremely 66-7) to the images of a falling figure juxtaposed with writing
the word “purple” in green ink (62-3), Foer offers no captions or commentary, but rather
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he encourages his readers to follow the figurative linkages within Oskar’s own
imagination. Writing “purple” in green ink is logically discordant and unexpected.
Similarly, falling figures—bodies outside of buildings—are equally aesthetically and
logically discordant. In this way, Foer’s audience must follow such a gesture
imaginatively. These pages appeal to an affective mode that does not immediately appeal
to a rationalized recording of the past in words.
Although Foer does not use Drew’s photograph, the copyright page explains that
the falling figure is a “photo illustration based on a photograph by Lyle Owerko.”
Owerko was made famous by supplying the controversial cover image for the September
14th, 2001 special issue of Time Magazine that caught the moment the south tower was
struck by United Airlines flight 175. In Foer’s novel, the image on page 205 and the final
fifteen pages, which comprise a flipbook that shows a body floating upwards, is a
modified version of Owerko’s photograph from pages 34 and 35 of his collection And No
Birds Sang (2002). While the exact origin of the “illustration” remains uncertain, the
image of the falling figure functions as a symbolic correlate across all the images of the
estimated 200 people that jumped that day. “Humanity has no vocabulary for what was
happening that morning,” says Owerko in the essay accompanying his photographs.
“Only a handful of extremely determined people knew the script that day. The rest of the
world experienced the shocking events together moment by moment from each of our
own vantage points” (94-95). By what appears to be a collaboration between Owerko and
Foer, the falling figure is a product of imaginative and photographic history. In an
interview with Dave Weich, Foer asks,
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How could somebody living in our world not respond to all the visual stimuli?
[…] September 11th, in particular, was so fundamentally visual. Can anyone even
think about it without seeing the planes going into the buildings or the body
falling? I read somewhere that it was the most visually documented event in
human history; nothing's ever been seen by more people than what happened that
day. In that sense, I think it was the first truly global event. (Weich)
Due to the intercutting of images within Foer’s novel—some of which arrive
uncomprehendingly and others poignant extensions of the narrative—Extremely Loud
becomes a performance of visual bombardment. Foer’s understanding of a global
interconnectedness, which Matthew Mullins examines more closely in his essay, is
manifested in the historical links he draws between the destruction wrought on Dresden
and Hiroshima during the Second World War and the attacks on New York.7 In response
to this attack, Foer is compelled to write a novel about reaching out to strangers and
historical connectedness.
Indeed, the family represented in Foer’s novel is profoundly connected through
such aesthetic and imaginative relations. Oskar discovers his father’s name, Thomas
Schell, written on a test pad in an art store. Foer offers an image of this test pad in his
book to let his reader share in the sense of discovery (48-49). He would later discover
that his long lost grandfather, by the same name, was responsible for the signature.
Through this image, Oskar finds a means of linking his grandfather, his grandparents’
personal history during WWII in Dresden, and his father’s death on September 11th. With
no possibility of the family being reunited, Oskar’s imagination offers the only reprieve
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or hope available. In fact, he invents so many things he worries that he may never stop:
“Sometimes” explains Oskar, “I think it would be weird if there were a skyscraper that
moved up and down while its elevator stayed in place. So if you wanted to go to the
ninety-fifth floor, you’d just press the 95 button and the ninety-fifty floor would come to
you. Also, that could be extremely useful, because if you’re on the ninety-fifth floor, and
a plane hits below you, the building could take you to the ground, and everyone could be
safe” (3). Oskar’s mourning is, not surprisingly, focused through his imagination and
hobbies, which he shared with his father.
The Words of Children
Among these hobbies, Oskar collects images from newspapers, magazines, and
the Internet. In a conversation with his mute grandfather, Oskar explains, “I need to know
how he died. […] So I can stop inventing how he died. I’m always inventing” (256). He
then goes on to say to his unflinching interlocutor, “I found a bunch of videos on the
Internet of bodies falling. They were on a Portuguese site, where there was all sorts of
stuff they weren’t showing here, even though it happened here. […] I printed out the
frames from the Portuguese videos and examined them extremely closely. There’s one
body that could be him. […] It’s just me wanting it to be him. […] I want to stop
inventing” (256-7). But, as Oskar knows, he has been hiding the best evidence of the fate
of his father the entire novel, which is an answering machine recording of his father
“when the building came down” (302). Though unwilling to face this fact for much of the
novel, Oskar ends by imagining his father’s final moments of life backwards. In the final
chapter called “Beautiful and True,” Oskar and Foer mutually disregard any
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preoccupation with historical accuracy, chronology, or photographic realism. The closing
flipbook of the falling man rearranges the images from first to last: “When I flipped
through them, it looked like the man was floating up through the sky. And if I’d had more
pictures, he would’ve flown through a window, back into the building, and the smoke
would’ve poured into the hole that the planes was about to come out of” (325). Oskar’s
acceptance of the possibility inherent in his imagination is captured in his conditional
modal verb form in the final line of the novel; in another world of his imagination, Oskar
maintains, “We would have been safe” (326).
By following the events of the morning backwards, Oskar revisits the last
moments with his father and finds solace in a fiction. Oskar’s means of imagining the
events of “the worst day” (11, 68) have more in common with Thomas Pavel’s “modal
semantics” in Fictional Worlds (1986) than with any conceit for concrete historicism or
realism. Such an understanding of the past accepts a flourishing of imagination with the
harsh reality of his father’s death. From what seems to be a narrative technique learned
from Oskar’s bedtime stories, Oskar and Foer cope with trauma through the play between
necessity and possibility. They situate their narratives between what is historically factual
and what is imaginatively possible. In the words of Pavel, “the criterion of truth and
falsity of a literary text and of its details is based upon the notion of possibility (and not
only logical possibility) with respect to the actual world” (46-7). The final moments of
the book do not represent a really real world. Instead, this impossible moment of
imaginative possibility holds a moment of safety and consolation for Oskar. In other
words, the realization of the unthinkable—like the destruction of the towers or the death
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of a father—sometimes necessitates a similar imaging of the impossible. Oskar’s
imagination rearranges the images into an allegorical relation—“a detailed
correspondence” (Pavel 56)—between the historical image caught in a moment of danger
and a moment of imaginative possibility. Unlike DeLillo’s falling man, which becomes
“the ideal of falling motion of a body” (Falling 222), Foer admits the unthinkable even
within the harsh absolutes of physics. By some imaginative form of Brownian Motion, it
is at least conceivable that his father’s fall could be rewound; or, perhaps a shirt of birds
could lift him to safety; or, maybe a building could lower itself to the ground like an
elevator.
In a strange mixture of science, logic, and imagination, Oskar’s mourning of his
father follows an odd assemblage of references as diverse as his interests. In the words of
Edward Kasner and James Newman in Mathematics and the Imagination (1940), “Words
of wisdom are spoken by children at least as often as by scientists” (29). In this early and
popular introduction to complex discrete mathematics, the authors retell the first coining
of the term googolplex as the result of a conversation with Kasner’s nine-year-old
nephew. Emphasizing the strange relations at work within this novel, this very large finite
number would also later name Oskar’s favourite Internet search company, Google.
Kasner’s nephew and Oskar have a striking similarity in their imaginative means of
problem solving. When asked about the size of a googolplex, Kasner’s nephew responds
by saying that it is a numeral one “followed by writing zeros until you got tired” (23).
Though beset with an impossible problem, the boy relies on his imagination to formulate
an answer. And, in the boy’s world, his answer is—for all intents and purposes—true.
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Similarly, when Oskar tries to imagine all things that have ever lived and died—while
mourning the life and death of one person, his father—he names the largest finite number
he knows, a “googolplex” (319). 8 As Oskar knows, life is finite and so are the limits of
his sorrow. By continually referring to the googolplex, Foer is making a rather subtle
allusion to this work as a means of describing how an impossible problem like 9/11 might
be solved by Oskar. To simply claim that Oskar is traumatized avoids the sophistication
that Foer imbues within his young protagonist to theoretically and imaginatively cope
with the death of his father.9
Even as Extremely Loud and Falling Man brood upon the family from vastly
different narrative perspectives, Foer and DeLillo’s conceptions of the family uneasily
echo each other. While I am less interested in reading DeLillo and Foer’s novels as a
potential social commentary on a post-9/11 family structure, it is remarkable that the
relationship between mother and son underlies so much of the psychic life and narrative
of both Oskar and Justin. The common conceit of falling and family draws these novels
together, but such similarity enacts a certain mise en abyme of collision or coming
together of post-9/11 literature. In the recent essay “September 11 and Postmodern
Memory,” David Wyatt coins a phrase to describe the prominence of “likeness scenes” in
post-9/11 literature (140). Wyatt identifies a general formal conceit, “in which strangers
or antagonists are aligned in an unlooking-for congruence” (140), that may indeed
describe a new tendency to narrate unexpected events after 9/11. These likeness scenes
certainly describe DeLillo’s liaison between Keith and Florence’s exchange of the
briefcase and Oskar and William Black’s confusion over the deposit box key. As a means
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of opening historical relations between texts as broad as Steven Spielberg’s film Munich,
Bruce Springsteen’s song “Empty Sky” and a whole host of post-9/11 literature, Wyatt
enacts these scenes of unanticipated “likeness” through a stream-of-consciousness
assessment of popular culture. While I do not accept that these collisions or congruences
are new to literature, I will continue to argue that DeLillo and Foer offer radically
different means of coping with this anticipation of what is to-come. Even as the
conclusion of Foer’s novel finds Oskar and William Black mourning their fathers through
the single key, Oskar’s mother lovingly oversees the boy’s adventures from the outset.
Just as swiftly as Oskar’s father dies, in a moment of static on the answering machine, so
too does the sudden “perfect sense” of his mother’s protection: “My search was a play
that Mom had written, and she knew the ending when I was at the beginning” (292).
Without so much as a word of dialogue, Oskar is silently cared for by a mother that is
unboundedly compassionate and understanding.
By contrast, Lianne and Justin are unable to communicate and offer similar care
or comfort. In Falling Man, collisions bring confusion and breakdowns. In DeLillo’s
representation of the impact of one of the planes, Hammad’s point of view crashes into
Keith’s experience of the collision in nothing more than “a shift in the basic arrangement
of parts and elements” (240). The narrative passes between Hammad and Keith with no
delineation. Different points of view are obliterated along with the planes, the people, and
the buildings. A failure of imagination perpetrated by the intelligence community or by
the literary community must not assume an absolute lack of imagination. “As things
stand,” explains Pavel, “a population deprived of imagination is but one person’s fantasy
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in a population endowed with imagination” (55). Pavel’s faith in the creativity of people
speaks to some basic ontology of story telling. A game of make-believe offers a brief
contemplative respite—a languid moment of reflection—and an important counterpart to
the harsh history of religious intolerance and war following the attacks. Dates and times,
fractions of a second frozen in a frame of photography, and the unrelenting reality of dead
loved ones can be eased by telling such a story. Foer’s novel appears as a careful
meditation on the failure of memory in the 9/11 Commission Report. Oskar’s quietly
naïve exploration of post-9/11 New York is guided by his imagination and his watchful
mother. The complex relations between photography, history, and the novel—inherited by
the Second World War conflation of images, falling, and warfare—signal a modal
engagement with historic events and imaginative possibilities. History in a state of
emergency would be necessarily characterized by the reallocation of imaginative
resources towards figuratively connecting histories, cultures, and traditions, while
attempting to grasp the flashes of the past as they flit by.
The great loss of life, property, and sense of safety in the events of September
11th surely constitutes a catastrophe, in the full sense of the word. The catastrophe, it
must be said, also represents the denouement of Greek tragic drama. Drawn
etymologically from the Greek katastrophe—which means overturning or literally katadown, strophe-turning—this tragic dramatic turn is always also a fall. In some ways, the
nation too seemed to fall with the towers, precipitating a cascade of contradictory
statements regarding the place of America in the world, from postmortems on the
American century to paeans on the resilience of the nation. The image of the falling man,
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at once emptied of content and filled with stories of individual and national tragedy, has
come to stand for a larger sense of national collapse and down turn. This chapter also
represents as a certain denouement for my argument as a whole. This terrifying event
both instigates this discourse on tragedy in the first decade of the twenty-first century and
freezes the political discourse due to an ongoing state of emergency. In the years
following 9/11, this fear for the future has been manifested in a vague nationalistic desire
for prosperity, but this desire must be matched by the individualistic drive and ability to
live well. Yet, traditional governmental attempts to spur the economy and produce wealth
usually come at the cost of the environment: shale gas extraction, off shore drilling, and
increased resource development are only the most obvious examples of this. This desire
for increased consumption carries a suppressed anxiety over future resources and an
eventual environmental collapse. The tension between consumption and survival in these
“ruins of the future” is precisely the thought experiment of Cormac McCarthy’s The
Road, which is the text to which I turn next.
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Chapter 5 Notes
1

It must be said that Benjamin’s engagement with the “state of emergency” began much
earlier with his first major work The Origin of German Tragic Drama, which he wrote
and revised with the failed intention of attaining his habilitation in Germany. In
Benjamin’s German trauerspiel, the state of emergency has its origins in the CounterReformation and is declared by the sovereign power as a means of maintaining historical
order and complete social stability: “Whereas the modern concept of sovereignty
amounts to a supreme executive power on the part of the prince, the baroque concept
emerges from a discussion of the state of emergency [Diskussion des
Ausnahmezustandes], and makes it the most important function of the prince to avert [the
collapse of the theocratic doctrine of the state]” (Origins 65; Ursprung 55). In short, the
state of emergency is a construct designed to maintain the status quo for those protecting
positions of power and a specific belief system. As a result, Benjamin will later demand
in the “Philosophy of History” essay that such a state is “not the exception but the
rule” (275). Therefore, in the struggle against Fascism, “a real state of emergency” must
be attained through a new “conception of history” (257).
2

Yet, I would not like to suggest that Freud was somehow immune to the influence of
photography. We need only turn to Sarah Kofman’s Camera Obscura of Ideology (1973),
and her discussion of Freud’s Project to understand how fully the unconscious is
informed by photographic metaphors. In the anglophone world, the role photography
played in society within Freud’s work has only recently begun to be examined more
closely. For example, Mary Bergstein’s Mirrors of Memory (2010) casts an excellent
portrait of the turn of the century perception of photography and how these cultural
attitudes influenced Freud’s thought on memory and desire.
3

See David Farrell Krell's essay "Shudder Speed: The Photograph as Ecstasy and
Tragedy," which details a philosophical lineage from Aristotle, Augustine, and Heidegger
to describe the sense of "sudden- ness" inherited from Greek tragedy. While Krell makes
no reference to Benjamin or psychoanalysis, when read together with his subsequent
work The Tragic Absolute, Krell's essay lends broader significance to the domain of
trauma theory by contextualizing it within a whole Western tradition from Nietzsche and
Hölderlin to Lacan and Derrida that continues to take on ancient tragic drama.
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4 All

too often trauma theory comes to stand in place of such unbounded experiences and
forecloses meaning. So, while it would be inappropriate to gloss some portion of the vast
outpouring of writing on 9/11, I will describe some of the works that sought to describe
the aesthetic conundrum of falling bodies. While many of essays in the collection Trauma
at Home: After 9/11 (2003) attempt to cope with the attacks more broadly, Claire
Kahane’s essay is a rhythmic eulogy to the images of 9/11 and the “uncanny sights” of
those that jumped. Together with Marianne Hirsch’s essay “I Took Pictures,” a peculiar
sense of the psychology and morality that exists around photography and 9/11 became a
prominent theme of post-9/11 criticism. An excellent reading of 9/11 through visual and
artistic culture can also be found in Karen Engle’s 2009 publication Seeing Ghosts: 9/11
and the Visual Imagination. In addition to a reading of Drew’s photograph, Engle opens
her book with a discussion of the controversial Tumbling Woman sculpture by Eric Fischl.
In what remains perhaps the most harrowing ten pages of text ever published on those
that jumped, Richard Bernstein’s Out of the Blue (2002) describes the speed and number
of those that died. The speed with which these bodies fell “is a gruesome detail,” for
Bernstein, “but it is details like that that make up a tragedy; it is their accumulation in the
experience of thousands of victims that adds up to the human cost of September 11” (2).
Cut through all of these writings on those that fell is this profound sense of tragedy. Or,
perhaps more accurately, a tragic sense that falling horrifically exposes the inevitable
finitude of life. Caught within a moment of this fall, photography offers a strange
opportunity to capture this pitiable and terrible moment in time.
5 Allen

Meek’s Trauma and Media (2010) includes a chapter dedicated to Benjamin’s
“unconscious optics” in which he argues that “photography, as a new optical technology,
offered perspectives Freud could not fully assimilate into psychoanalytic theory” (47).
Born of an “understanding of historical trauma that is critical of Eurocentric assumptions
about identity” (28), Meek appeals to a ground of a historical, factual ideal in an attempt
to extend his study of psychological trauma to a larger political praxis. Therefore, his
theory of “historical trauma” differentiates an individual’s traumatic memory from a
broader cultural model, which “presumes that no event or image is traumatic by nature,
but only becomes traumatic for a specific individual or group” (14). By disassociating the
psychological metaphors at work within Benjamin and Freud’s thinking of trauma, these
historical narratives do not describe individual experience, which is the very domain of
psychoanalysis, but rather a general cultural character or a collective realist appeal to the
past. The integration of Freud into a new materialist and aestheticist conception of
photography and history is the very means by which Benjamin envisions a modern
concept of history as emergency. By avoiding this rhetorical and figurative basis of
photography in Benjamin and Freud’s theories of traumatic history, Meek too readily
rejects the aesthetic basis of psychoanalysis in favour of a less mediated political history.
For my reading of 9/11, it is by virtue of its mediated and aesthetic representation in
photography that the events stands as the traumatic performance of the deep relation of
psychoanalysis and photography.
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6

In relation to DeLillo’s article in Harper’s, Kauffmann misreads Benjamin’s vision of
history. The angel of history, named after Benjamin’s beloved Paul Klee painting Angelus
Novus (1920), exists in the present, while blind to the future towards which he is blown.
With his back turned, he “sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling wreckage upon
wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet” (“Theses” 257; “Über” 254). The fantasy of
American imperial decline, to which DeLillo and Kauffmann are seduced, is created to
mask continued progress and justification for the social elite’s claim to power. The
repeated reference to America as an empire under attack is evidence that a claim of
decline simultaneously asserts progress and power. The vision of a redeemed mankind,
which DeLillo seems to place in the hands of technology, is a mere belief in a certain
messianic eschatology of the Western historical narrative. Benjamin’s understanding of
history happens in the time of the now, which is always incongruent with an end of
history. We only have access to these incomplete fragments of the present and the ruins of
the past that technology affords us. There is no salvation in technology in the work of
Benjamin. At best, photography represents a flash of the past appearing in a moment of
danger.
7

In an otherwise good essay, Mullins confuses the blank space depicted in the heart of
New York City as ground zero (Mullins 312). The photograph by David Ball, called Arial
View of Central Park, is used by Foer to represent the absence of Central Park (Extremely
60-61). This blank space left in the heart of the city is best understood as a reflection of
the story of the Sixth Borough that Oskar’s father tells him before bed.
8

Incidentally, a googol is a one followed by 100 zeros. A googolplex is a one followed
by a googol of zeros. It can be represented numerically like this:
.
9

The allusion to Kasner’s nephew is a particularly important counterpoint for
understanding Oskar within literary history. Laura Frost’s essay “Still Life” operates on
the assumption that the allusion to Oskar’s namesake in Günter Grass’s The Tin Drum
dictates the broader contours of the character and forecloses Foer’s critique of
traumatized characters (Frost 185). Frost assume that the final pages of Extremely Loud
gestures towards an unwillingness to accept or formulate conclusions about the horrors of
9/11. Like the willingly stunted Oskar of The Tin Drum, Frost argues that Oskar’s
mourning is as static as the photos to which he fixates. The turn to photography, says
Frost, is a turn to an unproductive traumatized fixation on the past. “If literary treatments
of 9/11 insist that the story of the falling people can only be expanded through a narrative
act,” says Frost, “they also—like Oskar—refuse to perform that imaginative work. The
result is a dynamic disavowal” (196). Oskar’s disavowal, it should be said, lasts only
until his meeting with William Black when Oskar admits that he “couldn’t pick up the
phone” (Extremely 301). By trusting a confession to a stranger, Oskar moves beyond the
uncertainty and fear of a world in which your neighbours may be your enemy.
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Prophet of Terror: Cormac McCarthy’s The Road
and the American Messianic Consciousness
Cormac McCarthy’s The Road (2006) tells the story of a young boy born after an
apocalyptic event and his father who is haunted by memories of a past that no longer
exists. Struggling amidst the wastes of a lost civilization, this nameless father on the edge
of madness cares for his son who represents the last reason to survive. The Road imagines
a long languishing future after the end. This world does not end in a great war, divine
revelation, or natural cataclysm; this world is not merely the product of a nuclear
holocaust, a world pandemic, a mass global volcanic eruption, or a global firestorm
resulting from a meteorite impact, which are theories under the purview of science and
science-fiction alike. The world McCarthy describes is terribly and radically devoid of
life. The remnants of humanity survive by scavenging the remaining foodstuffs of a once
abundant world. Here, grass and weeds merely dissolve into dust if trodden upon and all
the “trees in the world are going to fall sooner or later” (35). The very fecundity of life
that allows for regeneration, growth, and propagation has left the world. If there is a
divine cause for this loss of life, McCarthy’s protagonists are unaware it. Neither damned
nor spared in their endless grey wanderings, the father and son enact a profound act of
survival or an act of simply living on. In a world where the future is so bleak, McCarthy
imbues these lives with a distinct sense of the messianic. In this unimaginable future,
McCarthy’s characters are haunted by finding their next meal, shivering through their
next cold night, and fearful of the next bend in the road. And yet, their desire to live on is
the result of a desire to await what is to come.
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In a story that tells of some future cataclysm without foretelling of the exact
workings of that event, the father and son’s attempts to imagine the future is a key
narrative modality. 1 The father and son believe their survival to be bound between a kind
of tragic fate and a theologically charged predestination. The survival of the father and
son despite the failure of life to regenerate opens an odd eschatology within the novel.
The novel begins after the end and languishes on in uncertainty. However, this
theological structure of the end times is already mixed with a more classical remnant
because the novel’s demand for a beginning, middle, and end is a classically tragic
structure. McCarthy’s resistance to this classically tragic structure is a continuation of
what Vereen Bell called, in her still remarkable The Achievement of Cormac McCarthy
(1988), the uneasy “Aristotelian temperaments” of his fiction (xii). If classical tragedy is
to serve a social function and guide the moral sensibilities of those that live within the
state, a recognition of past errors must be made. No such history exists for the father and
son. McCarthy finds fertile imaginative ground precisely outside the limitations of a
traditional tragic narrative and dares to tell a story at the absolute end of life. The end of
life on the planet is no longer a fanciful thought or scientific proposition masked within
the possibilities of geologic time. “The end,” says Aristotle, “follows something else by
definition, either always or in most cases, but nothing else comes after it” (Poetics
1450b). The end of human tragedy, McCarthy obliquely admits, occurs only after the
death of the last of humanity and after the end of the novel. The Road is cast in the past
participle and retrospectively retells the narrative from a point of view that the novel
never reaches. Through the very impossibility of the narrative, The Road is a story that
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performs tragic optimism through its very telling. The end of the world and the end of the
novel are all rhetorically aligned as the narrative trudges to its conclusion.
In the midst of so much death, the value of life becomes the central concern for
McCarthy. There are many assumptions about the causes and events that led to the setting
of The Road. William Kennedy, for example, goes so far as to hint towards the political
and religious causes for an unmentioned war by evoking something he imagines as “our
long-prophesied holy war with its attendant nukes” (Kennedy). The many attempts by
literary journalists and critics alike to account for this desolate landscape speaks more to
the anxieties and fears of contemporary society than to textual evidence derived from the
novel.2 These early reviews all make a vain attempt to find meaning in the impossible,
which became even more absurd when Oprah Winfrey’s powerful book club adopted this
novel under the auspices of the novel’s optimistic ending. Ironically, Robert Woodward
goes so far as to say, in 2005, that it is “it is impossible to imagine him chatting with
Oprah” (Vanity), yet he gave just this interview with Oprah in 2008. During this strange
public appearance of the somewhat reclusive author, McCarthy simplistically says, “you
can draw conclusions about all sorts of things about the book, depending on your
tastes” (Oprah). Yet, within this rather moot point on literary interpretation, McCarthy is
appealing to a central performative mode within his book. The lack of cause, the lack of
specificity, and the lack of mythical and cultural symbols opens the novel to the
imaginative wanderings of those who read it. The search for meaning out of
meaninglessness is not, however, without specific historical context. In fact, McCarthy
suggests that the cause for this fear of meaninglessness—a desire perhaps for some
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divinely ordained meaning to the ramblings of humanity—is a result of the level of fear
in a post-9/11 world: “Maybe since 9/11,” says McCarthy, “people’s emotions are more
concerned with apocalyptic issues. We’re not used to it” (Oprah). While McCarthy is
characteristically short on his description of what exactly we are not used to, he does
present a novel that wrestles with a primordial fear of death and an unimaginably massive
loss of life. If the novel functions as an expression of a post-9/11 fear within American
culture and the possibilities inherent to an unknown future, I will argue that McCarthy’s
novel exhausts the prevalent motif of what Reinhold Niebuhr calls the American
messianic consciousness.3 After all, all tragedies are foretold by a prophet, and America’s
tragedies are no different. Even as the father pleads to himself, or perhaps to God, “Please
dont tell me how the story ends” (75), the coming of the end of the novel is an
inevitability and terribly unknown to those that read it. Reaching the end is, in other
words, the subject of the novel that is also terribly enacted in its reading.
No Sign of Life
In many scenes of the novel, the father is constantly “glassing” the road ahead
with a telescope and hoping to see potential threats in advance. He repeatedly says, with a
mixture of horror and relief, that there is “No sign of life” (12, 21).4 Beyond the simple
need for food, the lack of life represents a greater problem for the language of the novel.
His memories of the old world no longer hold any meaning. Surrounded by the empty
husks of the past, the father finds that there are many traces that trigger memories of a
society he once knew. Like a grim reenactment of discovering the New World, the father
is an adventurer in a foreign land with the habits of the old. He would later describe
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himself as “[a] being from a planet that no longer existed. The tales of which were
suspect” (153-4). His habits and culture are pure nostalgia and represent only the
languishing of his soon dead memories. Like a dystopic Rip Van Winkle, the father is
haunted by his past in a particularly painful way. As if to fill the emptiness of the
wilderness—perhaps like the European colonialists before him—the father compulsively
tells his son the “[o]ld stories of courage and justice as he remembered them” (41). While
McCarthy gives no hint regarding the content of these stories, telling old stories in a new
land is a classically American problem . However, these new colonists are not heroically
battling against a recalcitrant nature, but they instead act as mere consumers dredging and
scavenging the past. By viewing a supposedly empty landscape, the father feels the need
to reformulate a mythology to lend meaning to this wasteland.
The tragedy of The Road is in the failure of the world to fulfill signification,
despite the many attempts to predetermine the future. All tragedy rests upon the failure of
communication or language; messengers of classical tragedy all too often bear bad news
and spur tragic action through misinterpretation. So, in a strange way, this is a novel that
shows how language, stories, history, and links to the past fail to give this wasteland
meaning and struggle to give meaning to living on. One night as the pair sit drinking
cocoa by a fire, the father remarks in his momentary comfort and calm that “Not all dying
words are true and this blessing is no less real for being shorn of its ground” (31).
McCarthy gives a sense of the semantic workings of the novel in this line, but the
sentence must be read doubly. The father speaks generally of an individual’s dying words,
which must not be given undue importance simply because they are the last to be spoken;
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yet, in this same breath, he is also speaking of words dying. Previous to this statement,
the father calls his son “God’s own firedrake” for stoking the campfire (31). The father is
burdened terribly by his own vocabulary.5 In this dying world, firedrake is a dying word.
The anachronistic character of the word’s Latin root appears oddly alien to our own
contemporary culture and helps to convey some small sense of what the father
experiences. Even as he speaks it, it carries a playfulness through an incongruity that is
known only to him. This small linguistic flowering, this living play of words, is no less
beautiful and no less real for having lost its cultural ground from which it might make
meaning, but this does not stop him from attempting to communicate some kind of
linguistic heritage or carry on a tradition. Like the things they carry with them, the
language that the man uses is limited to the necessities of life. Sometimes he is afforded
material extravagances like syrup upon a cold corn cake, while he is also afforded
linguistic extravagances like his son becoming a God-given fire dragon of a lost mythical
origin.
The novel’s linguistic project functions by presenting the disjunction between the
father’s overwhelming nostalgia that is full of meaning and the son that has never known
anything but the endless grey of the world. Returning to the father’s childhood home, or
dialing a dead phone number shows how radically the past is left in mere memory traces.
Drinking a can of “Coke” is as profoundly new to the son as the word
“neighborhood” (23, 95). What meaning can a toy truck hold for a boy in a world where
the full sized equivalents are only rusted hulks of steel or driven by bloodthirsty hordes?
And yet, the boy is able to interpret and symbolize the traces around him. When the boy
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dreams of a toy penguin, he is horrified by the fact that the “winder wasnt turning” (37).
The windup toy quickly becomes a profound symbol of an animate object without the
energy or volition to continue moving. The boy’s dream confirms that there is something
horrifying about living without the means to do so, and the narrator focalized through the
father would later describe the bloodcult as marching “like wind-up toys” (91).
Animation, life, and persistence all become terrifying reminders of the tenuousness of
their existence. The interpretation of the symbolism of a toy is still possible in this
wasteland stripped of its traditional context, but the survival of the father and son as “the
good guys” is bound to the survival of language (77). By teaching his son to read and by
telling stories, the father maintains an ability to imagine a future life. This mental time
travel in language is foundational to human understanding of life and perhaps all
ontological thought.6 While this world is lacking in the material needs for food, shelter,
and physical safety, McCarthy pairs this tale of survival with a drama for the survival of
language and storytelling.
Carrying the Fire
When the boy and the father are without food for a long period of time and are
unable to make a shelter, shivering in the dark strips language away from thoughts. It is
the darkness and silence of this void that opens the father to thinking of how life is
stripped down to something like Giorgio Agamben’s “bare life” and is rendered without
referentiality:
The world shrinking down about a raw core of parsible entities. The names of
things slowly following those things into oblivion. Colors. The names of birds.
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Things to eat. Finally the names of things one believed to be true. More fragile
than he would have thought. How much was gone already? The sacred idiom
shorn of its referents and so of its reality. Drawing down like something trying to
preserve heat. In time to wink out forever. (Road 87-8)
This central figure of fire within the novel functions along a very old legacy. The fire
carrier metaphor troubles all the critics and reviewers of this novel. Fire evokes
Prometheus, god, animation, hope for the future, and the very spirit of civilization. The
father and son describe themselves as “carrying the fire” five times in the novel as a
figurative means of giving meaning to their wanderings (83, 129, 216, 278, 283).7 Fire is
also a literal warmth and comfort, without the cultural predeterminations of western
figurative legacies. Fire is an oddly figurative and contradictory promise. It is an absolute
destroyer, but it is also a promise of comfort and creation.
Similarly, the novel’s description of the apocalyptic event is equally fleeting and
lacking in specificity. There is no cause given for the moment the “clocks stopped at
1:17” (52). McCarthy does not give his readers a sense of whether this moment comes
during the night or day. Instead, the moment comes as a “long shear of light and then a
series of low concussions. [...] A dull rose glow in the windowglass” (52). The electricity
disappears not by some systemic failure, but rather the power disappears by a very
evacuating of animation, of spirit, or of elemental fire. Literally and figuratively, the
spark of life is gone from this place. However, life did not leave the planet immediately.
Animal life died slowly as food value wound its way through the food chain. The man
recalls “listening to flocks of migratory birds overhead in that bitter dark. Their half
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muted crankings miles above where they circled the earth as senselessly as insects
trooping the rim of a bowl. He wished them godspeed till they were gone. He never heard
them again” (53). The sound of migratory birds no longer signifies a change in season or
even a migration. Instead, these animals are wandering, aimless, until they die. The loss
of these signs of life echoes a loss of certain words as they languish without referents.
Language and life are intimately linked and horribly broken in this world.
While critics have already debated the exact location of the events of the novel,
the desire for a sense of place within America, within a national identity and regional
mythology artificially locates the terrain of the novel and offers little comfort to the
reader seeking a stable setting.8 The novel does not give a specific reason for the
dissolution of political power or organized society. When the father opens his weathered
road map, he refers to the state highways, but his son does not understand the context of
the word. The roads are “state roads” in name because “they used to belong to the
states” (43). When the son asks what happened to “the states,” the father can only answer
“I dont know exactly. That’s a good question” (43). The important information for the
boy is not the history of the long defunct American government, but he wants to know if
the roads will be around for a long time. The roads are the only enduring site for the son,
and he wants to know that he will have at least some firm footing—a literal grounding
and a semantic referent—for the foreseeable future. However, the road must be thought
of as a more enduring figure within American culture more broadly. The vast system of
concrete roads may well be America’s great legacy and holds a profound place within the
cultural imagination of the nation. The Road stands in a long line of American road
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novels where being on the road is a positive process of identity formation, yet the novel
must also be understood as the apogee of a long figurative trajectory within McCarthy’s
work. Dianne C. Luce’s essay “The Road and the Matrix” does well to parse McCarthy’s
return to the road narrative. Luce’s essay deals mostly with The Border Trilogy, but
earlier novels must also be included here. Culla’s search for his sister and Rinthy’s search
for her “chap” in Outer Dark (1968) introduces the classic tragic trope of incest and also
frames the narrative through a prophetic dream that promises atonement for their
trespasses. Blood Meridian (1985) follows the butchery of America’s westward
expansion as a travel narrative marked by violence and bloodshed. When joined with The
Border Trilogy, these novels appear to represent an odd mix of American perspectives,
but they also carry a certain tragic unease or restlessness within McCarthy’s writing.
Many critics of McCarthy’s work attempt to formulate a unified statement on his
figurative and symbolic program throughout all his novels. For example, Jeff Ellis
imagines a figurative matrix of homes, graves, and fences, while Georg Gullemin
attempts to constrict McCarthy’s novels to a strict “ecopastoralism.” While these readings
offer a chance to unify McCarthy’s novels under a single figurative structure, I wish to
argue that these travelling narratives demonstrate a failure of identity formation, a failure
of imagining a nation, or a failure of seeking a dissolution of political unity. While epic is
so often the domain of such travel narratives, it is necessary to understand that so many
tragedies represent a certain adventuring out because of a failure to interpret prophecy
adequately. In Sophocles’s rendering of the Oedipus myth, Oedipus travels from Corinth
to Thebes and returns home as a stranger upon hearing the prophecy of the Oracle at
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Delphi. In Euripides’s Medea, Jason and Medea’s flight to Corinth and Jason’s infidelity
spur her horrible revenge. In Aeschylus’s Oresteia trilogy, Agamemnon returns to Argos
after the war to be met with the wrath of Clytemnestra upon failing to heed the prophecy
of his Trojan mistress Cassandra. Indeed, these tragic modes linking prophecy and travel
extend a certain messianic vision that is at home in America. The Road is not an
affirmative Bildungsroman or novel of individualist self-realization. By sharing more
characteristics with Antigone’s intimate understanding of death, the characters that
populate The Road embrace the autochthonous: being of the earth and of indigeneity. Not
to be confused as a mere momento mori, this novel presents a world that is tragically left
with nothing to do but move. To think about travelling and the future requires an odd kind
of translation between the metaphorics of space and time. The road is a chronotrope of
living towards the end of the road that manifests the arrival of the unanticipated events.
The father and son taking to the road is a final attempt at some kind of future.
Messianic Without Messianism
Now it is necessary to turn to Jacques Derrida’s writings on life and survival to
understand better the precarious liaison between foresight, the future, prophecy, and the
road. Shelly L. Rambo has already put The Road into conversation with Derrida’s writing
on survival, but there remains more to McCarthy’s view of life in a tragic context.
Additionally, Rambo overlooks a crucial aspect of Derrida’s essays on survival and forms
an unnecessary binary through an anthropocentric understanding of life and death. She
neglects the secondary footnote that runs the length of the essay “Living On” and, as a
result, fails to account for Freud’s influence upon Derrida’s larger project. I will therefore
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take a moment to describe how Derrida occupies the space given to translators to
annotate his texts as a means of discussing the survivability of his texts through
translation and how all thought on survivability is fundamentally about the future. For
Derrida, translation ensures survival. Taking to the road enacts a fulfillment of the future
through Derrida’s etymologically linked the Latin adventurus (about to happen) with the
French l’aventure (the adventure) and a-venir (to come), which survives in English as
advent. Such translations enact a perilous crossing of semantic systems and linguistic
legacies that redefines speculative thought through language. By its very transience,
translation acts as a metaphor for the movement in the novel, while also emphasizing the
survivability of texts, novels, philosophy, and language in general. Rambo mistakenly
frames Derrida’s work between life and death as a collapsing of opposition and a
suspension of terms. The novel, she says in reference to Derrida’s reading of Percy
Bysshe Shelley’s poem “The Triumph of Death,” “is not a triumph over death that one
faces in The Road but, instead, a testament to the ways in which life and death can no
longer be distinguished” (Rambo 115). While it is fair to say that life and death are, with
absolute certainly, different states of being, survival must instead be understood through
the role of transference and translation in Derrida’s reception of Freud’s writing on
telepathy, prophecy, and the occult.
The lectures in which Freud discusses his thoughts on telepathy appear in
“Psycho-analysis and Telepathy (1921), “Dreams and Telepathy” (1922), and a “Dreams
and Occultism” (1933) found in The New Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis. There
is also a small section in Some Additional Notes on Dream Interpretation as a Whole
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(1925) called “The Occult Significance of Dreams” that reiterates much of what has
already been written by Freud. In short, Freud’s so-called “‘telepathic’
anxiety” (“Telepathy” 237) is a means of evading the possibility of prophecy in favour of
a more acceptable theory of thought-transference. Derrida’s essay “Telepathy” (1981)
represents an abundant site to read his reception of Freud’s psychoanalytic legacy and a
certain sense of the prophetic in Derrida’s work.9 While Derrida returns to this repressed
site to re-examine these thoughts on prophecy, he is also ill at ease with the word. When
confronted in 1984 by Richard Kearney in an interview regarding the prophetic quality of
his writing, Derrida concedes that “[i]t is possible to see deconstruction as being
produced in a space where the prophets are not far away. [...] So perhaps,” Derrida goes
on to say, “it is no mere accident of rhetoric that the search itself, the search without hope
for hope, assumes a certain prophetic allure. Perhaps my search is a twentieth century
brand of prophecy? But it is difficult for me to believe it” (Kearney 119). While he is
careful not to follow this prophetic allure, Derrida couches his response in the polysemy
of belief. At least since John Caputo’s The Prayers and Tears of Jacques Derrida (1997),
the prospective character of Derrida’s writings has become more broadly understood:
“Settling into the crevices and interstices of the present,” says Caputo, “deconstruction
works the provocations of what is to come, à venir, against the complacency of the
present, against the pleasure the present takes in itself, in order to prevent it from closing
in on itself, from collapsing into self-identity” (xx). While careful not to rest too easily on
any such exorbitant questions of methodology and deconstruction, thinking on telepathy
and prophecy already readies itself for the “to-come” of democracy, of justice, or of that
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unknown arrivant émigré. This anticipation—which Derrida characterizes as being
“messianic, without messianism” (56) in “Faith and Knowledge” (1984)—is well
understood as the “prophetic function” of deconstruction that Derrida uneasily describes
with Kearney. So, this prophetic function—this uneasy messianic sense—must be
understood as a cautious readying for whatever is to come “without horizon of
expectation and without prophetic prefiguration” (“Faith” 56). While there is no explicit
program associated with such a view to the future, these occult ideas oddly border on the
political. The promised political metaphor of the arrivant or the émigré describes a
certain opening of political borders, a critical orientation towards the present, and an
impossible possibility of the future. As Derrida explains in Aporias (1993) regarding
democracy, this political future is “not something that is certain to happen tomorrow, not
the democracy (national or international, state or trans-state) of the future, but a
democracy that must have the structure of a promise—and thus the memory of that which
carries the future, the to come, here and now” (19). The Road arrives to McCarthy’s
corpus as an extension of impossibility of ever knowing these possible futures and enacts
—through the father’s own wandering—“search without hope for hope” through the
journey to the south.
In another context, in which Derrida discusses the impossibility of foretelling an
end of philosophy, he says that “The end approaches, but the apocalypse is longlived” (“Of an Apocalyptic Tone” 29). By reading both the body of the text and the
footnote in the “Living On” essay, it is necessary to read the transference between these
texts as a pivotal critical gesture akin to the “to come” discussed above. It is the
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inevitable failure of translation, the inability for meaning to survive fully the transit
between linguistic systems, that marks the precarious survival of texts: “A text lives only
if it lives on [sur-vit], and it lives on if it is at once translatable and untranslatable. [...]
Thus triumphant translation is neither the life nor the death of the text, only or already its
living on its life after life, its life after death” (82 n.1). For my purposes, there are several
survivals at work in Tragic America: the survival of Cormac McCarthy’s writing within
the contemporary American cultural milieu; the survival of a figurative legacy of life and
tragedy from Emerson, Nietzsche, and Freud that I attempt to take on in this
contemporary fiction; the survival of Derrida’s deconstructive project within angloAmerican philosophy and literary criticism; and the survival of multilingual and
figurative mode of exploratory criticism that is not hampered by strict political projects
and ideological imperatives. As an allegory of a literalized post-national America, The
Road shows the limits required to divest American literature of its tradition. But even in
an apocalypse, the figures of the wilderness and terror continue to define the father and
son’s experiences. These many acts of survival are mirrored in some regard by the
languishing of language in the father’s memory. In a scene recalled from shortly after the
apocalyptic event, the father holds to a logic of life and living on that the mother is
unable to accept. “We’re survivors,” he pleads with her (55), even while she refuses to
attach meaning to a life that promises only hardship and suffering: “What in God’s name
are you talking about?” She says harshly, “We’re not survivors. We’re the walking dead
in a horror film” (55). While McCarthy appears to be deflecting criticism for his novel’s
apparent generic counterparts, the mother’s suicide with an obsidian stone knife marks
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the tragic collusion of something like the Freudian death drive. The mother, like Antigone
who accepts her grave as a bridal bed, cannot be convinced that “Death is not a
lover” (57). The father maintains the belief in some archaic and idealistic hope about the
fire or spirit of civilization. Indeed, the lack of clarity regarding this particular symbol is
only another reminder of its exhaustion.
Survival in McCarthy’s wasteland is hardly desirable. The compulsion to go on
living is difficult to justify. The sacredness of life that the father tries to instill in his son
is out of place in a world where life is so unusually short and brutish. The novel has more
aesthetic common ground with the blood tragedies of Seneca than with the spotlessly
aristocratic tradition inherited directly from classical Greece. McCarthy’s stories of
regeneration through violence are typically resistant to the tragic optimism in American
literature I defined previously. Robert Woodward, in his interview for the New York
Times, says of McCarthy’s writing, “But whatever it has lacked in thematic range,
McCarthy's prose restores the terror and grandeur of the physical world with a Biblical
gravity that can shatter a reader” (Woodward, Times). While I would argue that
Woodward’s appeal to Biblical precedents should be tempered within a more complex
melding of traditions, terror and grandeur certainly do well to describe this strangely
tragic aesthetic.
After all, the comparison to far flung tragic traditions is not out of place with an
author as well read as McCarthy and who is well regarded as the rightful heir to the
Southern Gothic tradition: “McCarthy's style owes much to Faulkner’s—in its recondite
vocabulary, punctuation, portentous rhetoric, use of dialect and concrete sense of the
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world—a debt McCarthy doesn't dispute. ‘The ugly fact is books are made out of books,’
he says. ‘The novel depends for its life on the novels that have been
written’” (Woodward, Times). It is tempting to imagine McCarthy casting the plot of his
novel from an author as foundational to the American experience as Emerson. The essay
“Experience,” which Emerson wrote on the occasion of his own son’s death, appears to
parse the very plot of The Road: “Everything good is on the highway. The middle region
of our being is the temperate zone. We may climb into the thin and cold realm of pure
geometry and lifeless science, or sink into that sensation. Between these extremes is the
equator of life, of thought, of spirit, of poetry,—a narrow belt” (“Experience” 276-7).
Through Emerson’s elaborate metaphor on the nature of experience, the father and son’s
march to the equator becomes a metaphor of life and death that is translated through the
literary history of United States. This possible allusion to Emerson appears out of place
and time in a novel about the end of life on earth. But, if there is anything that this novel
espouses, it is that the future is founded upon the past, and this past is uncertain, fading,
and ephemeral.
There is No Book
As a kind of literature of exhaustion, The Road enacts this self consuming literary
project of terror in the figure of the “bloodcults.” As they passed through the mountains
on their way to the coast, the man remarks that there are “[n]o tracks in the road, nothing
living anywhere” (30). And yet, this land has its savages. This lack of life is of course
mitigated by the fear of encountering those that remain. After losing their supplies to one
band of cannibals, they approach a building and observe that there is “[n]o smoke, no
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movement of life” (78). The bloodcults—those that live on the living—are the new
natives of this lifeless world and represent a swift and terrible death. It is difficult to
determine what McCarthy’s goal would be to recast this rediscovery of America after the
apocalypse replete with these ironically new savages. Is it an irony known to the father?
Or, is McCarthy recasting the traditional American frontier narrative? Regardless of the
potential ironies these marauders hold, the cannibalistic consumption of resources does
not think ahead to the future. The logic of this ambling consumption leading only to death
offers a harsh analogue to contemporary consumerism. While Jay Ellis is content to use
the Biblical precedent of Abraham and Issac as a figurative basis for the introduction of
cannibalism (“Another” 23), consumption is figured most profoundly in the image of the
passing “truck people” bloodcult for which there is no easy literary correlate. The
rumbling machine, which burns the very fuel that makes it animate, consumes its own
resources to simply continue moving. Similarly, the cannibals are travelling with limited
food, consuming themselves at times, to continue on to an eventual dead end. The closed
system of resources and fuel scarcity surely calls to mind an environmental message of
limited resources and mindless consumption. In many ways, all environmental allegories
require an appeal to the rhetoric of prophecy through the predictive authority of science;
however, industrial lobbyists easily misshape these motifs and cast environmentalists as
raving doomsayers.
The Road offers no such reprieve or regeneration because all such generation and
life is at an end. By invoking Richard Slotkin, Michael Herr calls Blood Meridian a
classic novel of regeneration through violence. Yet, the grand American mythology
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Slotkin describes is exhausted in The Road. The violence and cruelty of this world shows
how cannibalism consumes everything and everyone into nothing. In this context, it is
necessary to reread Slotkin’s mythology through the lens of environmental conceits and
concerns. Within the broader corpus of McCarthy’s novels, the more recent No Country
for Old Men (2006) and The Road act as a kind of strophic turn between the Tennessee
novels of classical Southern gothic in The Orchard Keeper, Child of God, Outer Dark,
and Suttee and the later Boarder Trilogy. While No Country focalizes the tragic ecstasy of
death within the “true and living prophet of destruction” Anton Chigurh (4), The Road
remains the absolute exhaustion of a theme of terror and violence throughout his corpus.
While Blood Meridian, for example, presents greater horrors and numbers of dead than
The Road, even the excess of such slaughter signifies the vigour and vitality with which
life is dispatched. The Road, by contrast, shows only wasting and desperate consumption.
The gothic genre’s sense of horror, paired with the jeremiad’s wandering tropoi, becomes
a distinctly American iteration of an epic-tragedy; the novel becomes a harrowing of hell
on a massive scale in the garb of an environmental cataclysm. However, all great epic
heroes—from Achilles and Odysseus to Orpheus and Theseus, not withstanding Jesus
Christ as a hero of epic-tragedy—return to the land of the living. An early reviewer of
Outer Dark, Robert Coles, remarks in a 1969 issue of The New Yorker, that McCarthy’s
novel is “so muddled with Biblical and Attic overtones that it is the worst of all possible
things today—irrelevant” (133). While Coles seems weary of heavily allusive modernist
works, McCarthy’s attention to blending such Biblical and attic figures is a continuation
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of a long American tradition of inheriting old world symbols. The Road is only the latest
representation of this long legacy.
His engagement with the tragic mode is most profoundly marked by McCarthy’s
ability to represent terror. After stumbling upon the cache of human foodstuffs in the
basement of a slavery era plantation house, the father drops the lighter while the son is
“doing his little dance of terror” (111). In a fit of fear, ignoring the pleas of help from this
new form of human chattel, the father and son run from any responsibility and literally
drop the fire. In a desperate plan to draw the cannibals away from his son, he leaves the
gun to his son so that he may take his own life as a last resort. The father pauses for a
moment—thinking outside his hunger and instinct to protect his son—and looks at his
son and “all he saw was terror” (113). In a moment of desperation and nearly being
captured, the father finds himself beset by “[p]hantoms not heard from in a thousand
years rousing slowly from their sleep” (116). There is something absolute and
unmitigated that McCarthy is attempting to express in this harsh mythology of violence.
He offers something of this in the father’s reflections on his existence:
He walked out in the gray light and stood and he saw for a brief moment the
absolute truth of the world. The cold relentless circling of the intestate earth.
Darkness implacable. The blind dogs of the sun in their running. The crushing
black vacuum of the universe. And somewhere two hunted animals trembling like
ground foxes in their cover. Borrowed time and borrowed world and borrowed
eyes with which to sorrow it. (130)
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McCarthy’s attention to pacing, rhyme, and assonance is indicative of the stylistic
mastery for which he is often lauded, but his style in The Road also serves to enact a
certain caesura or momentary pause within which the ecstatic terror of this languishing of
a tragic life appears. The impossibility of settling anywhere forces them on the road. The
spare language and pregnant pauses render the grey wastes on the page. Without the
careful movement between the father and son, the tragic ecstasy of the deadened
landscape is a semantic cut between these two figures. Without this strophic movement
and the turn of affection in living, the lifeless land would have no shape and no
perspective with which to give these terrors voice. McCarthy’s readers help enact this
movement by following this uncertainty and contemplating their terror as they read, from
beginning to end. The son asks after the father’s mental condition by saying, “If you’re
on the lookout all the time does that mean that you’re scared all the time?” (151). If these
words are applied to America’s post-9/11 state of mind, as McCarthy suggests, no better
words have been written regarding the effects of terror. American readers are, put simply,
terrified by the search for terror. This terrified search for terror—this fear of fear itself—
is the very ecstatic experience of the tragic, which McCarthy’s novel does so well to
present. In some sense, being scared all the time requires a need for the prospective or the
prophetic. The search for and the anticipation of terror marks the prophetic literary
authority of McCarthy.
Fear drives them to homelessness. Homes are not possible in a world where life is
no longer productive and threats abound. Ironically, the shopping cart they push
continues to be an emblem of both homelessness and consumerism. Before the arrival of
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the scarf wearing bloodcult, the father reads “a message” in the mummified remains of
the corpses they see, with jewelry and tattoos marking the leathery skins, as a “late
history” and “a warning” (91). As the narrator explains, “this tableau of the slain and the
devoured did prove to be” a warning of the coming of the bloodcult. The father is actively
charting the difference in the future, in the prophetic tone, and the narratological conceits
of prophecy and telepathy of the omniscient narrator. McCarthy reminds his reader not to
imagine a third-person narrator as an omniscient point of view that allows these horrors
to unfold in narrative time. In a separate paragraph and without attribution to the narrator
or the father, through whom the majority of the narrative is focalized, McCarthy presents
this narratological conceit of divine omniscience that novels inspire: “Do you think that
your fathers are watching? That they weigh you in their ledgerbook? Against what? There
is no book and your fathers are dead in the ground” (196). The claim that “there is no
book” appears as an almost suicidal disavowal of McCarthy’s novel, but it also serves to
address the conceit of the book as sacred and eternal. McCarthy does not clarify who the
second person addressee is in this instance. A fundamental ambivalence appears
regarding the tragically optimistic tone of the novel: is the past tense narration proof of
the survival of the son to tell the story and honour his father, or will this novel pass into
oblivion and appear only as a passing trace of the father and son’s experiences? Whether
he speaks of holy books or the larger homogeneous text of human history itself, the
western conceit of an eternal moral and ethical record of human action is no longer
possible. Individual books surely do disappear, and the survivability of any text must
eventually be questioned. Despite all pretensions to the contrary, books do not survive
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forever. The vain hope of all authors—philosophers concerned with ontology may be
particularly guilty of such a desire—is that they may live on in the works they produce.
This hope is only possible with the work and memory of those that live on and continue
to read.
So, when Ashely Kunsa, author of an important early essay on The Road,
suggests, “The failure of the father’s lungs at The Road’s end is heartrending, and his
death is made bearable only because the great sacrifice of his labored journey secures for
the child a hopeful future” (Kunsa 62), she assumes that his death has some meaning
because someone is watching. Someone—some narrator, reader, or other omniscient
divinity—cares to know that he has made great sacrifices for this son. Kunsa even turns
to R.W.B. Lewis’s The American Adam as proof positive that McCarthy is fulfilling the
Adamic role with this new little messiah, who is now harrowing hell. In the world of the
novel, there are no assurances that history is recorded. McCarthy does not mythologize
the memory of the father or suggest that his memory will even be particularly important
to the son.10 Early in the novel, the father goes so far as to say that “[t]here is no past”
because the past only represents fragments of memories, fantasies, and lies (54). History
is so often predicated on the hope for a better life. To know the past, lest we forget,
allows one to foretell a better future or assume that the present is much improved. By
questioning the survivability of the novel and the vain conceit that a deity watches and
guides human actions, McCarthy is questioning a central theological underpinning of
American literature and identity.
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With what has been described as America’s first literary genre, the jeremiad was
predicated on prophetic judgments of the present ills of society. However, the jeremiad
also became a common refrain for American Studies to level a critique against its own
founding mythology of American Exceptionalism. In The New American
Exceptionalism,Donald E. Pease has recently taken up reading American founding myths
through what he calls “state fantasies” that “align the people’s beliefs with the regulative
discourse through which the state is empowered” (4). Rather than reading the
manifestations of certain mythologies in American culture, Pease turns to reading the
underlying fantasies of American identity like the need for an national enemy, for free
markets, and for the proliferation of freedom in the world: “At moments of decisive
historical transition,” explains Pease, “the official national mythology could no longer
incorporate these traumatic events into the narrative logic of an unfolding teleology” (5).
At the founding of American Studies, these mythological pilgrimages into the wilderness
originally sought to describe the spiritual progress through an unknown future. In many
ways, the errand into the wilderness have to be recast as a wandering in a wasteland. The
early colonial period viewed the Biblical past as the prologue or promise of an America
ready for the coming of the Messiah. Messianism was not merely a belief, but the
founding metaphor of a nation; the frontier wilderness became a figure for both sinful
secularism and for sacred abundance of God’s gifts. In McCarthy’s reworking of this
basic mythology, abundance is no longer a functional fantasy suitable for sustaining a
workable mythology. According to Sacvan Bercovitch, the United States was founded
upon a consensus driven messianism that insisted on a single national identity through a
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united community of faith. 11 Even today, vestiges of this history appear to have survived
and can be glimpsed on occasion.
The Prophet of Terror
When the father and son encounter their own prophet, wandering blind and filthy,
the father is startled by this unconventional soothsayer named Ely. Indeed, Ely is the only
character of the novel bestowed with a name, and it is a false name because the man
wants to protect his identity and good name in the future. Presumably named after the
prophet Elijah, the man is either a true post-apocalyptic mystic, an educated man with a
wry sense of humour, or a madman. While the allegorical naming is called for by the
character himself, Ely must be read as a mixture of all of the above. The allusive meaning
for Elijah’s presence is clearly because the arrival of Elijah marks the return of the
Messiah. “Behold,” says the prophet Malachi, Hebrew for my messenger and final
prophet of the Old Testament, “I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of
the great and dreadful day of the Lord” (Malachi 4.5).12 Yet, the first question the father
asks of this auspiciously named man is to tell him “where the world went” (166). The
father’s demand does not ask him to foretell the future, but he demands a telling of the
past. In a conversation that could only occur in the pages of a post-apocalyptic novel or a
Platonic dialogue, McCarthy’s father poses an age old problem to the prophet:
Do you wish you would die?
No. But I might wish I had died. When you’re alive you’ve always got that
ahead of you.
Or you might wish you’d never been born.
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Well. Beggars cant be choosers. (169)
As if echoing the claims of the chorus of Oedipus at Colonus, which laments at the sight
of the pitiful and exiled Oedipus, Ely and the father are discussing a theme in the long
tragic tradition: “Nothing surpasses not being born; / but if born, to return where we came
from / is next best, the sooner the better” (Colonus 1125ff). Yet, this sentiment finds an
easy correlate within the Christian tradition too. Both Job and Jeremiah scorn the days
they were born for leading to their present suffering (Job 3.3-5; Jeremiah 20.14).
McCarthy’s reluctant figures are examples of those Biblical figures that are both in awe
of the divine and terrified of it. Jeremiah is well known as the Old Testament prophet of
terror and destruction for predicting the punishment of Judiah, protecting the Israelites,
and establishing a new covenant with God.13 Still, he is a reluctant prophet. Similarly,
McCarthy’s prophet Ely does not claim to foresee the future, but he is content to foretell
the future of those things he knows for certain. He only claims that he “knew” the
cataclysm was coming: “This or something like it” (168). He puzzles at the human
conceit to seek out the future and the absolute inability to know what is to come: “People
were always getting ready for tomorrow. I didnt believe in that. Tomorrow wasnt getting
ready for them. It didnt even know they were there” (168). Ely proposes a profound
problem regarding time and an understanding of the failures of historicism, but he also
reflects the profound openness Derrida ascribes to whatever is to come. The future is
always terribly lost to us in the present, but Ely remains open to this unexpected future.
He is prepared for the unknown without predetermining the future with prophecies of the
coming salvation of the messiah.
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I Am so Glad to See You
In America, an allusion to Elijah does not directly appeal to the original Biblical
prophet; rather, these wandering men are struck by the oddity of living with such unlikely
mythical figures. Ely is not merely an allusion to the Biblical prophet, but Elijah has a
founding in American literature that draws a closer comparison. We might recall the
portentous chapter “The Prophet” in Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick (1851), in which
Ishmael is fully aware of the allusive coincidence of this meeting: “This circumstance,
coupled with his ambiguous half-hinting, half-revealing, shrouded sort of talk, now begat
in me all kinds of vague wonderments and half-apprehensions, all connected with the
Pequod” (Melville 100).14 After all, Melville’s prophet is most concerned with Queequeg
and Ishmael’s names signed “down on the papers” to serve on the Pequod (99). American
prophets do not appear as great men or mystics imbued with great power; they are
outcasts and their foresight is never clear. Similar to how Queequeg and Ishmael leave
the half-mad prophet tottering behind them, McCarthy’s father character looks back to
see his prophet disappear: “When he looked back the old man had set out with his cane,
tapping his way, dwindling slowly on the road behind them like some storybook peddler
from an antique time, dark and bent and spider thin and soon to vanish forever” (Road
174). As an allusion to Old Testament prophets, Moby-Dick, or the blind seer Tiresias of
tragic drama, McCarthy’s prophet is a mere simulation of the prophets that have preceded
him. American prophets are inherently Janus faced, ephemeral outcasts, and seemingly
only capable of ambiguous prognostications.
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Ely’s claims are, like all the language in this world, fading away and are a product
of the past as much as this dwindling future. On matters of divinity, Ely is only willing to
say, “There is no God and we are his prophets” (170). This statement expresses a
suspension of understanding. God does not exist, yet he seemingly exists if the survivors
are his prophets. Does God exist solely because of his prophets, or are the survivors of
this world all false prophets because God does not exist? If God is responsible for this
apocalypse, is the destruction of man God’s act of divine suicide? With these words Ely
also stumbles upon the father’s messianic fantasy that this boy is a god (172). When the
boy declares that he is “the one” (259)—which is to say that he is the one that “has to
worry about everything” (259)—the messianism of the novel is a vestige of the father’s
desire to lend meaning to their survival. Through the slip in language, the boy
unintentionally enacts the arrival of the messiah through a sense of fear and terror. Worry,
not everlasting salvation, is the prime impetus for the assumption of the messianic
impulse. In the opening of the novel, the father says to himself, “If he is not the word of
God God never spoke” (5). While the lack of punctuation is a style consistent with
McCarthy’s writing, the lack of a formal copula blends the logic of the sentence. The
effect of running the subordinate clause within the statement “God never spoke” allows
both propositions to be equally true. If the son is the word of God, God has spoken and
God exists. Yet, the opposite is also held true: if the son is not the word of God, God
never spoke and God does not exist. The suspension of God’s existence speaks to the
philosophical complexity of McCarthy’s novel by examining the sacred acts of violence,
the value of life, and the role of representing death in American fiction.
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Beyond any kind of appeals to the deus ex machina of tragic drama, the ending of
the boy’s life is unknown, and so does not allow McCarthy’s readers the privilege of
hope. The Road, finally, must be understood as a novel profoundly concerned with the
survival of traditions in the face of futility and openness to the arrival of the unknown.
The father teaches his son that he must hide from others. He must kill himself before
being subjected to the horrors of the bloodcults. Yet, immediately after his father dies, the
son encounters another group of wanderers. Carrying on his father’s metaphor for
civilization, the son asks this stranger, “Are you carrying the fire” (283). The man
responds by saying, “You’re kind of weirded out, aren’t you?” (283). The boy denies his
strange behaviour only to admit that, yes, he is weirded out, “just a little” (283). The man,
however, understands and submits that he too is carrying the fire. The son, concerned for
his father’s teachings of fear of the others, holds a single bullet. He can attack this
stranger, commit suicide, or entrust his safety to this stranger. Embracing the metaphor of
the fire and rejecting his father’s teachings of fear, the son goes with these new
wanderers. The woman becomes the embodiment of this acceptance of whomever and
whatever is to-come. She simply and lovingly says, “I am so glad to see you” (286).
Here, finally, in the end, is only a possibility of comfort and the end of the search for
hope without hope.
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Chapter 6 Notes

1

Some early literary journalists have observed the supposedly predictive style of
McCarthy’s novel, but few of these early reviewers have attempted to understand how or
why McCarthy might attempt this strangely futuristic narrative: “What emerges most
powerfully as one reads The Road,” says Michael Chabon, “is not a prognosticatory or
satirical warning about the future, or a timeless parable of a father’s devotion to his son,
or yet another McCarthyesque examination of the violent underpinnings of all social
intercourse and the indifference of the cosmic jaw to the bloody morsel of
humanity” (Chabon). Chabon casts the novel as a look into the “abyss of a parent’s
greatest fears” (Chabon). James Wood poses a subtler opinion of the novel. He argues
that it is about the future, but the novel describes the affective life of such a future:
“McCarthy's vision is nothing like this. The Road is not a science fiction, not an allegory,
and not a critique of the way we live now, or of the-way-we-might-live-if-we-keep-onliving-the-way-we-live-now. It poses a simpler question, more taxing for the imagination
and far closer to the primary business of fiction-making: what would this world without
people look like, feel like? From this, everything else flows” (Wood). In either case, the
early reviews had a great deal of difficulty describing McCarthy’s turn to the prophetic
mode. This essay will work to contextualize this prophetic mode within the American
tradition and describe how it reflects on McCarthy’s larger melding of classical and
Christian motifs of the tragic throughout his work.
2

See reviews by Chabon, Abell, Charles, Edwards, and Kennedy. The waste land is
representative of anything but absence or emptiness. It is a figure of destruction,
dereliction, and desolation, but the very abundance of meaning of the wasteland
contradicts its supposed signification. The figurative legacy of the waste land is a long
one within American literature. Even with little regard for T.S. Eliot, the novel has taken
on the waste land figure imbued with the symbolic and mythic resonances of the Lewis’s
Adamic hero and the questing Fisher King. F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby (1925)
remains one of the greatest examples of this trope. Lifelessness is the very condition of
the land and must be understood as a marked difference from the wasteland tradition. The
suicide of the mother in The Road is a close symbolic correlate to the failure of the
abundance of the land, which calls to mind Annette Kolodny’s reading of the land of
America as a virgin in the grip of a colonial rapist in The Lay of the Land (1975). In The
Road, laying hold of the land is nothing but a necrophilic fantasy of living on or of living
off of the dead mother. Through these critical perspectives, the American landscape is
schizophrenically bound between the abundant virgin’s promise of a fruitful womb and
the dead mother who forsakes her children. Rather than espousing a colonial domination
of the virgin land, McCarthy’s landscape has more in common with the ancient Theban
Antigone. Her virgin suicide becomes the tragedy enacted in McCarthy’s environmental
disaster.
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3 Alongside

his work as a pastor in Detroit, Niebuhr was a thinker faced with reconciling
his faith, his political philosophy of humility and justice, and his acceptance that the
violences committed during the Second World War were just and right. He sought to
discuss American idealism with a pragmatic view of America’s place in history. In his
now classic The Irony of American History, Niebuhr’s philosophy might be summarized
when he says, “The ironic elements in American history can be overcome, in short, only
if American idealism comes to terms with the limits of all human striving, the
fragmentariness of all human wisdom, the precariousness of all historic configurations of
power, and the mixture of good and evil in all human virtue” (114). While he saw
Communism as a global threat, he also preached the importance of the United Nations in
“bridging the chasm” between political and economic ideologies (117). So, while it is
also true that Niebuhr’s style mixes politics with sermonizing, he represents a strain of
American philosophy that speaks candidly about America’s self-perceived responsibility
to prospectively dictate world history. At once fearful of fascist false prophets and the
new Communist vision of a revolutionary world history, Niebuhr believes America to be
the bearer of the “hope and dream” of a new and more perfect society: “From the earliest
days of its history to the present moment, there is a deep layer of Messianic
consciousness in the mind of America. We never dreamed that we would have as much
political power as we possess to-day; nor for that matter did we anticipate that the most
powerful nation on earth would suffer such an ironic refutation of its dreams of mastering
history” (Irony 59). McCarthy’s novel is only the most recent example of an awareness of
the failures of the United States to master history and dictate the future.
4

Even scenes that convey a relative calm and comfort, like when the father finds the
cistern with the “sweet” water, the goodness of water is marked by the lack of life within
it: “The water was so clear. He held it to the light. A single bit of sediment coiling in the
jar on some slow hydraulic axis” (123). This is not a scummy pool of bacteria and
ferment. Instead, the water is ominously without such contamination. Like the dried
apples that also lack any sign of rot or insects, the clear water in the novel is not an
indication of purity or goodness. Here, clean water is a signal of the absence of life in it.
By extension, the recurring image of the trout flashing in the depths comes to haunt these
lifeless pools of water (30, 41, 286). The stereotypical American desire for a father to fish
with his son takes on a terrible connotation in this setting. Yet, the arrival at the coast
confirms the lack of life in the waters of the earth: “At the tide line a woven mat of weeds
and the ribs of fishes in their millions stretching along the shore as far as the eye could
see like an isocline of death. One vast salt sepulchre. Senseless. Senseless” (222). While
McCarthy’s novel must be readily taken as a warning against contemporary society’s
current transgressions against the biosphere, this failure of life marks the greatest
environmental tragedy imaginable.
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5

The father is, however, beset by cultural references and connotations for warmth and
heat as symbols for goodness and even freedom. When the son is afforded the unlikeliest
of hot baths in the abandoned bunker, he describes feeling the simple comfort of being
“Warm at last” (147). The father, ostensibly hearing a chiming with Martin Luther King
Jr.’s famous phrase, “Free at Last,” from the August 28th, 1963, “I Have a Dream”
speech, is forced to ask, “Where did you get that” (147)? The son has no ulterior
meaning. He is simply and literally warm.
6 A great

deal of research has recently been undertaken in the realm of animal psychology
to determine the supposedly unique quality of humans to imagine future events based on
past experience. In the paper, “Mental Time Travel and the Shaping of the Human
Mind” (2009), which summarizes much of the recent research on this psychological trait,
Thomas Suddendorf, Donna Rose Addis, and Michael C. Corballis describe the difficulty
of this research stems from the inability for animals to express future thoughts in human
language. The phenomenon regarded as “mental time travel” was first posited in the socalled Bischof-Köhler hypothesis, which demands that foresight is a uniquely human
trait. Recent experiments with great apes and scrub jays have suggested that many
animals have the capacity to change behaviour based on past experiences but also
anticipate future rewards without training. In patients with amnesia, the episodic memory
(the memory that retains an individual’s personal record of the past) is disrupted, while
the semantic memory is retained (the memory responsible for language acquisition and
the performance of complex tasks like driving a car). In such cases, these patients lack
the ability to project into the future, yet the reliance on semantic memory does not disrupt
the ability of these patients to understand certain causal relationships. Mental time travel,
say the authors of the paper, likely emerged from survival pressures that necessitated
greater social order and planning for seasonal changes and resource scarcity. The
resulting elongation of childhood human development allowed for a sense of “flexible
foresight” to become a key human survival strategy (1322). “Of course, language is not
wholly dependent on mental time travel.” The authors of this essay go on to explain, “We
can talk freely about semantic knowledge without reference to events in time, as typically
required by the education industry—and, indeed, this very paper” (1312). Academic
discourse, particularly in the study of literature which always occurs in the present, is
meant to restrict the domain of the soothsayer. All too often, literary criticism is
predetermined by political or ideological pretexts that override interpretation and proffer
literary texts as proof of an individual’s belief. So, while this ability to predict has led to
increased survivability and the extension of human childhood development, the authors
also question whether this ability to predict also leads to “greater happiness” because of
our tendency to be “notoriously fallible with our predictions” (1322).
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7

McCarthy’s No Country for Old Men (2006) is similarly concerned with issues of life
and the prophetic. Named by the opening lines of W.B. Yeats poem “Sailing to
Byzantium’ (1928), which is itself an implicit call to the nature of aging and the fall of
great empires, the novel mythologizes a force of death and destruction in the form of
Anton Chigurh. As Yeats says, which seems to speak equally of America, “That is no
country for old men. The young / In one another’s arms, birds in the trees / —Those
dying generations—at their song” (lines 1-3). Sheriff Bell, who narrates the novel and
divides it into an act structure with a kind of choral summary, describes Chigurh as “a
true and living prophet of destruction” (4). The sociopathic Chigurh imagines himself as
a death dealing engine of divine fate, complete with the tone and tenor of Old Testament
Scripture. After Wells dies, Chigurh explains his supreme authority to dictate the future:
“I told her what was goin to happen, didnt I? Chapter and verse. I said: This is what will
come to pass. And now it has come to pass” (180). However, his fatalism is also fueled
by a tragic sensibility inherited from Aristotle. Just before he murders Carla Jean, he
describes the rules of tragic dramatic structure to her: “When I came into your life your
life was over. It had a beginning, a middle, and an end. This is the end” (260). Refusing
to deviate from the steadfast unities of tragic drama, Chigurh simply carries out his
fatalistic duty with no question of changing the possibilities the future may hold. On the
other hand, Sheriff Bell accepts an alternate mode and relationship to the future. The
future of life does not preordain Being-towards-death. Instead, Bell accepts possibility in
the unknown. In a strangely optimistic way, the unforeseen actions of society’s youth
enact the possibilities of what is always to-come: “I think we are all of us ill prepared for
what is to come and I dont care what shape it takes. And whatever comes my guess is that
it will have small power to sustain us. These old people I talk to, if you could of told em
that there would be people on the streets of our Texas towns with green hair and bones in
their noses speakin a language they couldnt even understand, well, they just flat out
wouldnt of believed you. But what you’d of told em it was their own
grandchildren?” (295). Bell’s relation to the future is fundamentally one of preparation
and openness. An open anticipation of the unknown is the only ethically sound stance
towards the future that does not violently overdetermine, prescribe, and dictate what is tocome. Like the man that Bell tells about carving a stone water trough, he simply had
“some sort of promise in his heart” (308). Together with this thematization of the
messianic in No Country for Old Men, The Road is a direct inheritor of the image of
“carrying the fire” (No Country 309). Bell recounts a dream he had of his father with a
torch in a horn. This image of “carrying the fire” appears to be the direct impetus for The
Road and the relationship between father, son, and the future.
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8

While some critics have attempted to glean clues to this problem of the exact setting of
the novel—see the early reviews by Mike Shea and William Kennedy and the longer
essay “The Route and Roots of The Road” by Wesley G. Morgan—there has been a
surprising resistance to admitting that America no longer exists. It might be said that
McCarthy’s novel takes on a distinctly “post-national” or “post-nationalist” stance. Not
only is the canonized mythology and naturalized identity of America questioned in this
novel, the very nation from which these traits gain meaning has ceased to exist. The postnationalist push in American Studies that John Carlos Rowe and others have initiated in
the collection Post-nationalist American Studies is ironically literal in The Road. While
Rowe’s argument sought to simply include ethnic, linguistic, and gender difference
within the mainstream of American Studies discourse, The Road oddly scavenges some
aspects of American Exceptionalism—a sense of moral righteousness, errand into the
wilderness, and America is somehow unique even in its demise—and reuses them in a
radically new setting. The motifs of the Puritan Origin and the Myth and Symbol schools
survive in McCarthy’s fiction and are reused to comment on contemporary problems:
consumerism, environmentalism, and a culture of violence.
9 As

Nicholas Royle would have it, in his book After Derrida (1995), the omniscient
narrator of the “Telepathy” essay appears quite comically and singularly “as Freud” (9). I
would step back from such a clear definition of Derrida’s narrative strategy and call
attention rather to the use of the rhetoric of omniscience. After all, omniscient authority is
a perspective that is never fully afforded to narrators or authors because the text is always
being read again. According to Royle, the “emergence of ‘telepathy’ is linked to the crisis
of Christianity in the Victorian age” (Telepathy 3) and “with the forms of modern
psychology” (4). While this is certainly a sound argument regarding the Victorian period
in a strictly British context, the literary manifestations of telepathy appear vastly different
in America. From a literature that was founded in the Puritan promise of righteous
expansion and the future founding of a Christian nation, American literature and culture
has had from their earliest inception a predilection for the prophetic mode.
10

Kunsa is so taken up with the optimistic reading of The Road, she goes on to explain
that “Eliminating the old suggests the coming of the new and creates a space in which the
new world can be imagined and called into being. The slate, of course, has not been
entirely cleaned; the corpses of the old world, both literal and figurative, are everywhere.
The world posed by McCarthy’s novel exists at a decidedly proto-Edenic
moment” (Kunsa 64). Unable to forego the theological promise of rebirth, forgiveness,
and an afterlife, Kunsa ignores the corpses on the roadside and fails to accept that rebirth
will not be possible. The son is not a literal messiah, nor is he the herald of a new world.
Despite many readers turning to the old mythological precepts of American
exceptionalism, this lifeless land is not a new virgin paradise to exploit.
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11

The prophetic mode in American literature is a broad topic, yet it might be summarized
best by Walt Whitman’s poem “To a Historian” (1871) that positions his poetic practice
as a distinctly prospective project: “Pressing the pulse of life that has seldom exhibited
itself, (the / great pride of man in himself,) / Chanter of Personality, outlining what is yet
to be, / I project the history of the future” (Whitman lines 4-7). In some sense, the
authorial position of American authors has long tended towards the assertion of identity,
whether that identity be set against the British Empire or more contemporary
manifestations of mainstream white conservative culture.
12

In fact, the Book of Malachi could serve as the figurative ground for the entire novel.
God claims here that he will “corrupt” the “seed” of the unfaithful priests (2.3) and that
after the arrival of the “Sun of righteousness [...] ye shall tread down the wicked; for they
shall be ashes under the soles of your feet” (4.2-3). Indeed, the whole novel could be seen
as answering the question, “who may abide the day of his coming? and who shall stand
when he appeareth?” (3.2). Those that abide and survive in this ashen world are, for
McCarthy, a simple father and son.
13 As

a wonderful conjoining of Biblical and attic references, McCarthy recalls Jeremiah
and Job in the same breath as Oedipus. Jeremiah is a prophet that is very much concerned
with inspiring terror in false prophets: “Get yourself ready! Stand up and say to them
whatever I command you. Do not be terrified by them, or I will terrify you before
them.” (Jeremiah 1.17). In the film version of The Road, directed by John Hillcoat and
written for the screen by Joe Penhall, a billboard is shown with an imperfect quotation
borrowed from Jeremiah, which remind the father and son to “Behold the valley of
slaughter” (Jeremiah 19.6). While McCarthy does not make explicit reference to Biblical
prophets, the filmmakers who interpreted his work saw fit to draw the distinction more
closely. Interestingly, Job is an equally terrified Biblical figure, and he too wishes for his
own non-existence by saying, “Let the day perish wherein I was born, and the night in
which it was said, There is a man child conceived. / Let that day be darkness; let not God
regard it from above, neither let the light shine upon it. / Let darkness and the shadow of
death stain it; let a cloud dwell upon it; let the blackness of the day terrify it” (Job 3.3-5).
The Old Testament God represents both salvation and terrible punishment. Believing
himself beset by a divine tormentor and forsaken by God, Job’s faith is exposed as being
founded upon fear: “For the arrows of the Almighty are within me, the poison whereof
drinketh up my spirit: / the terrors of God do set themselves in array against me” (Job
6.4).
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14 As

Harold Bloom says of Blood Meridian, “it is more than a novel. It’s an attempt, like
Moby-Dick, like Whitman’s Song of Myself, like Huckleberry Finn, at being the ultimate
American saga. And maybe it is” (Josyph 9). Bloom goes so far as to situate Blood
Meridian within the larger tradition of tragic narratives: “It’s not individual tragedy as it
would be in Shakespeare. McCarthy is not of that eminence. I don’t think he could realize
an individual tragedy like Hamlet’s, or Macbeth’s, or Lear’s, or even Iago’s. And Holden
is in no way a tragic figure. But the book, somehow, achieves a kind of tragic ecstasy.
Very difficult to describe except in purely aesthetic terms” (Josyph 16).
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Epilogue—A Secret Melancholy
If this dissertation succeeds at all in drawing out tragedy in contemporary
American literature, it is not meant to reclassify American writing or render a new
method of interpretation for the contemporary novel. Such a falsely coherent grammar
would be, as I have attempted to show, an act of hubris and wholly unusable in our
constantly changing contemporary culture. I have attempted, instead, to persuade you that
philosophical, historical, and literary discourses converge in a long legacy of figurative
and aesthetic exchanges that have always cast domestic American concerns within a
global context. I see Tragic America as a cumulative or additive aggregation of tragic
manifestations that may find political extensions and interpretive reapplications only
through provisional and highly figurative relationships. Relationships negotiated through
this metaphoric sensibility would be, I believe, the only honest means of comparison in
our radically heterogeneous culture. I have, therefore, argued that a range of American
novels in English may be usefully organized in a constellation of tragic figures. It is
through this aesthetic redeployment of tragic tropes that economic issues, identity
politics, and mass media representations—to name just a few of the concerns I have seen
fit to introduce—are productively and politically set in critical relation to issues in
American life.
While the interstitial tissue that binds American literature in a “post-national”
context is ever more nebulous and decentered, I have come to see tragic feeling as a
viable organizing principle for a literary investigation that also holds the possibility of
setting various cultural groups in dialogue. If something as ineffable as a tragic mood or
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an experience of terror can serve as an inspiration for academic work, is there a tragic
American literature that can be taken as a theoretical object? Even now, as I work to
conclude Tragic America, I remain unsure about the reliability of an ongoing tragic
tradition, but the novels I have chosen are certainly symptomatic of a broader concern for
tragic stories. In a very simple way, this dissertation has grown out of a feeling that has
persisted with me throughout the first decade of the twenty-first century. Once awestruck
by domestic, economic, and military policy in the U.S., I have felt this distinctly tragic
affect—somewhere between fear and terror— but I have also identified several neglected
vertices of this cultural attitude in contemporary novels.
Certainly, I am not the first, nor will I be the last, to name the first decade of the
new century in tragic terms. In the realm of political history, I clearly have an
unacknowledged debt to William Appleman Williams’s The Tragedy of American
Diplomacy (1959); Slavoj Žižek has already bookended the decade with the tragedy of
9/11 and the farcical economic collapse of 2008; but I hope Tragic America has extended
such interpretations of the ancient past into the contemporary politics of American
Studies. So, while I have been cautious not to assume that novelists write simply in order
to sustain or make classical references, manifestations of tragedy remain strangely
meaningful today. The figurative legacy of specific tragic tropes has, I believe, shown the
remarkable durability of tragedy in a contemporary context and surprisingly raised the
possibility of imagining Emerson as a harbinger of deconstruction in America. Post-war
theory holds a privileged position in this study because I believe that the attention of
French thought after WWII was particularly interested in issues of violence, cruelty, and
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injustice that continue to be the hallmarks of today’s tragedies. Additionally, the origin of
biopolitics after the wars has defined the political issues of life and death that have long
been present in tragedy. If the roots of biopolitics are traced backward in America, I
suspect that Emerson may still enjoy a resurgence in American Studies as a forbear of a
radical politics of equality and ethical relations.
Because of his explicit turn to life as a critical term, Derrida has been a constant
companion throughout this project and stands as a long lost legatee to this Emersonian
tradition. While issues surrounding life and tragedy remain a largely unacknowledged
motif in Derrida’s work, Emerson is not far away when Derrida describes how literature
disunites metaphors of life and death: “Life negates itself in literature only so that it may
survive better. So that it may be better. It does not negate itself any more than it affirms
itself” (“Edmond” 78). I take this to mean that the vitalist dialectic of such metaphors is
resisted by texts and traditions that simply survive. While issues of survival have been
pivotal for my reading of Cormac McCarthy, survival must also be taken as an allegory
for literary traditions and political action. The “affirmation of life” Derrida makes in his
final interview is thus linked to a highly active metaphorics of literature. The metaphor
for literature is bound between life and death; it languishes and lives on. It might then be
said that tragic literature does not live or die; it simply survives. In a 1998 interview,
Derrida was asked if his repeated attempts to reconcile problems for which there is no
clear solution could be thought of as tragic. He responds to this leading question by
saying, “It’s true, I do often feel these aporias as if they were tragic pains, meaning
‘tragic’ in a slightly vague and everyday sense (terrifying debates, being besieged by a
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contradiction, the feeling that whatever is done it won’t be satisfactory, won’t be equal to
a demand that is infinite, and that in any case will take a heavy toll)” (“Not Utopia” 129).
Derrida then quickly counters this characterization of the work he sees before him by
saying, “But beneath this ‘tragic feeling,’ what you have is the opposite of a ‘metaphysics
of history’ and a ‘tragedy’ (in the sense of fatalism and submitting to destiny). Instead
what I feel there is rather the enabling condition of questioning, action, and decision—of
resistance to fate, providence, or teleology” (129). I find it significant that Derrida links
tragic and optimistic registers to deconstruction: he is beset by a tragic inability to find
solace in certainty, so he embraces an optimistic “enabling condition” of critique. In a
contemporary political context, this kind of resistance, which is always just the resistance
of powerlessness and inaction, is the very process at work in tragic optimism.
In some ways, Derrida and Emerson share a similar trait in having appeared to
have known their life’s work from the very beginning of their careers. So much of what
Emerson would later write extends from Nature, and traces of all Derrida’s later writings
can be found in his first trilogy of texts—Writing and Difference, Speech and
Phenomena, and Of Grammatology—all published in 1967. Once again humanistic work
can be cast in tragic terms; after all, the realization that your life has been set out before
you is precisely the moment of tragic recognition. What greater joy and fear can you feel
with the knowledge that your life’s work lays before you? Not surprisingly, Emerson had
also formulated this sense of “tragic optimism” in academic work. While it was the way
Emerson “always affirms an Optimism, never a Pessimism” that irked Matthiessen in
American Renaissance, it is this very acknowledgment of both duplicity and paradox that
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makes Emerson contemporary again. Emerson’s optimism, like Derrida’s, arises only
from a resistance to fated assumptions that a critical work reveals. For example, in a
critique of politicians and social organizations, Emerson watches as a “tragedy of
limitation” and social inequality spreads through a lack of education that will in turn
consume American citizens and democracy in “a secret melancholy” (“New England
Reformers” 159). It might even be said that the ancient tragic precept, “know thyself,” to
which Emerson refers in “The American Scholar,” may be much more generally applied
through Derrida’s “enabling condition of questioning, action, and decision.” Tragedy
must then be linked to a broader humanistic project of education and a simple ability to
question the conditions of life and to make meaningful political actions.
As reassuring as this is for those with experience of academic work, Tragic
America also argues that personal tragedies always have real possibility of entering our
lives. After all, Emerson knew great personal sadness in his life as well. From the death
of his young wife Ellen, the death of his brothers Edward and Charles, or death of his
young son Waldo, Emerson’s life was punctuated by such tragedies. Famously, his essay
“Experience” becomes a highly public venue through which he mourns the death of his
son. When Matthiessen says that Emerson did not have a sense for tragedy, he avoids this
very troublesome time for Emerson:
In the death of my son, now more that two years ago, I seem to have lost a
beautiful estate,—no more. I cannot get it nearer to me. If to-morrow I should be
informed of the bankruptcy of my principal debtors, the loss of my property
would be a great inconvenience to me, perhaps, for many years; but it would leave
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me as it found me,—neither better nor worse. So is it with this calamity; it does
not touch me; something which I fancied was a part of me, which could not be
torn away without tearing me nor enlarged without enriching me, falls off from
me and leaves no scar. I was caducous. I grieve that grief can teach me nothing,
nor carry me one step into real nature. (“Experience” 29)
His claim that the death of his son is like the loss of a “beautiful estate” does not convey
callousness, but rather he is describing a failure of language to accommodate the scope of
his loss. Emerson’s struggle with language at this moment is more a symptom of the
extreme hollowness he feels and the inability to have that reflected rationally. He can
only describe his grief by the very failure of his grieving to “get it nearer.” His loss is so
complete that he cannot approach the feelings necessary to know it. Today, we describe
such experiences through the language of trauma and shock, but he did not have such
language available to him then. So, Emerson must make a decision between this absolute
nothingness or a moment of affirmation; he chooses a moment to take up optimism and
imagine a future, any future at all. In the final passage of the essay, Emerson makes a call
and demands of himself, “up again, old heart!” (290). Up again, he says, despite this
sorrow. Up again, Emerson calls, and tempts another tragedy. Up again, so that he and his
son’s memory may survive.
Emerson would later say in his essay “Fate” that the “pleasure of life is according
to the man that lives it, and not according to the work or the place. Life is an
ecstasy” (“Fate” 22). Through his use of the word ecstasy, with a nod to the Greek root
ekstasis, which paradoxically places a lived life outside itself at the very moment of
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ecstatic pleasure, Emerson describes life as an arresting moment, an excess, and an
outward movement beyond simple description. I can think of no better way to describe
the conflict in Emerson’s sense of tragic optimism, and I can think of no better way to
conclude than by turning finally to Nature. Through the many years it has taken me to
write Tragic America, I have been comforted by this quotation: “There sits the Sphinx at
the road-side, and from age to age, as each prophet comes by, he tries his fortune at
reading her riddle” (Nature 22). By way of analogy, Emerson turns to the tragic motif of
the riddling sphinx to characterize academic work, but it is the acknowledgment that the
riddle must not be answered that averts the tragedy. A self-assured answer that guarantees
its own meaning brings Oedipus to Thebes and brings the tragedy to a terrifying
conclusion. Instead, each generation must be consumed by the sphinx and her question in
time, and it is this deferral, this moment of pause before the answer, that has allowed
tragedy to survive.
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